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cross Burning A Stunt':
Cleric To Keep Home;
VOL. VII—No. 15
thers Move In Area
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE—SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 15, 1958 Price 15c
5 Congressmen Act To Provide More Jobs
THE UNEMPLOYMENT SIT-
UATION in Memphis was re-
flected recently when more
than 10,532 heads of families
registered to receive Federal
surplus food released by the
U. S. Department of Agricul-
ture In photo at left, Mrs.
Ernie Sisk, of 11127 Rear N.
Second st., loads her food in
the back of a car after spend'
ing more than five hours in
line. In second photograph, J.
P. Barber heads home with
sack containing month's al-
lowance for three persons. Mr.
Barber has been out of work,
and unable to find another job
for eleven months. Other pho-
tos show more persons of both
Cleric To Keep Now It Can Be Told About Nashville
Glenview Home 
NegroParentsAvertedMoreTrouble
The person who set fire to a wooden cross on the
ivat of Rev. C. H. Mason, jr., at 1775 Glenview ave. lastriday night did it as a publicity stunt, the minister be-
lieves, for they called the newspapers and the fire depart-
ment immediately afterward he learned when he arrived
home. ,
The firemen called the police,
he said.
Rev. Mason said that the fire
was extinguished before It had a
chance to burn the grass. The
cross burning has been followed
up by the strewing of wine and
whiskey bottles on his lawn, he
said, and one morning the lawn
was Uttered with grapefruit rinds.
This, he said, he does not- con-
sider serious, and it takes only
a few minutes to carry the refuse
around and place it in the gar-
lia2e can.
ATTACKED BY THUG — Dr. J.
F. Walker, 77-year-old, nationally
known business, civic, antil relig-
ious leeder was attacked by a
masked /nan at the door of his
home of /109 Mississippi. last Fri-
day night around 40 o'clock. The
attacker was described as a light-
nned Negro of medium build,
and 40 years old. Dr. Walker
ortedly suffered a strained
shoulder from the struggle with
the intruder. He reportedly clipped
on a rag during the Struggle. Mr.
Walker Was alone at his home,
eypecting a business visitor when
the attack occurred. He answered
the doorbell expecting his visitor
when he was confronted by the
masked m a vi who started
grappling With him at once. He
called Or help The intruder then
turned mid ran. Dr. Walker did
not cafrthe police, after it was
decidedly him and other members
of his family that no harm had
been done, and no identifications
could bt made anyway. Dr. Walk.
em is president of the Tn-State
Rank of Memphis and Is hoard
chairman of the Universal Life
lesuranta company.
Rev. Mason, who has lived in
the neighborhood for the past nine
months, said "I have no intention
of selling my home. It was dis-
cussed with me, but I don't in-
tend to move."
Rev. Mason, the son of Bishop
Charles H. Mason, sr., the senior
bishop of the Church of God in
Christ, which he organized, is pas-
tor of the Temple Church of God
in Christ at the corner of Geor-
gia and Lauderdale ayes.
The minister said tnat the cross
burning followed the purchase by
Negroes of two other homes in
the area. The home next door to
him has been purchased by a Ne-




Why was the world destroyed
by a flood in the days of Noah?
It was because of integration.
That is what an 81-year-old re-
tired white school teacher, of At-
lanta, Ga., George W. Threlkeld,
says led to the destruction of those
who lived at the time of the
great deluge.
It was only Noah and his
family, devout segregationists,
who would in turn send it to the
rrighty, who loved to keep His
colors separate, he said.
All America must be warned,
or "educated on the important
suliject" of race segregation, the
octegenarian said, and this week
he included the Tri-State Defend-
er as a subject for enlightment.
WANTS IT PASSED ON
Threlkeld asked that his
communication be passed on to a
newspaper editor in Connecticut,
who would in turn send it to the
editros in other states.
Oddly enough, Mr. Threlkeld's
efforts In evangelize America on
the subject of integration dates
back to shortly after the Supreme
Court's decision on school segre-
gation.
"Integrating the schools is the
:test way to destroy (mongrelize)
e races," he said. "More then
half of all marriages can be traced
back to friendships made while
attending school.
"There must he no opportunity for
i races to form friendships but on.
See VIEWS, page 2
Mahlon Griffith, one of the parents of a child now 'at-
tending first grade In a dwgregated SC'100i in Nashville,
told a reporter recently that other Negroes offered to give
him an armed escort to and from sciaool, and to and
from work last fall, during the integration crisis in the
Tennessee capital.
But he said that he and other
parents who had children going
to desegregated schools refused
such an offer, and prevented a
more serious racial outbreak near
the schools.
This was brought out by Wal-
lace Westfeldt, a staff writer for
the Nashville "Tennesseean," in
the February 1958 edition of
"Southern School News."
"We got calls all night from oth-
et...Negroes offering to escort us
(el school and to and from work."
Mr. Griffith told the reporter, who
is also a correspondent for the
Southern School News. "They told
us they would be armed and could
assure us that nothing would hap-
pen. We told them no. That wasn't
the way to handle the situation.
POLICE DID GOOD JOB
The subsequent action on the
part of the Nashville police after
the Hattie Cotton Elementary
school was bombed, Mr. Griffith
said, proved that they needed no
such assistance.
Nashville School Supt. W. H. Oli-
ver gave four reasons why de-
segregation in that city had gone
about so smoothly. (1) The chil-
dren involved are very young. (2
The community moved swiftly
against demonstrators aria made
it clear that potential trouble mak-
ers would not be tolerated. (3)
Most of the parents involved, par-
ticularly the Negro parents, "have
been so level-headed and cooper-
ative." And (4) the teachers and
principals at the schools have
treated all children alike.
Of the 19 Negro children who
entered integrated classes last
Fall, only nine are still attending
the schools in which they were
enrolled.
One principal af a school where
two white students had been with-
drawn because of the Negroes,
said that the parents had come
to her and asked if their children
could return when the new term
begins.
'NO TROUBLE'
Most of the principals were re-
luctant to allow their names to
be used along with their state-
See TROUBLE. page 2
Passenger Flees As
Cabbie Dies At Wheel
A Memphis woman, who found herself in a cab with
an apparently dead driver at the wheel, jumped out of
the cab and vanished immediately after the careening
vehicle came to a halt last Monday evening.
Slumped under the wheel was Jeff Griffin, 52, a dri-
ver for the United Cab Company,
who was pronounced dead at John
Gaston hospital where he was tak-
en in an ambulance.
Mr. Griffin, who lived at 1428
Texas at., had been suffering
from heart trouble for some time,
and investigators discovered medi-
cine in his pocket which would
normally be used by persons suf-
fering from the ailment.
OUT OF CONTROL
James Holloway, another driv-
er for the company said that he
had been driving nearby and had
just let Mr. Griffin, who had a
woman passenger in the car, drive
See FLEES. page 2 JEFF GRIFFIN
races nearing the warehouse
at the Mallory Air Force De-




Commenting on the allocation
of Federal surplus food to desti-
tute persons in this area, Mayor
Edmund Orgill said this week:
"I think it is right and proper
that we should have received sur-
plus food for the needy. Most of
these people have been receiving
state aid and because of their
low income are eligible to par-
ticipate in the distribution of the
surplus food."
The mayor expresses hope that
a grant to farmers this spring
would allow them to employ
enough people to make the dis-
tribution of food to this area no
longer necessary.
In Memphis, he said, there
had been some layoffs in industry,
"but our industry is well diversi-
fied and I am sure there, have
not been any more layoff's in
our city than in any other city
of comparable size."
Until jobs are made available
he said that "we can be thankful
for unemployment compensation





A Frayser housewife, Mrs. Cath-
erine Burns, is seeking a mother
of four small children, who called
to her home recently in search of
employment, and would like for
her to get in touch with her at
ELmwood 7-6038.
Mrs. Burns said that the woman
See WOMAN, page 2
NAACP Answers
Attorneys for the city of Memphis. who had called
upon the state Attorney general -to give them support in
upholding the state law which would require continued
segregation of the races on city buses in Memphis were
given a surprise last week when Attorney General George
W. McCanless filed a brief in which serious doubt was
expressed that the law, enacted' 
in 1901, ever applied to motor ve-I attorney general showing any at-
hides.
The attorneys for the plaintiff,
0. Z. Evers had already ques-
tioned in a brief filed last week
the legality of the Tennessee at-
torney general to uphold and
support a law in one part of the
state, while ignoring its abandon-
ment in another section.
"It should he further noted,"
the brief stated, "that in Nashville,
which is the capital of the state
of Tennessee and the place where
the Attorney General has his of-
flee, that the local intrastate car
rier., ,here have abandoned racial-
ly segregated seating" without the
tempt to have the law enforced.
ASKS DISMISSAL
In his brief filed recently the
attorney general said, "Motor bus-
es have come into use for passen-
ger carrying long since the en-
actment of the cede sections in-
volved in 1901 and the statutes,
have not been amended to extend
their coverage to motor buses."
He asked that if the court
should find that the law does not
apply to motor buses, that the
ease filed by Mr. Evers who
brought the suit against the com-
pany and city officials, be dis-
missed.
_In Bus Suit
This move on the part of the
state was opposed by the attor-
neys for the City of Memphis.
But they have already asked that
if the court feels that the ques-
tion has some merit, the case be
decided in a state court.
The attorneys for the city, ac-
cording to the brief filed by the
lawyers for the plaintiff, have
done everything in their power to
avoid a decision on the basic
issue.
'SPECIOUS OBJECTIONS'
These have included, they said,
the "specious and sterile objec-
tions (1) with respect to the lacic
and or inadequacy of the notice
to the governor and attorney gen-
eral concerning this hearing, (2)
with respect to the good faith
character of the plaintiff's inter-
est in these proceedings, and (3)
with respect to the involvement
for the NAACP proceedings.
"The evidence disclosed that in
October, 1956 the attorney general
and the governor were supplied
with a copy of the complaint by
the clerk of this court and knew
the issues involved."
The counsel for the plaintiff, Mr.
Evers, contended further in the
brief filed that "The . . conten-
tions which the defendants make
about the good faith nature of the
lawsuit and the activities of the
NAACP are vicious, irresponsible
and unsupported charges. To
those who are unwilling to see
that racial segregation is doomed
In the U. S. both as an illegal
and immoral practice, the NAACP,
because it seeks to help Negro
Americans vindicate in the courts
their valid claims of unconstitu-
tional discrimination, is guilty of
stirring up litigation or commit-
ting barratry and champtery."
Testimony on the bus case was
heard on Jan 8. and the court gave
both parties until Feb 13 to file
additional briefs on the case.
9
tributed, so m e leavint
with their food packs, and a
long line or men and women
standing In the rain outside
the gates with all sorts of con-
tainers to ..art away the food.
Congressmen Act
On Unemployment
By M. L. REID
Standing outdoors In the cold in a long line, with a
light rain settling down on you at various intervals from
6:00 a.m. until 1:30 p.m. to get a sack of groceries is
quite a feat of endurance, hut when you are out of work,
can't find a job, and have other mouths to feed, there is
nothing else to do.
That is the predicament that
faced an estimated 10 per cent
of the Memphis population last
week
In Washington, some 35 U. S.
Congressmen took steps to halt
the spread of unemployment.
They asked President Eisenhower
to alleviate the situation, and as
part of the action to cite all areas
of "courrent or imminent labor
surplus as critical."
They advised the President to
grant Federal Government pro-
curement contracts in these areas,
and to provide work on defense
and public works projects.
GORE VISITS
None of the Representatives
who signed the petition was from
this area, but Senator Albert Gore,
who visited the Mallory Air Force
Depot, while in Memphis last
week, promised to ask for a na-
tional public works program as
soon as he returned to Washing-
ton.
Long before daylight here last
week, men and women began as-
sembling outside the Mallory Air
Force Depot to receive portions
of the surplus food that has peen
made available by the U. S. De-
partment of Agriculture.
This present situation, how-
ever, is not a depression, econom.
ist eay. It is a recession. But to
those out of work the semantical
difference between the two words
means very little. Its results are
the same to the unemployed.
TRIED EVERYWHERE
Said J. P. Barber, of 1561 Min-
nie st., before departing with the
groceries that he had stood in lino
for more than six hours to re-
ceive, "I want to find a job, and
I have been everywhere I could
think of to find one, but I have
not been able to find a thing."
Mr. Barber explained that he
has been out of work for the past
11 months since being laid off as
a laborer for the Air Force. With
a wife and child to feed, as well
as to house and to clothe, he said
that he had searched diligently for
work during the 20 weeks that
he received unemployment cont.
pensation, but that his efforts were
In vain.
The unemployed laborer was
typical of the many persons who
spent long hours in the lines out-
side the warehouse loaned to the
See ACT, page 2
Plan To Have Capable'
Students Enter MSU
If the strict screening test calculated to raise His
scholastic level of Memphis State university, while limit.
ing its enrollment, is used to keep qualified Negroes out
of the school, it will he declared unconstitutional, the
members of the State Board of Education have been ad-
vised.
Steps were being contemplated
by total leaders to get qualified
Negro students into the university.
The Board's plan which will be
used in the Fall of 1958, is design-
ed to keep enrollment at the insti-
tution down to 4,250 and the Spring
term enrollment at 3,800.
While no one has elaborated on
the screening test, it is assumed
that all Negroes who pass the test
will be admitted to the school,
which so far has been able to
use various devices to keep them
out
The screening test will be given
to both freshmen and transfer
students at various test points to
be established in West Tennessee
beginning next month.
Students from out of state
and those living outside West Ten-
nessee would have to take the
tests on the MS11 campus here,
All applicants will have to sup-
ply a picture for identification pur-
poses.
The applicants scoring the
highest on the test would be the
first ones accepted into the school
if the plan is democratically fol-
lowed. An estimated 221 scholar-
ships will be given by the school.
2 TRI-STATE DEFENDER
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AFTER COMPLETING a one'
year course in life insurance
underwriting at Purdue univer-
sity, Luckie C. Sharp of Mem-
phis, beams as he is handed
his graduation certificate by
Hal L. Nutt, director of Life
Insurance Marketing at Pur-
due.
by HATTIE HOUS E
PROGRESSIVE BAPTIST
The 66 Books of the Bible will
be presented at the Progressive
Baptist church Sunday at 7:30
p. m. Lending their talents to this
educational endeavor will be Rev.





ke C. Hennings, jr., (D-Mo.) has
idvised the Senate Subcommittee
on Internal Security to conduct
further hearings on a bill designed
to limit the power of the United
Stlites Supreme Court before re-
porting the measure to the Ju-
diciary Committee for further ac-
tion.
The bill, S. .2646, would deprive
'every American citizen of his p iv-
Begs of appeal to the U. S. Su-
preme Court, and place more au-
thority in the hands of the lower
courts, which would be guided by
past decisions of the court.
Senator William Jenner, of In-
diana, is the proponent of the bill,
and it was presented to the Ju-
diciary Committee after only one
day of bearings, without anw wit-
nesses on hand to oppose it. Both
witnesses were connected with
the subcommittee as a mem-
ber and as staff member. No one
had an opportunity to speak
against the measure.
THEY DISAGREE
Said Senato Henning, "The pro-
ponents of the bill simply dis
agree, quite violently I might
add, with certain decisions of the
Supreme Court. They believe the
Court from rendering further de-
cisions which they might disagree
in certain cases and have accused
the courts of usurping power.
"Therefore to keep the Supreme
Court from rendering further de
cisions wich they might disagree
with, they propose to take from
the court its jurisdiction in cer
tam areas. They propose to take
from the American citizen his
right to appeal," the Senator
laid.
Senator Hennings said that the
backers of the bill seek to take
away from the American citizen
his right to appeal, but, ''they are
Dot willing to argue their conten-
tions before the Supreme Court in
a prescribed judicial manner,"
but wished to "short circuit jus-
tice by throwing the switch in
Congress."
Not only does the group seek
to prevent certain measures to
get to the Supreme Court, but
would attempt to reverse the Su-
preme Court's past interpretations
of the Constitution.
THEY HOPE
Thth "I believe the proponents hope
at the lower courts will over
look our traditional legal systems
and either flagrantly, or under the
cover of some type of smoke
screen, disregard the Supreme
Court's decisions in the prescrib-
ed areas, in the lower courts
do not agree with them," the Mis-
souri Senator said.
The attempt to curtail the Su-
preme Court's power is nothing
new, he said. Similar attempts
were made in 1821, 1867, and in
1868.
In 1821, he said, several speech
as were made on the floor re-
garding such a bill, but no anon
was taken; in 1867 a bill was pas.
ad, but vetoed by President An-
drew Johnson.
The veto was overridden, but
the 'Supreme Court dismissed the
appeal for lack of jurisdiction.
In 1868, the proponents of such
action did not succeed in getting
enough strength to bring it to a
vote.
It Is the same type bill that
* Reconstruction Congress failed
Ado inve enacted, Senator liennings
ega that Senator Jenner and his
friends in the Senate are trying
le get passed today.
ell, Rev. S. J. Parker, Mr. I.
Luellen, Mrs. M. Harvey, Mrs. D.
Anderson, Mrs. R. Jerkins a n d
many others. Two minutes will
be allowed for the discussion of
each book. Keeping the time will
be Pete Simpson.
Mrs Lela Fowler, a faithful
member and a wonderful worker
ls responsible for this much an-
ticipated affair.
Rev. O. C. Colltn I. the pas-
tor.
ST. JOHN BAPTIST
Men's Day Will be observed at
the St. John Baptist church, Sun-
day, Feb. 23. A forceful and be-
loved personality, Dr. Hollis
Price will be the principal speak-
er. The well-known president of Le-
Moyne college will address the
congregation at 3 p. m. The
Southern Male Chorus, under the
direction of Prof. John Whit-
taker, will furnish music for the
occasion.
The membership will also hear ,
a dynamic sermon by the pastor,
Rev. A. McEwen Williams. It will
be delivered during the morning
vice at it a. m. Providing mu-
service at 11 a. m. Providing mu-
sic for this service will be the
St. John Men's Chorus. Prof.
Thomas Doggett will direct it.
Plans for this day were made
and are being carried out by the
diligent workers of these commit-
tees: J. E. Sisson, general chair-
man; Prof. Ennus Moss, co-chair-
man; Walter Bond, secretary;
Leon Springfield, asst. secretarry;
Dr. R. Q. Venson, general chair-
man of finance; C. H. Johnson,
finance chairman; Alfredo Suff.
ord, asst. finance chairman; Prof.
Frank Lewis, chairman of decora-
tions; Charlie Parker, progrem
chairman; Martin Gray, Sr., re-
ception and dinner chairman;
Rev. McEwen Williams, chairman
of Evangelistic committee; Prof.
Nathaniel D. Williams, chairman
of publicity, and Prof. Willie E.
Lindsey, co-chairman of publicity.
Dis sanctuary is located at 1:10
Vance avenue, The public is in-
vited.
YOUTH FOR CHRIST
Youth For Christ wns organized
to help youths understand work
of the Lord. Groups have been
organized in Footes Homes and
LeMoyne Gardens. There is also
a group orginized in Dixie Homes.
Mrs. Rytha Bolton is president
of the young people in Footes
Homes. The president of LeMoyne
Garden and Dixie Home groups
are Miss Johnnie Louise Jeffer-
les and Miss Starletta Taylor.
The Youth For Christ Home ie
located at 145 Beale at. It is open
from 9 a. m. to 6 p. m.
GOSPEL TEMPLE BAPTIST
Superintendent Frank L. Phil-
lips, jr., got things off to a good
start on last Sunday with his mes-
sage to the Sunday school on the
Annual Heart's Day occasion. He
has given much study to the func-
tion of the humnn heart, and he
drew applications which may be
applied to the spiritual heart.
The pastor's sermon last Sunday
win entitled "Our Salvation is
Nearer than When We First Be-
lieved." At the close, one person
was added to the church subject
to baptism. The 100-voice choir
sang, "When I Get Home," and
ended the service with much spir-
itual emphasis.
'rhe Lord's Supper was celebrat-
ed at the evening service.
Rev. C. T. Epps is pastor of the
church.




DETROIT —(INS) — Charles
Wilson, 40, of Detroit, was fined
$150 for drunk driving yesterday
although police said his car
(Continued }rum Page 1)
ments, but one who said that she
didn't mind, according to Mr. West-
feldt, was Miss Mary Brent, prin-
cipal of the Glenn school, where
two Negro girls are enrolled.
"It has gone much better than
I expected," Miss Glenn said.
"There has been absolutely no
trouble among the children. Of
course you must remember that
we only have desegregation in the
first grade, and among children
that young, you have child prob-
lems, not race problems."
Miss Brent said that one of the
Negro children in her school was
above average scholastically and
could be transferred to the second
grade, but the age limit prevented
her from promoting the child.
The girl has attended kinder-
garten at Fisk.
PARENTS SATISFIED
Negro parents of all the chil-
dren said that they were satis-
fied with the manner in which
their children had been treated at
the previously all-white schools.
but some did not believe that the
white schools were any better
than Negro schools.
According to Mr. Westfeldt. one
Negro father who did, said: "I
know this school is better than
the Negro school he would have
attended. Our other child goes
there and I know that my boy at
the desegregated school is get-
ting a better education. This school
is fundamentally better in eversy
respect — teachers, facilities and
curriculum — than the Negro
school."
The mother of a Negro child at-
tending an integrated school said
that she did not believe that the
desebregated class was any better
than the all-Negro school her child
would have attended, but that
the one where she was presently
enrolled was "closer and more
convenient."
SMALLER CLASSES
But she appreciated the fact the
classes were smaller at the white
schools, and said, "I think that our
child will probably get some in-
tangible benefits just from going
to school with white children that
she would not have received
otherwise."
One Negro mother withdrew her
child from an integrated school
because most of the white chil-
dren _there came from poverty-
stricken homes, and her husband
was well-to-do. She said that she
was not an economic snob, but
she did not believe it fair to sub-
ject her child to an environment
where his elassmates were from
such a different economic back-
ground.
Many parents of Negro children
attend PTA meetings, hut one
mother who paid dues failed to
show up and wrote the woman
principal a letter stating that she
would not attend unless she was
positive that it would cause no
trouble for the principal. On the
other hand, one father was wel-
comed into the Men's Club meet-
ing by every member of the group
present. The club is a neighbor-
hood group.
On the whole, the report re
vealed that integration in Nash-
ville was successful because most
persons involved have been coop-
erative.
Act
(Continued From Page I)
Welfare commission for the dis
tribution of food.
SOME ABLE, WILLING
Some were old age pensionegs,
some field workers who brought
their cotton pickers' sacks to carry
the food, and some able and willing
to work, but unable to find em-
ployment.
Pock Neal, 20. of 2369 Eldridge
ave., married and the father of
two children, said that he had
been out of work for seven months,
but that his quest for a new lob
since the time has been futile.
No one seems to need workers, he
said.
One of his neighbors. Jesse
Clear, of 2329 Eldridge ave., was
also in line, but the future for him
Is a little brighter. He expects
to return to his job as truck driver
with the U. S. Engineers as soon
as. the weather gets warm. But
in the meantime he has been un-
able to find another lob to support
his wife and one child.
'NEVER AGAIN' •
An elderly lady who had shiver-
ed from 9 a. m. until almost 2





WASHINGTON — What happen-
ed last weekend when the House
sub-committee on appropriations
held up funds for the Civil Rights
commission to operate on is a
shining example of how the astute
parliamentary minded southern
wing of Congress so often out-
flanks the North and catches
It with its pants at "half mast."
It's also proof that the real
story is more often in the cloak-
room or the smoke-filled recesses
Views
(Continued From Page 1)
ly business friendships," he said.
An inveterate letter-to-the-editor
writer, Mr. Thelkeld condemned
six principle outlined by 80 min-
isters in an effort to improve
racel relations in Atlanta.
"Jut the idea of race integration
in schools has influenced and en-
couraged race intermarriage
(mongrelization) Among our sol-
diers in foreign countries—over
90 per cent increase.
"Even our Negro soldiers," he
said, "are now bringing home
white German wives," he said.
SOME BIG FICTION
"Moreover in the first integrat-
ed school term of Clinton, Tenn.,
there were 190 young students
pregnant — a 98 per cent increase
over segregated schools."
Though he fails to produce it,
Mr. Threlkeld offers to give fuller
proof.
"All sin and crime will be pun-
ished either here or in the here-
after," the octege itrian wrote,
"and God has or will punish ev-
ery person and every ration which
violates his law of segregation. We
the U. S., brought the Negro to
this country and our punishment
was the war between the states."
LIFE-TIME JOB
The country ignored both history
and the Bible in 1954, the retired
teacher said, and went ahead and
integrated the eehools, thus de-
claring God's word null and void,
committing blasphemy against
God, and the sin of impeachment
against this country. For this, he
warns, both individuals and the
nation will be punished, and he
then cites a long list of Biblical
texts to prove his point.
For the person who wants to do
religious as well as educational
work, the gentleman from Geor-
gia said, the teaching of segre-
gation offers a lifetime job. The
telephone book is just filled with
people who need salvation through
segregation.
Cleric
than it is out on the floor in full
view of the public eye.
At any rate, while the Republi-
cans were taking a week-end
powder and fanning out over the
country in Lincoln Day speeches
to garner votes, they were losing
out in Congress.
Meanwhile, while both liberal
Republicans and Democrats were
knocking off for the weekend, the
southerners on the sub-committee
rolled over and played possum
dead long enough for nearly half
of the House membership to be
gone.
Then on late Friday, Rep.
George Andrews (D. Ala.) called
a meeting of the subcommittee.
As a result, the inert Civil Rights
commission got clipped of the
$750,000 which had been specified
for its operation.
Andrews blandly announced that
since the commission already had
$200,000 alloted to it from special
funds of the President, and since
no one had appeared from the
administration or the commission
to testify as to what the commis-
sion needed the $750,000 for, the
committee could not justify ap-
propriating the money.
Fortunately, Congressman Chas.
Boyle (D) from Chicago, a new
member of the committee, spoke
up and offered a motion to re-
store the money. This was suffi-
cient to get the matter onto the
House floor on Monday for a two-
hour debate.
The results of this are best ex-
plained in a statement by Rep.
Adam Clayton Powell after the
House had voted in a "rise mo-
tion" to leave the matter pend-
ing until the White House takes
the initiative in pressing for a
hearing and sending witnesses
from' the commission and the
Btafeau of the Budget to testify
on the needs of the committee.
Woman
Said Powell:
"The House today averted what
would have been a tragedy due
to the inaction of the White House
in not pushing more vigorously
for the Civil Rights commission
to be heard before the appropria-
tions committee. 4
"After receiving the pledged
word from Chairman Clarence
Cannon of the full committee and
subcommittee Chairman Andrews,
it is now totally the responsibility
of the White House to push for
action.
"At present we have an un-
firmed commission, an unappoint-
ed staff with unappropriated
funds."
Six of the 10 members of the
subcommittee are southerners.
The chairman of the full appro-
priations committee Clarence Can-
non is from Missouri.
When he was asked whether he
would call a committee meeting
to hold hearings, he passed the
buck to the sub-committee and
when Andrews was questioned as
to what he would do, he took safe-
ty by saying it would depend on
what the majority of the sub
committee would vote.
One thing that has happened
with the suspension of business
by the committee, all other ap-
propriations are being held up
too.
(Continued From Page 1)
came to her home and informed
her that her husband had died re-
cently and had been buried on Jan.
31, leaving her with the small chil-
dren to support, that she wanted
to find housework.
She said that at the time she
was sick with a cold, and did not
take time to do as much for the
distressed woman as she might
have, but shortly after the worn-
and departed she got in her auto
mobile and tried to find her, but
was unsuccessful.
Since then Mrs. Burns has at-
tempted to find the widow who
came to her door, but all of her
efforts have been futile. She has
contracted the police and also
several undertakers to discover
the address of a widow of a man
Who died from a ruptured append-
ix and pneumonia, but no one has
been able to give her the informa-
tion.
Anyone who knows of the per-,
son is asked to have her contact
Mrs. Burns at the above listed
number.
Flees
(Continued From Page 1)
ahead of him when suddenly he
saw the man's car go out of con-
trol.
"He went through the green
light, and right on up on the side-
walk, and knocked the steps off
of the flower shop," Mr. Holloway
said.
"I went to the cab, and he was
slumped against the door, and un-
conscious," the driver said. I don't
know what became of the woman,"1
Mr. Holloway said."When I got




Douglas To Try Bypass Of
Eastland In Righ ts Fight
By ETHEL PAYNE
WASHINGTON — Sen. Paul
Douglas (D. Ill.) indicated yester-
day that supporters of the new
hi-partisan civil rights bill intro-
duced by him were p.epared to
again by-pass the Senate Judi-
ciary committee if necessary to
get the measure onto the floor for
action.
Douglas made the hint follow-
ing a press conference in his of-





GREENSBORO, N. C. — (INS)
— Six Negroes sentenced to 15-
day jail terms for trespassing on
the all-white Gillespie G o 1 f
course in Greensboro vowed yes-
terday to appeal to the highest
courts.
The slx, convicted by an all-
white jury last Friday, were sen-
tenced by Judge George M. Foun-
tain.
The judge set bond at $200 for
each defendant.
The six had received 30-day
terms for the trespassing in a
December, 1956 trial, but were
granted a new hearing by the State
Supreme Court.
The Gillespie course is city-own-
ed, but has been leased to a pri-
vate corporation.
Attorneys for the six Negroes
claim that since the course be-
longs to the city it must be con-
sidered public property.
They have appealed to the state
Supreme Court again and
plan to carry their fight to the
U. S. Supreme Court if necessary.
1st Negro Air
I There were pedestrians passing Hostess To,
on the sidewalk at the time of w k For TWAthe collision, but all of them man- oraged to escape without being hit.
Funeral services for Mr. Grif-
fin were held at the Pilgrim Rest
Baptist church, Kennedy at., last
Sunday, with Rev. C. M. Lee of-
ficiating.
Mr. Griffin is survived by three
stepdaughters, Mrs. Beatrice
Ricks and Daisy Glover, both of
Memphis; and Mrs. Katie M a e
McKinney of Tunica, Miss., and
three stepsons, Walter and Ernest
Janes, of Memphis; and Williamsomeone in the community. Both E. Jones of Bursvick, Ga. He hadp. m. said, "If the Lord forgives times, he said, they grandchildren,me for coming out here in this 
left as soon
as they found that neither oc- Interment was in the Libertycold weather and risking my
Hill cemetery in Lake Cormorant,'11 never-'health to get this food, I
casion warranted their presence.
Miss. The Victory Funeral homedo it again." 
''When we registered for the, Raps Press For was in charge of arrangements.food," Mrs. Rachel Pettis of 1372
Hyde Park st. said, "it was in-
doors. and I thought we would
have some place inside to stand
when we went after it.
"Never again." she repeated as
she drafted a young man to carry
her loaded sack to the bus stop.
(Continued From Page 1)
gro couple, he said, and Negroes
will soon move into another house
nearby.
Several of his white neighbors,
he said, have called and have
also talked to him in person, and
told him that they had no objec-
tions to his presence in the area.
but that they had been thinking
of selling and moving out in the
suburbs long before he arrived.
REFUSED OFFER
Rev. Mason said that when he
first moved into the community, a
group called the Glenview Plan-
ners, Inc., headed by an attorney
since disbarred, came and verbal-
ly offered to pay him as high as
$22,000 for the place, but that he
refused their offer.
Since then the organization, he
said, has forfeited $500 when it
was unable to follow through on
another deal.
There have been only two mi-
nor annoyances to occur, Rev. Ma-
son said, since he moved into the
house. On one occasion someone
sent the police to his home, and
when they arrived he was
there alone reading the newspaper.
When his daughter, a student at ,
LeMoyne college, gave a party'
for some of her friends, the po-
lice also came at the request of
Ignoring GOP
Rule Misdeeds
WASHINGTON — (INS) — Sen.
John Sparkman (D) Ala., yester-
More than 10,532 families regis. day charged the press with an
tered in Memphis to receive the apparent lack of interest In charge-
surplus flour, corn meal, rice, es of misdeeds during the Eisen-
cheese, and powdered milk: hower Administration.
▪ IN
•didn't travel more than six feet. ,
Officers said Mean was park-
ed at a curb ramming his car 1•
into the autos parked In front 1.
and bark of him.
They said the man told them: —
11 wanted to get revenge on !M
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Sparkman said he was disturbed
"by the apparent lack of interest
by the press as a whole" in charg-
es of misdeeds during the Eisen-
hower Administration.
NEW YORK — (INS) — The
N. Y. State Commission Against
Discrimination announced yester-
day that the first Negro hostess to
be hired by a major transcontinen-
tal and international airline will,
begin work within 90 days for
Trans-World Airlines.
The decision was announced by
Charles Abrams, commission
chairman on the eve of a public
hearing on a charge brought by
the new hostess, Dorothy Frank-
lin, of Astoria, Queens that she had
been discriminated against "be-
cause of poor complexion. . .unat-
tractive teeth' and legs that were
"not shapely."
Her case was postponed to May
12.
Gov, Averell Harriman hailed
the hiring of Miss Franklin as a
move that would raise American
prestige abroad.
they were co-sponsoring new "pre- clouded the real issue of the moral
ventive" relief for civil rights to principle making a civil rights
restore Section III defeated in the bill an absolute necessity and he
last session of Congress. said, the aim of the supporters
Douglas told reporters that last of the bill this year is to prevent
year's parliamentary maneuver opposition from again using this
to upset the long blockade of civil tactic to cut out the heart of the
rights by the Eastland committee bill.
had established a new precedent. Sen. Richard Neuberger 40
Sen. Jacob Javits (R. N.Y.) put Ore.) also supporting the bill s
1
himself on record as being against that in his state Negroes cow-
the administration policy of a prise less than two percent of the"cooling off" period on new rights population, yet civil rights waslegislation. of paramount interest to the vastJavits said, "I do not agree with majority of citizens there.
ceasing efforts to get a civil rights
In addition to Douglas and thebill through this year. This is
necessary not only for the moral other Senators named, the follow-
principle involved, but for inter- ing joined in as co-sponsors: Sens.
national reasons" Hubert Humphrey (D. Mihn.);
The measure as outlined by Sen.
Douglas fills in the void where the Irving Ives (R. N.Y.); 
Thomas
14th Amendment to the Constitu- C. 
Hennings (D. Mo.); Gordon
Allott (R. Colo); Pat McNamaration had been omitted in writing
(D. Mich.); Wayne Morse (D.last year's law.
Ore.); Everet Dirksen (R. Ill.);Douglas said there was a danger
In forgetting the provisions in the William Proximire (D. Wis.) and
amendment guaranteeing equal Clifford Case (R. N. J.) Also Glen
protection of the laws to all citi- Beall (R, Md.) John Carroll (D.
zens and the last sentence which
reads "no state shall deny equal
protection of the laws."
PROVISIONS OF BILL
The Illinois Senator said his new
bill would cover both the 14th and
the 15th Amendments, the latter
which gives Negroes the right to
vote
The most important provisions
of the Douglas bill would provide
for technical assistance, financial
grants and administrative proce-
dures 'for preparing desegregation
plans.
When voluntary compliance is
not forthcoming, new court pre-
cedings and preventive relief are
also provided for the attorney
general to use.
Sen. Joseph Clark (D. Pa.) a
co-signer of the bill told reporters
that last year in the heat of the
battle over civil rights, Southern
opponents had successfully be'
RI.)
Simultaneous
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by I. Alex Wilson
EDITOR, TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Teenage Criminals Here
races. A blanket indictment is un-
fairly placed against our people
as a result of these renegades.
But, be that as it may, it ap- duced a young thug, he cant be
pears that Memphians are sitting
upon a burning sawdust heap of a 
expected to walk out of his primi- Molesting Girlstive background into a climate of
Similar situation as being exper- culture and change with a few les- Trial for Leo Green, 47, a white
kneed in the East. sons, regardless of race. sundry store operator who was
Last Saturday morning I listen- arrested for molesting small chil-If there is a strong current foreel with deep concern as an offic- dren who came to his shop at 395
er eloquently and with some emo- disrespect for the law, honesty Linden ave., has been set for Apriland decency in the home. thenlion, cited Instance after instance 4. in City Court
the child or children of that home.of crimes committed by teenag• Green, 
be they white or Negro, will re-
Who lives in the beck of
era here — pointing up a condition his shop near the Leath school,
fleet the condition.Which I am quite convinced the was arrested on the complaint of
average citizen is not fully aware The church can be a strong in- the girls' parents, and has been
of. fluence in developing mural and charged with assault and battery
spiritual uprightness. But the par- and for soliciting females. Both
girls are studants at Leath.
According to vice squad offic-
ials, the man is accused of having
given the girls, ages 9 and 11,
candy and money, and ins ited them
into the rear of the store for im-
moral porposes.
are repeated instances of money- ship. 
Green, who was hospitalized Ad.
greedy and ruthless adults har- Hence, the solution to the proh- 
lowing his arrest, is married but
separated from his wife.
boring teenagers who have com- lem is usually left to the school,
milted crimes, especially burg.' juvenile court, and reform school. •
lary and theft. The effectiveness is obvious.
It is disturbing to learn that It is hoped that the recently or-
some adults and other young peo- ganized Youth Guidance commis- Wins 12thple not directly involved in the sion with its impressively planned
act of burglary or theft, or rob- program will be a definite asset •
bery knowingly shares the ill-got- in the campaign against juvenile Tnal Delay
Editor's Son To
Get Commission
TALLAHASSEE, Fla. — Bert-
ram C. Wilson, son of Tri-State
Defender Editor L. Alex Wilson,
is one of the 45 cadets of Eli.
A & M university Reserve Officers
Training Corps who received theiri
Army branch assignments.
The cadets are to be commis-:
slotted as second lieutenants in
their respective branches upon re-
ceipt of their academic degrees
from the university.
Cadet Wilson is to graduate in
June and is assigned to the in-
fantry. Upon receiving their corn.
missions of second lieutenants, the
cadets max be called to active
duty for a period of six months or
24 months.
It is unpleasant to bear that
boys have been arrested for drunk. ents and children must first enter
enness at school; for slashing the church on a consistent basis
each other, then refusing, in keep. to benefit therefrom. And there
ing with the code of the under-
world and the Old West, to name
the missing attacker.
It is irritating to learn that there
We here in Memphis have duel With regard to the juvenile de-
reason to become a bit upset, linquent in school, the responsi-
about the juvenile gang assaults egity of holding him in line does
In New York by youngsters of both' not lie primarily with the princi-
pal and faculty.
The basic responsibility is in the
home. If the parents have pro-
a difficulty arises. Too many of
those who need to hear the teach-
ings of Christ ably expounded are
elsewhere during the hours of wor-
ten money. delinquency. Further, it is my
This is a situation which should personal hope that mailed-fist of
not be taken lightly. Memphis is the law will land on each adult
a growing city. As it grows, the found guilty of aiding and abetting
criminal element — young and delinquency among teenagers.
old — and those who aid and abet There has been too much levity
violation of the law, must be held in that regard on each level of
in chick our social strueture.
Note Of Appreciation
In behalf of the 'eri-State De-
fender and the Defender Publica-
tions. I wish to express apprecia-
tion for the token of recognition
giten by the Elks, through Lt G.
W. Lee's Department of Educa-
tion last week at the Annual Schol-
arship dinner in Philadelphia.
The incident at Little Rock on
Sept. 23 which befell me was just
one of the hazards of my field.
There comes a time in the life
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Finest selection of Freeman and Edwin Clapp Shoes
in the South
Your charge account invited
Arrest Man For
Ga. Fugitive
BOSTON — (INS) -- A fugitive
from Georgia appeared in Muni-
cipal court yesterday and won his
12th continuance, along with a
blast from Judge George W. Rob-
erts who termed the "case a
scandal."
Edward Ramsey, alias Leon
Ramsey. 37, has been held in
Charles Street jail since last Aug.
31 when he was arrested as a
fugitive in his room in the South
End, lie was found guilty on a
murder charge in Elberton, Ga.,










WOODSTOCK High school ob- reigning as home coming
served its annual home-ruin- queen. At right Is Patrick R.
Mg on Feb. 4, with Miss Jolut Carter captain of the Aggies.
Evelyn Johnson, top photo, In center photo, Miss ohnson Is
For sitting and sipping, or served
with meals and snacks, the unique good
taste of Coke adds to the fun of any evening.
Friends dropping in tonight?
Better stock up on Coke today..,
the bit-loved sparkling drink
in all the world.
11M•  • •••••• ••••••••• •••••• ••••••••••••• a••••
REGULAR
PARTY SUGGESTION: Handy
butlet-way to serve up chielcen
salad: heap the salad into split-
and-buttered hot-dog rolls, set
'em out on a platter and team
with ice-cold Coke!
i
SIGN OF GOOD TASTE
Settled under authority of The Coca-Cola Company by Coca-Cela Bottling Company of Memphis, Tenn.
Sat., Feb. 15, 1958
along with the princess and her
attendants. They are, seated,
left to right: Linda Rutherford,
attendant to the junior prin-
cess; Larry D. White, crown
b ; Patricia Ann Wise,
Junior princess; Princess Pa-
tricia Ann Lang; Melvin Read-
er, attendant to princess; Prin.
cess Christine Terry; and Char-
lotte Smith, flower girl. Stand-
ing, same order, are: Misses
Gwendolyn Jones, Dorothy
Johnson, Margaret Barrantine,
and Versie Lee Green, attend-
ants to the queen; Charlene
Pullen, captain of the girls'
team; F. Boyland, co-cap-
tain of the basketball team;
Miss Johnson, the queen, on
throne; P. H. Carter, team
co-captain; Ellis Shanner.
Misses Christine Terrell, Aline
Johnson and Jean Esther
Smith, attendants to the queen.
Bottom photo, Charlotte Smith
the flower girl, spreads the
blooms along the regal path-
way.
The population of El Salvador
is about 140 persons per square
mile, the second most densell


















Political Shot In The Arm
dinner when Harry will make a
"lase 'em hell" speech h a s
zoomed.
The Truman interview Wig
the most remarkably candid in-
sight Into the presidency ever
seen or beard.
The oddest aftermath was that
not a single question on the
matter was asked Ike at his news
conference, particitearly, on the
letter Truman sae' Eisenhower
wrote to a New England news-
man on why a military man
should not aspire to the presider'.
in
Harry Truman's hour-long in- rime to regret because wbeneve
terview on CBS was a shot I finish with one, there was
the arm to the Democratic Par- ways another ahead of me
ty. Station WTOP has been flood- make."
ed with requests for a repeat Chuckle- About the time
performance of the film. I put on his blue reserve unifor,
The Democratic National and marched into show it
Committee offices report t h e his "unreconstructed" graudindemand for tickets for the Feb. 22 the,- Said she. "Harry, that's
cy
Truman's salty comment out
military men going into politics: gry words with Clarence challen
"They're like a horse with blind- tog his statement about the as
elation.
partial list.
"Since 1953, we have been sad-
dled with uneympathetie federally
appointed governors who h a • e
abused their powers. The present
governor, Walter Gordon is ineffi-
cient, incompetent, and dictorial
In his actions.
The percentage of literacy
is much higher in the islands
since the Organic Act of 193e, and
the neople are ready for self gov-
era on. All he can see is straight
In front of hlm." For the record let it he kno
Some other Truman remarks that Metcalf has done Mitchell a
to be remembered. "I don't the oreanisation a great dime
know who originated that state- Ice. Ile has the right to disag
nient attributed to me about with the position taken. but he h
give 'em hell. I always say I no eight to attempt to speak
never give anybody hell. I just behalf of the Negro people, n
tell the truth and they think it's can he correctly question the
hell " tegritv of a man who has earn
On whether he reeretted any even the respect of those op
of his decislans• "I never had ins his aim.:
mighty pretty blue suit, bu
that's the first time a blue un
form has ever come in th
holm... Don't bring it In he
anymore "
Said Harry: "I never dist"
And on his decision in 1548
run on a platform of integrati
even at the risk of losing t
solid Covell- "I don't know wh
thee it helped any or not. I di
it because it was right and w
won."
1fter the hearing visa over,
chell went up to Metcalf and t.
two men exchanged loud and a
State Vs. Federal Authority
As Virginia girdled to pass one single investigation into tit
new laws to prevent the inactive denial of voting rights as it %a
Civil Rights Commisslim looking set up to do.
over state records, constitution- Probing around under the as
al lawyers said the supremacy face to find out the stars-
clause of the Constitution ran hind the story, there are stron
be invoked to force the state to indications that a bi-partis
comply, deal is going on to quietly sta
Congress gave the commission
the power to subpoena individu-
ate and records. I.awyers say
the act of setting up a commis-
sion is an implementation of civ-
il rights amendments already le
the Constitution.
While this debate was going,
Dr. John Hannah, chairman of
the commission, admitted that
four prospective persons for the
Job of director of the Commis.
sin have turned dowr the offer.
The weeks and months are
slipping away and the life span
of the body is dying rapidly. At
the rate it Is going, it may well
be that time will run out and the
Commission will not have held
the whole machinery of clv
rights.
Even such a long time ad
cate of riehle as New York'
Sen. Irving Ives dined with
high lawmaker and sterni
warned him "this is not th
year for any civil rights action
Call off your plans tweet's
Congress is not going to ac
The NAACP is doing more bar
than good and if it persists i
will drive the friends of elvi
rights into the opposite camp.
The senator should know tha
If friends desert the ship t h a
easily they never were friend
in the beginning.
The Washington Scene
Max Rabb answered A ri a m Ghana's Ambassador Dante
Clayton Powell's latest telegram to
President Eisenhower asking
again about his promise to meet last week for Kofi Busia lead
with Negro leaders. Said Rabb in, 
, 
substance. "Just cool it. We'll get 
of the Opposition Party.
around to it some time."
Confidential source says 3 a n.
William Knowland and Vice Pres-
ident Nixon gave Democratic Sen-
ate leaders an ultimatum last
year, thet if they didn't let the
Republican leaders carry the ball
they would kill the measure, was bluntly refused. 
it comfortable for him, but tand get the credit for civil rights,
As it was, the GOP let the reae- The party was deliberately
tionary wing of Rs party team ranged the same evening as lb
up with the Southerners to so strip Ceylonese affair by a cousin
the bill that when it was finished, Busia's on the embassy staff w
it was a mere shadow of its for. did it without the authorization
mer self. approval of the ambassador.
Chapman was conspicuously a
sent from the cocktail party give
Instead he and his wife went
to the Ceylon Embassy to hel
celebrate that country's indepe
ence.
Reason: Busts, an Ashanti a
rived in this country and was o
fered Chapman's help in maki
Diplomatic Front
When a Congressional Co in- result, their opinions had to
mittee recently visited Ghana, revised:
arrangements were made for Meanwhile Ambassador VI
the legislators to meet Prime I son Flake is said to be advi
Minister Nkrumah. The p. M.
was under the Impression that he
was to meet with lust the mem-
bers of Congress. but when they
arrived all of the staff accom-
panying the members was pees-.
ent.
Surprised and a little discos-
certed, Nkrumah stiffened and
became so formal and cold that
a committee member said In a
aside, "I don't think we it a n
trust him."
Later after the Interview was
over, Nkrumah took the three
earnestly with them and as a
Int( the administration that
would he foolish to invest In
dam for the Volta River proJec
hut here again, just as the situ
tion is in the Sudan and Egyp
the Russians are ready, willi
and eager to step in where w
wont.
Since independence, Ghee
has passed a new law forbiddin
any citizen to receive a decor
Bon or title from the British re
al house. Those who have title
are permitted to keep them, b
no more new ones may be a
eepted.
Trouble In The Islands
Virgin islanders have drawn up theWIT' 
wS.Ct 
basically an 
a long list of grievances against 
an 41
the territorial administration and 
govern 
an 
or, a legislature with
demands for reforms. Here is powers, and an elected resid
commissioner to the IL S. C
Kress. The 1954 Organic Act h
curtailed the effective ye of
political franchise."
Then the petition asks rein
al by the President of Govern
Gordon. The Secretary of the I
tenor and the President public
advocate and support self gave
ment and the Congress to aria
legislation for self - governm•
Three days of calling the Inter'
Department got only evagive
ernment within the frame work of ewers on the situation.
API-CIO President 0 • 0 r g action taken against the
Meany sent a message of greet- was that of the other day by t
lags and "steadfast support" to only real Americans in Max
the 14th eonvendon of the Gha-
na Trade Union Congress.
Democratic Advisory Council
broke the recent quiet on civil
rights legislation by asking
Congress to give renewed con-
sideration to more and stronger
civil rights laws.
Adam Clayton Powell sent a
strong letter of disapproval to
the House Appropriations Com-
mittee protesting the granting of
more funds to the House Corn'
mittee on un-Anieriran Activi-
ties because the committee had
failed to investigate the Ku Klux
Klan.
Said be. "The NO positive i
North Carolina.
Camille Gravel, the Democra
Is National Committeeman fm
Louisiana objected to the Advl
or/ Council's resolution on cly
rights because he said It we
far beyond the provisions of th
1956 plank In the platform, whie
doesn't speak much for t h
plank'
Words of the Who
To dlineestned whet






















so., Feb. 15, 1958
Continuing our general theme:
GREAT QUESTIONS OF THE BI-
BLE this week we are going to
concern ourselves with the ques-
tion asked by God of Cain. The
point of provocation is centered
around two brothers bringi.• their
Sacrifices to God.
Upon seeing Abel's sacrifice,
Cain became very angry and un-
necessarily so. In the final analysis
Abel had only done what God
would have him do. God had ad-
monished these two brothers to
bring the best of their crops to
Him as a sacrifice. Abel did just
this — he obeyed God. Cain sought
to bring his second best to God.
Upon the sight of the two sacri-
fices God smiled on the sacrifice
of Abel and Cain became very
bitter.
We live in a world of bitter
people. People today are up in
arms at the slightest provocation.
God blesses one person and she
Is able to purchase a new coat
or a new dress and those of the
less fortunate of material wealth
and Christianity will cry out, "Oh
you know her husband could not
afford to buy her a coat or dress
like that you know she must have
— — —." Our newspapers
everyday reveal that people's
hearts are filled with anger and
malice.
ON EDGE OF WAR
Why is this true? Only because
people fail to live up to the ex-
pectations of God. Had Cain done
what God had requested of him
there would have been no basis of
his anger. When men fail to do
what God would have them do
they had justifiable reasons to be-
come angry. But why all of this
mass anger today? We live on
the very edge of war every day.
Unrest is the order of the day.
Today God looks down on this
world of our and save to each of
us. "Why are you angry?"
Our anger stems from the fact
that too many of us are failing
to do that which God would have
us do. Unrest is prevalent in the
home, in the church, and in the
school. Never before in all of the
much unrest and anger.
It appears to me that with all
the unrest and anger present with
us today on one side of the ledger
us today on one side of the ledger
and all of the intellectual and ma-
terial wealth that we have there
should be some means whereby
men would be able to bring about
the extension of God's kingdom
here on earth. The extension of the
kingdom will be realized only when
men's hearts are right. The fact
that men's hearts are corrupt is
the basis of all of our trouble to-
day. Somewhere down the line
men must rise up and be men We
must have the courage not only
to know what is right but the
will to do what is right.
Today our world is filled with
men in high places who lack the
moral will power to do that which
they know is right. Then upon be-
ing caught in their acts of doing
wrong they become angered. Who
did Cain have to blame for God
not smiling or placing his approval
upon his sacrifice — nobody but
himself. Who do we have today
to blame for the many shortcoin-
n., that we have — nobody but
ourselves! What place does anger
play in the picture? No place what-
ever!
To many men anger is only a
defense. In many instances anger
is used when we have run out of
reason for doing otherwise. In
this instance all that Cain had to
do Was to go back and do that
which was right in the sight of
God but he became angry and
eventually killed his brother. Oh,
what a great thing it would be
today if in the hours of anger
and frustration we would first ex-
amine ourselves and find out just
what is wrong with us before we
make many of the drastic mis-
takes we make in life.
ME Wives Hold Meet
To Elect 1958 Officers
The CME Ministers' Wives' So-
cial club held their first meeting
of the year at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Clarence Muse, of 826 Buntyn
ave., recently. After a discussion
of business, officers were elected
for the present year.
All offices were declared vacant,
but the members who served last
year were reelected, except to the
post of treasurer, which had been
left vacant by the death of Mrs.
N. T. Walker.
The meeting was opened with a
devotional service which was con-
ducted by Mrs. Eula Mae Cunning-
ham.
A shadow of sadness was felt,
however as the group mourned the
recent death of one of the mem-
bers, Mrs. Estelle Bunton, the
late wife of Rev. H. C. Bunton.
Avery delicious menu was serv-
ed at the close of the meeting by
Mrs. T. M. Davis and Mrs. N. Dav-
is, the hostesses.
The officers for 1958 are Mrs
Lugerta Strong, vice president;
Lillian Martin, president; Mrs.
Mrs. Lottie Storey, secretary.
Mrs. Audrey Turner. assistant
secretary; Mrs. H. Olaker, trees-
history of man has there been so urer; and Mrs. W. H. Taylor, re-
porter.
Mrs. A. Hill and 'Mrs. L. Griffin
will be the hostesses at the next
meeting which is to be held on
Thursday, Feb. 27
MOSLEMS TO MEET—Near-
ly 10,000 Moslems will gather
the week beginning Feb. 23,
at the Tabernacle Baptist
church, of 4130 Indiana ave.,
Chicago, to hear Elijah Mu-
hammad, "The Messenger of
Allah," make his ennual ad-
dress to his followers. Mr. Mu-
hammed, who is shown, the
acknowledged spiritual leader
of the Moslems in the United
States, will speak on the need
for a "United Front of Black
Men in America" as a method
of extricating them from their
racial difficulties.
Teachers Give Shower IMrs. E 0 Rodgers is principalLester Elementary school.. . 
For Mrs. Loretta Logan { Homemaker
Mrs. Loretta Logan, a recent contents of the first box another x r •w ntes Aboutbride and teacher at Lester Ele- clock went off, then another. Each
mentary school, was given a sur- time she followed the sound only
prise shower last week, to find more lovely gifts. Integration
Decorations carried out the Val- The bride was presented a love-
entine and nuptial themes with ly orchid corsage. A delicious re- DURHAM, N. C. — Mrs. Marie
glittering hearts, cupids, and wed- past of frappe, sandwiches. cook- C. Moffitt, itinerant teacher train-
ding bells. ies, peanuts, and candy was serv-
er at North Carolina college's de-Mrs. Logan was completely ed. Here too, the Valentine theme
surprised, thinking it was a Valen- aS carried out. Mrs. J. Bernice partment of home economics, con-
tine party for the faculty. To Hirsh recorded the gifts. Guest tributed an article to the January
keep it a surprise, games were from the community who came by issue of the American Vocational
played by the group. During the were Mrs. Willie M. Larkin, Mrs. Journal.
last game clocks began to alarm Ethel H. Isabel, Mrs. Rosetta Pil-
and Mrs. Logan was directed to cher. Miss Doristene Humphreys "The Multiple Values of Home-
follow the sound. After following and Mrs. Willie Mae Warren. making Education" is the title of
the first sound, she found a beau- Miss Rose M. Long was general the article.
tifully decorated box filled with chairman, Mrs. Lois J. Mitchell A part of the article describes
gifts. planned the lovely decorations, the way in which the agriculture
REAL THRILL The entire faculty worked to keep andhoinmteegmraatkeidngtheiinr 
vocationalBefore she could regain her this a surprise and to make it county 
composure and fully explore the a memorable occasion. programs.
DYER,' TENNESSEE
To err is human, to forgive dl-1
vine, was once said by a famous.
poet, and it was very well said.
The writers of your column and
the publishers of your paper are.
human enough to make errors, but
we do get out news. Since you
don't, won't you be kind enough
to forgive our errors?
Prof. and Mrs. E. L. Wynn and
father, Mr. John Wynn, were din-
ner hosts Sunday to Rev. and
Mrs. W. C. Rogers, Prof. and Mrs.
W. L. Burnett, jr., and Mr. and
Mrs. Eddie Ball. The Dyer ('ME
choir held its regular meeting
Thursday night and was happy to
welcome a former member,
Jerome Ellington. Mr. Ellington
has been in St. Louis for the.Past
few months.
Sunday. Feb. 16, will be observ-
ed as Youth Day at the ('ME
church. Mrs. C. M. Ball has charge
of the activities.
• .
The music group of Mrs. Bur-
nette's is growing rapidly In Dyer'
and we are grateful to her for
taking an interest in our young
people.
The choir of Fairview Baptist'
church sold plate dinners in the,
home of Mr. and Mrs. Halsey Skin-
ner on Saturday night last. Mrs.
Skinner lives in Tri "ton but plays
for the choir, in Dyer. Most of
the choir members and several
others from Dyer ate with them
in order to help out in the Drive
r
and Mrs. Lynn Fisher and Mrs.
Martha Nell LaRue spent Sun-
day in Memphis with Mr. Harris'
sister and husband, Mr. and Mrs.
Branch (Florene.)
Miss Bonnie Sue Bradford spent
the weekend inSharon with
relatives, Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Lee Starr and Mrs. Ella Mai
Bradford. Olander Scates and
brother, Archie Lee Scates have
moved to Lansing, Mich.
The very prominent Jeannes'
Teacher of Gibson County, Mrs.
Carrie Seats is in Atlanta, Ga.,
this week attending a regional su-
pervisors' meeting where she is
serving as a consultant.
Dorsey West was called home
this week from Memphis to the
Mrs. Clara West, Mrs. West is
much better at this writing. Oth-
ers sick who have been reported
include Sam Corley, J. A. Gad-
lin, Mrs. Bessie Belmont of Ruth-
erford; Dudley Reed, Rev. B
Patterson, Rev. J. H. Overall,
Rev. W. R. McClain, Messrs Ar-
tie Lee Gentry, Guy Exum, E. L.
Nolan, Mrs. Mary Ann Thomp-
son, Mrs. Sarah Coger, Mrs. Bes-
sie Randle Mrs. Birdie Anderson,
Mrs. Lucy Overall and Mrs.
Lillie Fields.
* • •
Measles and umps are invading
Fisher, Janice Fisher and Marion
also. Benjamin Fisher. Janice smaller Class
Dan Belmont are this week's
victims.
The sudden passing of Holsey
Fo Hymnals. Speaking of 'wives. 
crford has a well planned cam- 
Skinner came as a shock to all
the Presbyterian church of Ruth- in the Tr -Cities. Mr. Skinner pass-
om in Humboldt on Monday night last,en for all this week. This is 
ed suddenly at St. Mary's hospital
an effort to help Build An Annex.
Details of this will he given later. 
The funeral of the late John
Christmen was held at the Primi-* • •
. 
tive Baptist church this Feb. 7.
Mr. and Mrs. Eric Guiden were He was an uncle of Mr. and Mrs.
dinner hosts to the Rev. and Mrs. Harris Hunt.
J. D. Thomas, pastor of Beech . •
Grove Baptist church on Sunday 
•
Thomas Nicholson, an old Gib
last,
Mrs. Grace Gill of Kansas City the Willis Chapel neighborhood 
son County eitiezn, who lived in cent meeting of. the Hamilton
High PTA by Dr. E. Brewster,
Mrs. R. B. Sugarrnon, and Prof.
Springer, with Mrs. White acting
as moderator.
The organization revealed in a
recent newsletter that 3,000 teach-
ers leave the state of Tennessee
each year, and that the average
Tennessee teacher is paid more
than a thousand dollars less than
ris and Mrs. Ida Mae Pfieffer to be the answer to improved
the average teacher in the Unit-
ed States.
An improved budget is believed
Miss Jessie Mae Fields spent were among the many that at-schools
l
the week-end with Miss Mary Rose tended the Wednesday night
Rogers in Trenton. The two popu- game. For details of
lar young ladies attended services other happenings let us take a
at Martin Temple CME church look at the next paragraphs. arAeb°ruetqutimr.eod




The current happenings en :he lure estimates,
adult, the department of agrcul
acres
sayof tofarfmeedcropne
campus is basketball. Friday night
we were defeated by Paris, Tenn.,
both boys and girls. Then our next
genie was in Fulton, Ky. 'rhe girls
were more successful in this game,
They defeated Fulton by the scorea
of 29-21. The game was played
well by the Bearettes and the
guards, Fay Moore, Mary Miller
and Blonde!! Powell were out-
standing.
Wednesday night the Bears and
Bearettes played Alamo, Tenn.
The boys won by a two point
score, 49-51. It was one of the most
thrilling home games of the sea-
son with commendations to Gen-
try, Holder and Greer.
a •
The Now Homemakers of
America chapter planned to at-
tend a district meeting in Lexing-
ton, Tenn., Feb. 8.
The winners of the leading roles
in, the "No Greater Lose" pro-
duction were Joe Hudd's ston and
Alfred Ward. The supporting cast
has not been determined yet.
Mrs. Beulah Robinson is still
very sick and is being attended by
her daughter, Mrs. Louise Russell,
of Trenton and other friends and
relatives. Have you been around?
Mr. and Mrs. William Stanback
report that they are the proud
grandparents of . twins, born to
their son and daughter-in-law, Mr,
and Mrs. Milton Stanback, in Mil-
waukee, Wis. With this we leave
you until next week.
rnd her sister, Mrs. Nelda Wil-
liams of Humboldt, were Sunday
guests of Mr. and Mrs James
Williams. The Williams' also en-
tertained Ted Ragan of Humboldt
on the same date.
Lincoln O'Daniel of Jackson, vis-
ited his mother, Mrs. Cordelia
O'Daniel Saturday. Herbert Shoff-
ner of Hickman, Ky.. was a
guest of Miss Eva Barbee this
week.
Sunday morning.
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Barn, Mr.
passed Wednesday night slier a
long illness.
Arthur Holder, another citizen
of that community has been ill
for a long time. We are happy to
report that Mrs. Nancy Russell is
up again. Maybe we will have
some club news next week.
The basketball teams at Rosen-
wald High school in 'frenton have
attracted fans from all the tri-
city area. Mr. and Mrs. Bob Bar.
Goal 01 MBSC
Mrs Richard White, chairman of
the Memphis Better School Com-
mittee, appeared before the Mews-
phis school board recently and ask-
ed that a substantially improved
budget be adopted in order to re-
duce the class loads of teachers
to a 30 to 1 ratio, as recommend-
eo in the Peabody Report.





RIB STEAK. • II
WesternRange Beef













For all types of breads the
modern housewife uses Jack
Sprat enriched wheat flour. It
contains extra vitamins as well
as the correct amount of gluten
that assures perfect baking.
Be smart and always keep a
supply of Jack Sprat enriched
wheat flour on hand to help you
make every meal for your









5 C. Jack Sprat enriched
flour
1 tsp. salt
14 C. seedless raisins
14 C. chopped canned
cherries
PLAIN WHITE ICING
Dissolve yeast in w ate r.
cream shortening and sugar,
beat eggs. Add milk and yeast;
add 1 cup of flour, mix well
and cover. Let rise in warm
place one hour. Add s a I t,
raisins, criton, cherries and re-
maining flour; kneed thorough-
ly. Put in a well greased 1 inch
round pan; cover and let rise
until double in bulk. Bake in
moderate oven at 350° F. about
114 hour. Remove from pan.
Frost with plain icing. It is
just what I call an extra special
breakfast loaf.
By for now,
Jana Porter JANA C. PORTER
HEY KIDS SEE THE MOVIES FREE
WONDERFUL NEWS — FOR CHILDREN UNDER 12!
Get a FREE "JR. MOVIE PAMPHLET" and fill its two pages with
Quality Stamps. Then, present it to the Box Office of your favorite
Neighborhood Theater displaying the sign, "We Accept Jr. Movie
Pamphlets." It's GOOD FOR FULL admission price at ANY perform-
ance. (Even includes federal tax.)
NEARLY EVERY NEIGHBORHOOD THEATER IN MEMPHIS (and
many theatres in other Mid-South cities) will redeem "Jr. Movie Pamph-
lets" as full admission price at any performance for children under 12.
Get your FREE "Jr. Movie Pamphlet" at ANY Big Star or at ANY
theater displaying the sign: "We Accept Jr. Movie Pamphlets". You
need fill only TWO pages (50 stamps each page) with Quality Stamps.
ANOTHER EXCITING, EXCLUSIVE PROMOTION FEATURE OF
QUALITY STAMPS













STARS IN THEIR EYES.
IT'S AN EXPERIENCE that is long remembered by the talented
young performers who step up confidently to the microphone
of the Big Star Food Stores' talent show and show a vast Mid-
South audience the excellence of their talent Yes. It's a happy
occasion. You literally find Oars in their eyes and it could well
be that these young boys and girls are thinking of the day when
their names will be written in Mtge lights on Broadway or In the
nther entertaining capitols of the world. There's no doubt about it.
from the "young talent of today" comes the big stars of tomorrow.
Your Big Star F'ood storm( of Memphis and the Mid-Smith are
happy to give youthful talent of this area the opportunity to ex-
press itself. If you would like an audition tryout you are cordially
Invited to contact the Rig Star program at WTHA. Pictured ahoy,
are left to right: first row—Edwin Brooks. Joyce Young, Floyd
Young. Second TIM—Elsie Lewis, Eddie Jones, Evelyn Tribble.
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































SO . . . This
The perennial violet of home
ule came up again last week, with
•hances of its getting to full
doom very little better than in oth-
o: years when the Southerners on
0th the House and Senate Dis-
riet committees have killed it.
Nevertheless, the noise made
wer the Administration propos-
d bill got perferred news treat-
lent after Sen. Wayne Morse. the
ntrepid Oregon maverick made a
lashing attack on the bill as "un-
"orkahle."
He was in ceronlete disagree
sent with his colleague, Sen. Jo-
eph Clark. chairman of the Sen-
te District committee who fay-
red the measure as "Ilan a loaf
ebig better than none."
Under the provisions, there
lauld be a territorial form of gov-
rnment with s governor appoint-
by the President and an elect-
d legislative assembly. The Pres-
lent would have veto right over
igislation nassed by the assembly
he felt it affected Federal in-
rests
Morse's principal contention
i-rainst the 'resent bill is its fail-
to provide for an elected may-
-. In the oast three Congresses,
me Senate has passed a bill with a
ayor nrovision. but this h a s
)en blocked in the House where
District Committee is loaded
ith Southerners. Morse submitted
s own pronosal which would
me a mayor. a city council, and
N °residential veto.
'Said he. "here can be no home
'de nor democracy in the Card-
unless the sunreme nower of
Svernment is in the hands of the
l'ople. There is no justification ei-
ber in nrincinle. fact or history
lie,territorisl rule of the Oistrict."
The committee will rennet out
te or the ether of the bills as
Inn as nossible according to Sen
lion (lark.
• • •
tRobert trilnliell, who is In
oaros of the h'ear Past and Atri•
bit desk at the ;et...national en-
teration Admioioration. w' I I I
tad a s/WPCiPI iTS Mission to the,
' idan very soon. R was learnod
Is week. Personable oniet Kit•
fen has done a bow er getv in
valcistan where he Trade a tre-
rendeus impression with the peel.
ce• .• • •
'1Xoil Rosie. leader of the Dorm-
ion in the parliament in Ghana.
ins a eurerise yi•itne to Wash-
gton laet week. The Friends of
•iana hastily arranged a encktail
arty for him at the residenee of
srs R. A. DumnbrIes.
CScholarly. rwTeert . educated Ro-
t. .,.,.." 0, 
A- - • ••-, .,•,. 
—11.••• ...ore z".•ii•ii
714 it 1 12Tofneenr at the tiniver-
otv r,,,,,,,,, of ru-ma. He is a no)
•PP of 11c 3. o n-troliah a TO.
Intle1T- foe a Prime Igleister
IlIkammah. hot Tte.ia has a more
11, (Aerate anoroach T-T fa /1"TO in
gels coentrv for a series cf. stwak-
ig engamoncots. one of which
alas in ritier,go.
g Last Mattel, when Raisin Made a'
worech in Parliament the day be-
fore indertendenee was nroclaireed
d. which he nroised the PrItish tor
delligeot geld:ince of the coun-
try towards freedom, he reeei‘re
iarm se orai from Vice orosideyi$ . -
Ikon for his analysis of enlight-
ened colonialism
e Coincidentally, the Vice PrOsi -
ent mentioned this again at a
7ress conference in Entebbe (Ug
inds at the government hPuee.
Etting silently by was the new
Irithrh governor. General it i r
mIve,. lyn Crawford. who effid only





Ills last Ilion was
PRESIDENT EISENHOWER
poses with Dr. John H. Lyons,
left, of Washington's emergen-
cy hospital, and Dr. I. S. Ray-
din, processor of surgery, U.
of Pa. hospital, Philadelphia,
Pa., after a delegation of
at Kenya where he presided over
the suppression of the Mau Mau.
• •
Newest addition to Washington
is nretty statuesque Mrs. Isaac
Golden. the former Edine Levy of
Chicago who was married three
weeks ago. Golden is a nr9grani
',Ricer in the trade union Pro-
"ram Division or the Office of In.
ternat inn al Labor Affairs. He
meets and acts as guide and liai.
son fer cletelations of visiting for
sign labor leaders under the de.
nartment's exchange program
• • •
Handsome Gov. Robert Mevner
of New Jersey who is looking
more and more like a miler warm-
ing up for the 'residential nomi
nee handicap. despite his "demur-
rers" was the guest speaker be-
the National Press club last
week.
Asked whether he approved the
Supreme Court decision. Governor
sTeyner said he was "wholeheart-




Dear Mme. Chante: I am a hard
working man of 35 with brown skin.
I don't drink, smoke or gamble.
Would like to meet a lady of some
type between 20 and 35 with long
hair. Will answer all letters. John
Graham, 122 W. 120th St., Now
York. N. Y.
Dear Mme. Chante: I am very
lonely, if only someone knew how
I feel inside. After I came from
Korea all the girls I knew had
gotten married and it's hard to
meet a decent lady who wants
something out of life. I am 24, nice
looking, 5 feet, 11 inches tall,
160 lbs. light complexion. I have
a good job. Would make a nice
lady a good husband. Will answer
all letters and exchange photos.
Color doesn't matter. Please send
photo in first letter. Mr. Otha Har-
per 5726 South Parkway, Chicago
37, Ill.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a pa-
tient in the hospital and am very
lonesome and depressed. I don't
have anyone to help me. I don't
receive any mail. I am brown skin
with black eyes and hair. Read-
ing and collecting photos are my
hobbies. I will answer all letters
and exchange photos. Would enjoy
having someone write me. I am
Is
prominent surgeons presented
him with a cap and gown sym-
bolizing the President's non-
erary Fellowship in the Ameri-
can College of Surgeons. The
surgeons who took part in the
committee or other solon pirates
them away.
Chicago's Bob Miller and Russell
DeBow are planning to attend the
$100 a plate Truman fund raising
dinner on Feb. 22.
• • •1
GOP Minorities Director V a I
Washington hustled out to Indiana
to do his bit for the party on the
Lincoln Day speaking circuit.
Washington
White House ceremony were
closely associated with the
President's ileitis operation at
Walter Reed hospital on June
9, 1956. (INP photo by Jim
Mahan)
Into the body of the School Aid
bill.
• • •
Adam Clayton Powell was the
speaker for the hi-weekly Capital
Press club dinner meeting last
week.
Ghana has sent out a letter of
greetings and thanks to American
Negroes on behalf of his govern-
ment for their interest and sup-
port of Ghana Independence.
• • •
Rep. Emanuel Celler (D. N. Y.)
Is very unhappy over the B'nai
B'rith banquet scheduled for Mar.
.1, in Washington when the. organi-
zation will give Congress an award
for passing a civil rights bill. Cel-
ler's particularly upset over the
four horsemen named to accept the
honors for steering the bill through
—Sens. Lyndon Johnson, and Wil-
llam Knowland and House Speak-
er Rayburn and Minority Leader
Joseph W. Martin, jr., Massa-
ehusetts, none of whom really de-
serve praise.
CeUer feels that It was he along
with Rep. Kenneth Keating (R. N.
Y.) who did all the spadework in
the House, authored the original
bill, guided it through the maze of
committee hearings and nursed it
on the floor of the House against
opposition from some of the very
quartet to the honored until the bill
was passed by the House intact
only to be gutted in the Senate.
• • •
U. Col. Bernice Hughes of the
WAC retired from duty last week
and was given ceremonial honors
In the office of Lt. Gen. Carter B.
Magruder deputy phief of logistics
for the Army. Colonel Hughes who
was in the first group selected
for the old auxiliary corps will re-
turn to teaching in her native
home of Columbus, Ohio.
• • •
Rumored that Eugene Sawyer,
former public affairs officer at the
Vnited States Information Agen-
cy In Ghana was married three
weeks ago to the white secretary
of the deputy high commissioner
for the United Kingdom in Ghana,
who flew to New York for the
wedding. Sawyer is now on duty at
headquarters in Washington.
single, 5 feet, 6 inches tall, 1 0
lbs. Etha Gordon, PO Box 123
Alexander Ark.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I am inter-
ested in having American pen pals.
I am dark skinned five feet, five
Inches tall, 130 lbs. Hoping for an
early reply. Phyllis E. Harrison,
111 East St., Kingston, P. 0. Ja-
maica BWI.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a Ja-
maican with secondary education
and of very high charcter. I m
a mechanic working with the Lon-
don Transport Depot looking for a
couple of nice pen pals. I am 38
years of age, 5 feet nine Inches
tall, weighing 173 complexion
dark. I am interested in having
pen pals from the USA. I do lots
of reading and writing. Noel Long
more 82 Branington Rd., Padding-
ton London, W4, England.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chanter Seeking fe-
male interested in marriage and
business between 25 and 40 years
of age. Eighth grade education
will do. Must like photography,
movies, horse racing, fishing and
traveling. I'm 45 years old, divorc-
ed and have three grown childrep.
I am an amateur writer and fu-
ture lawyer. Please send photo.
George Beautiful Tall sr., YMCA,
Kankakee, M.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chanter I am a lone-
ly man of 29, 5 feet, 10 inches tall,
weigh 147 lbs. I have a good job
and work everyday. I have no
bad habits but like fun and good
sports. I would like to correspond
with a lovely girl who would like
to get married — between 17 and
27 years old and weighing not
over 135 lbs. Please send full size
photo in first letter. I will do the
same. Augusta Bostic 1616 North
Street., Flint, Mich.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chanter I am a very
lonesome girl. I would like very
much to enter my name in your
pen pal column. Would like to col-
respond with both male and fe-
male. I am a young lady, 21,
height 5 feet, 5 inches tall with
brown skin, My hobbies a r e
games and sports and I just love
rock and roll. I do not drink or
smoke. Beatrice Holmes, PO Box
123, Alexander, Ark.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chanter I read your
column and think It is a wonder-
ful way to meet people. I am in-
terested in meeting g man be-
tween the ages of 35 and 50, over
5 feet, 7 inches tall and intelligent. I
am 5 feet, 5 inches tall, weight
130 lbs. with a brown complexion.
I am employed and I like sports.
Most of all baseball. I will answer
all letters. Please send photo in
first letter. Will do the same. Hop-
ing for an early reply. Lil Elli-
son, 6853 S. Prairie Ave., Chicago,
IlL
Raesi(44, ProtDoodle
CpViou SEE ME? WELL "MAT'S IblE SAME VIEW ANY
9RNER GETS MalE14 HE MEETS BRIGHT OR OUT-OF
HefilniGOVS!MomemIcovi 501,40t4Ess
GAN MOW% cAusED mANY SErtiouS akc•
FAI fkf..0 %DENIS! OFFICERS LEI'S MAKE
"No.& DI m vmellt LIGHTS/
• • •
Dear Mme, Chanter I would like
to become a member of your club.
Am interested in American pen
pals. I am 31, 5 feet, 6 inches
tall, weight 128 lbs. complexion
fair. Iris Bailey 54 Lindburst Rd.








by FRANK L. STANLEY
LOUISVILLE, Ky. — Integra-
tion, that much misused and mis-
interpretated term, has often been
designated a two-way street. Gen-
erally this means that Negroes and
whites should travel the same road
without any racial paths. One of
the grim realities of integration or
better still, desegregation, is that
the Negro is more circumspect
than ever.
Today, his every act is under
constant scrutiny. The result is
that the Negro is often pictured
as the worst human of all and
possessing the highest incidence of
everything bed.
While racial circumspection is
more pronounced. Numerous na-
tional publications have found the
topic to be good copy and they em-
ploy the wear-out technique to the
delight of pro-segregationists. One
such item appeared recently in
TIME:
"Since the public schools of Kan-
sas City, Mo., were integrated four
years ago, the board of education
has tried to hush up ugly racial
Incidents. . .
"At Central Junior High (84 per-
cent Negro), teachers patrol the
lavatories during class breaks to
prevent attacks, often frisk the
students for switch-blades and ra-
zors. Favorite: A beer can opener
with honed edges. .
"Teachers — white and Negro
—at Central Junior High, lay much
of the blame for the classroom
combat on a small core of Negro
bullies. . ."
The editors of TIME lost sight
of the fact that the troublemakers
in its Isolated reported instance
just happen to be of the Negro
race. There are other schools in
Kansas City, the state of Missouri,
and over the nation where desegre-
gation has not posed problems of
this magnitude.
Unfortunately, too many publi-
cations today print only one side
of the news — the race-baiting,
cation present a balance sheet un
remittingly.
The truth is Negroes are not the
chief contributors to the growing
pains of democracy. For as Al-
bert N. Votaw points out in the
February issue of HARPER'S,
"The city's (Chicago) toughest in-
tegration problem has nothing to do
with Negroes...it involves a small
army of white, Protestant, early
American migrants from the South,
who are usually proud, poor, prim-
itive and fast with a knife." The
author quotes a police captain as
saying "They are vicious a n d
knife-happy. They are involved in
75 percent of our arrests in this
district." Considering them "a dis-
grace to their race," Mr. VOlaVI
concludes, "In a sense, this immi-
grant is hated beause he proves
our prejudices wrong."
Everyone is more circumspect
in these soul-searching days that
are destined to lead America out
of the chaos of segregation. Es-
pecially is the writer, who places
the principles of objectivity, fair
play, abstract truth and accuracy
above everything else. For he, like
all people of good conscience,
must 'strive consistently to keep
the issue of social equality clear
and refuse to let reactionaries
cloud or hog the picture. Only in
this manner can publishers, edit-
ors and reporters alike, become
a truly great asset in man's com-




GROTON, Conn. — The federal
government has offered for sale
to tenants and veterans of the
Fort Hill Homes war housing de-
velopment 27 one and two-family
houses with the lots upon which
copy-selling side. Such edit o r s they are situated at prices ranging
The Embassy of Ceylon eelebrat- altar bound. He's been patiently TOLD OF PENSION AID Lew T. Hodgkin, son of Mr. and place themselves in the role of from $2,900 to $4,100 for single-
ed its country's Independence waiting it out for 15 years so they Mrs.' Lew Hodgkin, 6607 Evans partisans solely to placate assum- family houses and $4,300 to $6.100
anniversary with an elaborate say. SPRINGFIELD. Ill — The Illi-
cocktail buffet reception. • • • uois Veterans' commission has 
ave., Chicago, has enrolled as a ed Popular opinion. They are often for two-family structures, Herman
metals fabrication student in the guity of total judgments on men D. Hillman of the Public Housing
ill • • • Kofi Bugle the visiting leader of urged widows of World War I yet-
NCNNV Director Elsie Austin is the Opposition Party in Ghana has erans, who were disqualified for 
1958 winter quarter at the Milwau. and events and indulge in Jour- Administration said.
nalistic convictions and ugly rum-kee School of Engineering. The plan of sale Hillman said,
homesick for Morocco. been offered three teaching posts pension benefits from the govern- a 1952 graduate of En- is the result of numerous consults-
* • • in this country, Johns Hopkins ment due to income limitations, 
Hodgkin, , 
othres. Sspeetichtawtritetrsereaerte deefdiceanteedet: .
tions between federal and local of-
Democratic National Corn- university. Northwestern universi- to apply for 1958 payments If they 
glewood High school, is a four- elusive and fortunate lass — not. ficials to find the most advantage-anticipate an income below the set year Navy veteran who served ID cmittee is compiling a list of vomit- ty, and Howard university. all of the people. And they fail ous means of disposing of the boos-
fore eers to speak at any time the A sociologist, he is considered limitation. 
the Pacific. to see beyond their own social . g, in fulfillment 11 the Congres-
%nal requirements that the de-
need arises, particularly on civil the only real native professor of Pension benefits are granted wi- The MSOE Admissions office re- and economic orientation to th e s
rights. The list Includes, Congress- African studies in the whole of dows who meet all qualifications ports that 191 new students have whole public.
men John Dingell, James Roos- West Africa. Some of his admirers and whose income is less than registered for this 1958 W in t e r 
fense housing program must be
The Negro does not ask that his concluded by June 3, 1958.evelt Charles Diggs and Frank even in the CPP of Nkrumah feel $1.400 without dependents or $2,700 Quarter, and a total of 1,576 new faults be minimized or publicized.
Thompson and Senators P a st I he either. ought to concentrate with dePendent.' and returning students are attend- 
At the same time it provides yr-
But he does request a fair break
governor listed five important Douglass and Hubert Humphrey, entirely on politics and give up lng classes. in the news and that he not be 
cry possible benefit to the tenants
nests he had named Negroes to 
• • teaching but that he would be bet- Taxes take about 24 cents out  the butt of a violent and biased •
lannedl ucdoems mdeudnictyatiaotnof  large.la nTdh e pet a ne
including a judgeship and two Sen. Jacob K. Javits (R. N. Y.) ter at teaching. of every dollar spent for the pur- Content of fat consists of about attitude toward him. All he wants public uses of the Groton Commis-commission Posts. After the meet- has introduced a bill to include a • • • ̀ chase of an automobile in the US Mghest Ohio river flood on me- is equal treatment on both sides nity, including widening of streetsing he said to this columnist. Powell type amendment written Ambassador Daniel Chapman el today. ord was in 1837. of the question and that the publi- and provision of space for parks"We'll show them how to do
and schools.things."
• • • The offering period to tenant's
for purchase of their homes will
be 25 days, and all prospective
purchasers are urged to register
their intention to buy as early as
possible, since the Congressional
deadline allows tor no feasible
time extensions.
Congressman Barrett O'Hara of
Iqlnois has a 100 percent attend-
ante record in the House.
• • •
Thomas Bomar's impersonation
of Abraham Lincoln won him not
-wily a $25 prize at the Urbanites
Menli Gras ball, hut his picture
appeared twice in the Washington
Post! Bomar who is retired from
the Post Office Departibent staff
is an official of the National Alli-
ance of Postal Employees His
wife came dressed as Mrs. Mary
Lincoln.
• • •
Some Capitol Hill lawmakers
are complaining that, as anon as
they Pt a good secretary, sume
• • •
• •
Rumors are flying that the at-
tractive widow who heads a nation-
al organization and that promi-
nent wealthy real estate dealer are WORLD WAR I WIDOWS
New Lab Director
LEMONT, Ill. — The appoint-
ment of Dr. Frank E Myers as
associate laboratory director of
the Argonne National Laboratory
was announced this week. Dr. My-
ers has been a member of the
science faculty at Lehigh since
1946. Ile presently is Dean of the
Graduate School and the head of
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The Stevenson Peace Formula
Adlai E. Stevenson was in top oratorical
form when he outlined his prescription for
peace at the tenth annual dinner of the
Americans for Democratic Action. The
Stevenson formula would resolve the East-
West deadlock over disarmament through a
didmmittee of private citizens chosen by the
WN Secretary General. It would be an as-
sortment of top men of affairs and science
"from anywhere and everywhere and ac-
ceptable to the nuclear powers."
It would be the committee's task to
evaluate the present disarmament recom-
mendations so as "to clear the air of all the
bunk and phony proposals." It would per-
form three basic needs for survival. First.
Mr. Stevenson, said the committee would
"take the great life-and-death issue of our
age out of the realm of competing pro-
paganda."
Second it would "give the non-nuclear
nations some degree of responsibility for
breaking the vicious circle." Third it "could
provide a business-like basis for serious
negotiation by clarifying and narrowing the
issues."
This in some instances would be a dimi-
nutive league of nations with no official re-
presentation. Inasmuch as its recommenda-
lions would not be binding
 upon the com-
eting powers, the results would be no more
salutary than the proposals that have been
formulated by the United Nations.
The Stevenson proposal, however has
enough merits to recommend it to serious
study by the interested nations. It repre-
sents, at least, an honest attempt at resolv-
ing a continual crisis with the ever danger
of a sudden clash of arms and men. But in
order to remove Mr. Stevenson's recipe
from the aura of idealism which surrounds
it, and make it practicable, workable and
lastingly effective, the missing ingredient
must be supplied. That is: a commitment in
advance by the world powers that they will
adhere to the recommendations of the Com-
mittee.
That, of course, is a large order. The
stark realities of politics and international
intrigues, the continual thirst for power
and prestige, the unavoidable competition
for world markets and the insatiable desire
for larger spheres of influence tend to
shape policies and behavior of modern
governments. Faced with this complex of
inherited pattern of thought and action,
the nations of the world, big and small, are
reluctant to forego what they believe to be
their precious heritage and their right to
grow and expand.
It is an endless cycle of power and more
power. It is the same old design in the exe-
cution of which great civilizations in the
past have collapsed and died. Despite its
obvious deficiencies, the Stevenson formula
for peace should be implemented, improved
and tried. It may in the ei,d, halt the mad
dash for world hegemony and save huma-
nity from suicide. We are at the brink of
the precipice now, and it would not take
much to push us into the abyss of eternal
death.
The Struggle For Freedom
The trial of ninety-five South Africans
charged with treason, brings to the fore the
backward, undemocratic policies of South
Africa. All efforts at inquiring into the
treatment of the native population have
met with resistance. Twice the United Na-
tions sought to determine the character
and nature of the African government's
S
racial proscription, twice its UN representa-
tives walked out rather than submit to an
inquiry.
Now comes a mass persecution of the
natives who, tired of being treated like cat-
tle, have raised their voices against the
iniquities of their government. They are
fighting for freedom, for racial equality
and for the right of ownership to their
land.
Though the forrnualtion of their griev-
ances may have been defective with respect
to South African law which looks upon any
agitation for freedom as an attempt to over-
throw the government by force, neverthe-
less, they are grievances which are backed
by moral law and which must be reckoned
with sooner or later.
The prosecution charges that the ac-
cused adopted a "freedom charter" in 1955,
calling for the transfer of banks and basic
The People Speak
industries to "ownership of the people" and
for racial equality, on social justice, on cul-
tural and economic opportunities, they
would have escaped the vicious label of
Communism which frightens away the
democraticminded people everywhere who
would rally to their support
It is sheer folly to think that the White
folk who rule South Africa are ready and
willing to give up their banks and basic
industries to a handful of dissident natives.
The natives have a legitimate cause. But it
must be fought on grounds of justice and
equality, if it is to appeal to the conscience
of White South Africa and arouse the sym-
pathy of the outside world. Their plea must
not be based on Marxist ideology or socia-
listic concept of owership. They must first
evolve a broad, realistic freedom program
with unification of the native masses as a
primary requisite. They must develop a
leader who is selfless and self-sacrificing
as Mahatma Gandhi whose assiduous tech-
nique of passive resistance finally brought
independence and freedom to India. It may
take time to develop ditch a leadership, with
world opinion to sustain it the results are
bound to be rewarding.
ID Fund Fights Bias firm at Central High school there
Dear Editor: The attitude of in accordance with the Supreme
Governor Faubus of Arkansas, in Court's decision against segre.
trying to prevent the Little Rock gated education, has caused a re-
school board from carrying out vulsion among people in the North
their modest beginning of integra- and West generally.
SO WHAT?
"Buhl' A Married Mon or Bela' A Rich One ... W
hat's
the Difference? Money Talks ... An' SO DO WOME
N!"
A practical way to express their
revulsion was found by the Demo-
cratic Women's Club of Green-
wich, Conn., when it voted tri.give
$200 as a donation to the NAACP
to be used wh•rever the need is
greatest.
In giving this donation the club
stated, "Segregation in education
and in all other aspects is harm-
ful to the U. S. both internally,
where it' is wasteful of vitally
needed talents and injurious to
human rights ane' dignity, inter-
nationally, where it has caused us
to lose prestige and provided the
Communist with their most potent
weapon against us."
The club took this action be-
cause it believed that "Democrats
In the North must take a firm
public and active stand on the
issue of civil rights."
It would seem to be a highly
effective way for the Democrats
and Republicans alike in the
Northern and Western states to
express their opposition to Gov-
ernor Feat's' thinly disguised ap-
peals to violence against carrying
out the Supreme Court's decision,
if they followed the !tad of the
Greenwich Women's Club and
make a substantial donation to
the NAACP to enable it to carry
on its fight against racial segrega-
tion and discrimination in all
forms. — Alfred Baker Lewis,
New York City, N.Y.
Thanks From A Reader
Dear Editor: May I take this
means of expressing my sincere
thanks and appreciation for the
very fine write-up given in my
behalf this past Friday in the De-
fender.
It was certainly a credit to our
religious endeavours and I person-
CIAIR K
by NAT D. WILLIAMS 
GOOD VIEWING
Memphis was well represented
on a nation-wide television broad-
cast last week. Dr. W. 0. Speight,
Sr., long-time Memphis physician
and Preakipt of the Volunteer
State (Tennessee) Medical Society,
was the Memphis representative
on the "Thu Is Your Life" pro-
gram. He was there in connection
with the presentation of Dr Den-
nis Branch of East Tennessee . . .
the Negro physician who has cap
lured the imagination of the na-
tion with his kindly, sacrificial, in-
telligent, and efficient ministra-
tions to the people of his East
Tennessee community (mostly
white mountaineers.) Dr. Speight
was a classmate of Dr. Branch
in medical school.
With his close intimate knowl-
edge of the character and career
of his former schoolmate, and in
his position as president of the
organized Negro doctors of his
state, Memphis' Doctor Speight
was eminently qualified to par
ticipate in the depiction of the
high points and key persons in the
life of Doctor Branch.
And Dr. Speight did himself up
proud to the happy satisfaction of
thousands of his home-town fel-
low citizens who hugged their
television sets to see how he would
do. There wasn't much advance
publicity about the Doctor's ap-
pearance on the famous show. But
word travels fast on the Mem-
phis grapevine. And this time it
was a good word . . well borne
out.
The case with which Dr.
Speight handled himself in the
presence of millions of ty viewers
made Memphians proud. He has
a terrific sense of humor, allied
something about him which in-
spires confidence and respect ...
and most of all Dr. Speight is
easy to like, All that was pro-
jected by way of the telecast the
other night.
He was enjcying a merited dis-
tinction in which all of us were
happy to share in a sort of sec-
ond-hand way. And the best shar-
ing anybody could do is to join
In congratulating Dr. Speight per-
sonaily by card, laity,. or word
of mouth. He's easy to talk to
and likes most everybody he meets
in return. As a matter of fact,
all Memphis owes him a sort of
vote of thanks for the manner of
his appearance
Contrary to the expectations of
a lot of folk, he did nothing that
would suggest that a Southern
Negro is always prone to mess
up before a big-time audience.
The "mess-ups" are usually ex-
pected In the area of speech, man-
nerisms, attitude, dress, and gen-
eral alertness. But Doctor Speight
proved something that Negroes'
down home here have long wanted
the public to understand.
lie added his proof that Negroes
down South, as well as elsewhere,
have far outgrown the stereotypes,
(mental pictures) wlich too many
people have in the backs of their
heads about them. He was a sym-
bol on that "This Is Your Life"
program . . a symbol of the in-
creasingly large number of Ne-
groes who are prepared to grace
well the professions and business-
es in which they are engaged. He
is a symbol of the Negro who
has retained his sense of balance,
self control and self-respect . . .
and sense of humor, despite the
trials, tribulations, and tensiona
which so permanently pester a
person who is a Negro in times
like these. Between Doctor Speight
and Dr. Branch, Tennessee had
volumes spoken regarding the state
of race relations in the Volunteer
State.
Oodles of Memphians felt good
that a man from "Beale Street"
where the blues began (yeah, Dr.
Speight maintains offices on Beale
Street,) could be "viewed" so
well. This Is just a little fuza on
the root of the orchid he has earn-
ed. Selah,
Dixie Jim Crow Hits White Man
Where It Hurts Most — His Pocketbook
those
tins; segregated seating in bus-
es and street cars; refusal to serve
Negroes in public cafes and res-
taurants, and the loss to the South
of large industrial plant sites, 
be-
cause the white residents object to
Negro workers 'passing through
their community.'
The WALL STREET JOURNAL
—mouthpiece of U. S. business,
industry and finance, pin-points
the economic status of Dixiel
and
in a recent issue, when it stat
es:
"Each new incident of racial con-
flict, whether it's over school inte-
gration in Little Rock; bus segre-
gation in Tallahassee, Fla., or Ne-
groes' right to vote in Alabama—
sharpens the plains that are halt.
IT WOULD BE INTERESTING
TO LEARN how much the South
has lost — in dollars and cents—
since Reconstruction Days, be-
cause of its segregation and Jim
Crow practices.
Whether an approximation of
the amount could be determined
through the law of averages or
through the wizardry of Reming-
ton Rand's Univac Electronic Com-
puting System, would, of course,
be left to the experts, but even a
conservative estimate would place
the figure at many millions of dol-
lars.
The train factor contributing to
the rising cost of discrimination
to the South is the old bugaboo,
"separate, but equal" facilities,
based on the State's Rights law
down in Dixie.
Negro consumer boycotts; loss of
revenue by "white" hotels because
they won't admit Negroes — even
ins I conven-
ting a growing number of Dixie
businessmen in the pocketbook."
The Journal quotes a Southern
printing plant owner as saying:
"More and more of us are realiz•
Ing that segregation has inherent
costs, aside from the direct tax
cast of maintaining duplicate pub-
lic facilities, such as schools, for
whites and Negroes."
This "separate, but equal" Dixie
dogma is also proving expensive
to the' Southeastern Greyhound
Lines, now building a terminal in
Jacksonville, Fla., and which in-
cludes separate rest rooms, dupli-
cate restaurants waiting rooms
and cocktail lounges,
Commenting on this foolish, add-
ed expense Vance Greenslit, South-
eastern Greyhound president, said:
"It costs 50 percent more to build
a terminal with segregated facili-
ties."
Greyhound reportedly plans












Great Names In Negro History
revolts were unsuccessful, but
of great historical impact. Each
man was put to death, Prosser in
1800, Vesey In 1822, and Nat Tur-
ner in 1831, but their names re-
main as flaming symbols of free-
dom in the annals of our history.
FREDERICK DOUGLASS (1817-
1895) was another great fighter
for freedom himself a runaway
slave, who devoted his whole life
to the cause of abolition, then aft-
er the Civil War to the uplift of
his race.
HARRIET TUBMAN (1823-1913)
was also a runaway slave who
went back into slave territory
many times, at the risk of her
own life and freedom, to guide
others out of bondage. She was
one of the great "conductors" on
the famous 'Underground R a II.
road" leading hundreds to freedom
in the North and often on to Can-
ada. And during the Civil War she
became a famous scout, spy, and
nurse for the Union Army.
SHERIDAN LEARY, SHIELDS
nals in the South during the next in Afric
a and who took at his GREEN, DANGERFIELD NEW
- of our times.
five years. Adding segregation ex-
penses to that figure, the total
cost will be about $10,500,000.
As recently as Jan. 22, at a court
hearing in Tuskegee Ala., five
white merchants testified that
their business fell off as much as
71 percent last Summer after Ne-
groes began a boycott of them.
The court hearing was being held
on a motion by the state's att
or-
ney, seeking a permanent injunc-
tion against the Negro boycotters,
which the merchants hope might
restore some of their busin
ess
which now stands 50 percent below
normal,
ally shah always be grateful 
to
the paper.
If at any time I might be o
f
some service, please do not hesi-
tate to call on me. May God 
in.
His infinite goodness continue and





The climate in New Mexico ran-
ges from that of Hudson Bay to
that Of New Orleans because of




MIAMI BEACH. Fla — (INS)—
Teamster President James R. Hof-
fa yesterday denied a report that
he was suffering from a heart dis-
turbance.
Hotta, who could not be reached
when the report was first circulat-
ed Monday night, said:
I had a physical checkup se
customarily do every six months.
ank happy to say It showed me




SPRINGFIELD, Ill. — (INS) —
Gov. William G. Stratton will be
among the list of notables today
who will take part in the 24th an-
nual optional American Legion
pilgrimage to the tomb of Abra-
ham Lincoln.
Others heading the pilgrimage
will include:
Col. Richard D. Boerem, senior
adviser to the Illinois National
Guard; John S. Gleason, jr., of
Chicago, national commander of
the Legion; Mrs. J. Pat Kelly, of
Atlanta, Ga., national Auxiliary
president, and Charles F. Carpets.
tier, Secretary of State.
A caravan of autos carrying the
guests will leave Springfield's St.
Nicholas hotel and proceed to the
tomb where wreath placing cere-
monies will be held
Grand Coulee dam required al-
most eight years to build and al-
most 24 million tons of concrete
were poured into the total con-
struction project.
History is a continuous process, own expense a group to 
Sierra
always in the making, and all the Leone to help develop that 
Afri-
great figures of history are by no can land.
means dead. Numerous persons RICHARD ALLEN (1780-1831)
living today who are key figures great founder of the
 African Me-
in main events, will be living to- thodist Episcopal church, one
 of its
morrow in the pages of history first bishops, and an 
influential
books, civic leader in the cit
y of Philadel-
One of the purposes of Negro His- phia.
tory Week n to bring to mind IRA ALDRIDGE (1807-1887) o
f
the great men and women of col- New York CO who be
came in
or who have helped to mould the England one of the greate
st Shake-
course of events in this America spearean actors of his ti
me a n d
of ours. They are many. I list toured all of Europe to grea
t ac-
here only a few in whose names claim for many years.
all of us can take pride. GABRIEL PROSSER, DEN-
CRISPUS ATTUCKS (17231770) MARK VESSEY and NAT TUR-
a seaman of New England in Co- NER, slaves who each, at differ-
Ionia] days who became the first ent times, organized and lead
man to die in the cause of Amen - great slave revolts that shook the
can freedom, shot down by t h e slave system to its very roots,
British Redcoats at the beginning and frightened the white folks of
of the B°Iton Massacre on 
t h e the South out of their wits. Their
night of March 5, 1770, and whose
name Is engraved on a monument
today in Boston Common,
JEAN BAPTISTE POINTE DU
SABLE (1745-1818) a hunter and
trapper who set up a trading poet
on the shores of Lake Michigan,
establishing there a settlement
that grew Into a village then a
town, and eventually became the
great city of Chicago, of which
Jean Baptiste Pointe DuSable Is
the founder.
PHILLIS WHEATLEY (1753 •
1784) brought from Africa as a
child and sold In Boston to a kind
family who gave her an education,
permitted her to write and publish
poems, became famous as New
England's most interesting woman
poet, and won the praise of Gen-
eral George Washington.
PAUL CUFFEE (1759-1817) dis-
tinguished Negro sea captain and
ship builder of New England who
devoted a large part of his fortune
to exploring the possibilities of col-
onizing free Negroes of America
BY, JOHN ARMSTRONG COPE.
LAND, and OSBORN PERRY
ANDERSON, who fought with
John Brown at Harpers Ferry.
ROBERT SMALLS (1839-1915)
of Charleston S. C., who stole
Confederate gunboat, loaded h I
relatives aboard during the Civil
War, and himself steered the ship
out of Charleston Harbor into the
Atlantic and turned it over to the
Union Navy and who became a
captain in the service of the Union
fleet, and later a representative
in Congress from South Carolina.
BOOKER T. WASHINGTON
(1858-1915) who founded a school,
Tuskegee Institute, in the b a c k.
woods of Alabama that became a
model for industrial education all
over the world and that gave an
educational chance to thousands of
Negroes who otherwise would have
had none.
GEORGE WASHINCYPON CAN.
VER (1864-1943) who taught at
Tuskegee and who completed
there experiments that made hire
the greatest agricultural chemist
of his time.
MATTHEW A. HENSON (196e.
1955) who reached the North
Pole forty-five minutes ahead of
Its official discoverer, Admir-
al Peary, and who planted the
flag of the United States there
at the top of the world on April
6, 1900.
ROBERT S. ABBOTT' (iro -
1940) printer and journalist who
founded one of America's great
weeklies, now a daily, the "Chi-
cago Defender" of wide circulation
and great prestige.
DR. W. E. B. DU BOIS (1886—
and still going strong at the age
of ninety) the dean of American
Negro writers and one of the lead-
ing authorities on the race prob-
lem, one of the founders of the
NAACP, and a great influence on
all Negro writers and intellectuali
Dope And Data
LOUIS MARTIN
Any Yankee or any Yankee tour-
nal that dares discuss race rela-
tions in the South today is immed-
iately attacked as partisan or bi-
ased. Professional Southerners
have worked out a propaganda
line which indicts anyone who
points a finger at Dixie. The re-
action of the rebels is immediate.
The propaganda routine is sim-
ple and tricky. When an article
appears in a national publication
critical of the South, letters pour
in to the editor playing up the
racial conflicts in New York, Chi-
cago and the North. When a na-
tional leader on the public plat-
form takes a dig at Dixie, he is
attacked forthwith as being blind
to the dead cats in his own back-
yard.
This Southern propaganda line Is
tricky because there is just enough
truth in it to confuse the issue.
Secondly, everyone mouths the
familiar adages, "people w h o
live in glass houses should Lot
throw rocks" or "let him who is
without sin cast the first stone,"
etc. Nevertheless, for my money,
the Dixie line does not make
sense.
Typical of this line is a letter
in the American Scholar which
calls itself "A quarterly for the in-
dependent thinker" and which is
published by Phi Beta Keeps, the
national society of scholars.
A reader writes to pan an arti-
cle which had appeared in an ear-
lier issue. The article. "The Red-
Tagging of Negro Protest" writ-
ten by Mrs. Record, offended
some Southerners be it
charged, according to the letter
writer, that 'the South as a unit
is guilty of Communist-inspired
Red-tagging of Negro Protest." discrimination is written 
Into the
The letter writer, Laben Lacy very laws of the South. 
Keeping
Rice of Orlando, Fla., put his case the Negro in "his pl
ace" had not
as follows: only legal sanction, 
but it is Ai
"At least one troubled Southern- criminal act in the
 South to treat
er wonders why Mrs. Record does Negroes on t
erms of equality. TO
not turn the spotlight on some of be democraticall
y decent is to be-
the North's unsolved racial prob- come a criminal in 
MississippL
lems instead of pecking away at A Negro who st
ands, sits og
the South. Dare she try to tell why parks in the 
"wrong" place in
New York still has its Harlem Dixie risks a jail se
ntence which
contrary to the 'legislative' instruc- the highest court in
 the various
tions of the Supreme Court? states will uphold. 
Even though
Would she advise the mayor to the U. S. Suprem
e court has "out-
'break up' Harlem and require its lawed" some 
discrimination, the
citizens to move to apartments on state courts are 
still bulwarks of
Fifth Ave., and elsewhere? racial prejudice.
"Maybe Mrs. Record could play It 
can be shown that most ci
the role of Good Samaritan In Chi- 
the racial conflict in the North is
cago and help that distracted c
ity directly caused by the perverted
to heal Its racial sores; or she 
Southern way of life. Negroes have
might take flight to Detroit a
nd been fleeing North ever since the
Indianapolis and show the perplex- 
days of Uncle Tom's Cabin,
ed citizens how summarily to b
an- Pinched economically, denied
ish racial leprosy, 
equal educational opportunity and
"Until the editors of the A
meri- oppressed on all sides, the maw
can Scholar can see the rac
ial es of Southern colored folk have
mess in their own backyards clean- 
sought refuse in the urban North_
ed up, it ill becomes them to 
If they had enjoyed anything liks
print articles that offend the Go
d- equal job opportunities and the
ir
fearing, conscientious people of 
basic civil rights, they would not
the South. First, let them cast o
ut have migrated.
the berm in their own 
eyes It can be shown also that much
then. . ." 
of the racial conflict in the North
Here we have the classic props
- has been inspired In one way of
ganda line of the Dixiecrats. it 
another by ex-southern whitel
makes sense only to those who do 
who brought their savage racial
not stop to examine and analy
ze views with them,
the argument. Of course, in o
ur In short, there will be no racial
busy world, very few people pause 
peace in America until the so-
to consider all the facts. Becau
se called Southern Way of life ii
this is so the Southerners are win- 
changed. Dixie is the fountain.
fling the minds of many Yankees 
head and capstone of racial hate.
today. 
The North may have a had case of
One fundamental and basic fact rac
ial indigestion but the South's
which Southerners seek to have got c
ancer and there Is a hell of
us ignore is the fact that racial a 
difference.
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so they say 
By AL MONROE
BOW DUKE ELLINGTON and College on February 21. — THISCab Calloway were to be spotlight- WEEK, (Feb. 12) talented Loised by Jack Pear on "Tonight Towles appears at same school inShow" but something went amiss concert. — TEDDY WILSON theand NEITHER APPEARED. Four famous pianist and combo, cur-Step Brothers and Mari Leightondrently at Blue Note in Chicago,both from Cab's Cotton show ap-'were seen and heard on six radiopeered instead. This during show's! and television shows during firstairing from Miami, Fla.—Wonder week at the nightery. — DELLAwhat happened.—SPEAKING OP REESE, 'current attraction at Chi-
"TONIGHT" show weren't you cago's "Mr. Kelly's" club is a
amused, if you saw show, by Tim belated addition to cast of pix
"Kingfish" Moore's performance "Porgy and Bess" soon to be
Tuesday when he returned from filmed. — JACK WEBB, "Friday"
court case involving little matter on "Dragnet" who used Ella Fitz-
of firing gun over wife's head dur- gerald in his film "Mr. Kelly's
Mg an argument in his Hollywood Blues" wants both Ella and Louis
home" — AND THE GUY was "Satchmo" Armstrong for next
even funnier Friday night when he celluloid venture. — HARRY BEL-appeared in wrapup for his role on!AFONTE, always socko is LAY-
program and the story of his court ii/SIG 'EM IN aisles at Town And
troubles, Country Club in Brooklyn — NAT
KING COLE is the "main guy"
at Copacabana IN NEW YORK. —
DON'T BE SURPRISED when
this year. — LET'S NOT have
Sammy Davis, Jr., a connecting
link between racketeering and
baseball if we choose to dicker
with that argument. — JUST
BECAUSE TWAS at a Davis
show in "Cope' that those New
York Yankee players became in• engagement at Sands hotel in
volved in a brawl AND A DAVIS Las Vegas—JOHNNY MATHIS
party that Mickey Cohen, the ON West Coast finding his spot.
alleged racketeer, tore up while lighting being stymied by Sam'
punching the nose of a waiter. my Davis, Jr. who is currently
—WHEN ASKED how he felt "Mr. Showbiz" in Las Vegas.—
about the picture "Band Of WHAT PRICE TELEVISION?
Angels" and the work of making Since Pearl Bailey blossemed
the pix Clark Gable told listen- into a first rate 'TV star via
ers "I learned first hand that guest shots with Como and oth-
Negroes (Sidney Poitier) are ers her records have soared into
good and talented Performers?' the million-sales bracket and still
SARA LOU HARRIS, New York climbing. — CALYPSO SOCKER
Fashion model will guest star the is the performance slated for
annual "Miss Fashionetta" show "Tonight Show , Friday, Feb.
to be staged at Bethune Cookman 14 starring Chi Chi Navarro. —
EARTHA RITT weighing flat-
tering offer for television pro-
gram in London "LSN'T SURE
she can accept because of corn- and if announcement of Harry
mitments over here.—EARTHA, Belafonte's "ex", Margueriete.
INCIDENTALLY, is already becomes another "Mrs. Theatre'
booked for two films to be made via marriage to a performer; so
the latest Harlem rumor says.
—WHATEVER HAPPENED to
Charlie Whittier, who for so
many years performed as "Ted
Lewis's Shadow? — CARMEN
McRAE due for stint on Ed Sul-
livan show and upping to limited
Valorie Carr Scores
On Sullivan TV Show
NEW YORK — In her first
chance at the bigtime, singer Val-
erie Carr proved to a nation-wide
audience viewing •Ed Sullivans
Sunday night TV show that she
has the potential of a future star
in show business.
Singing professionally less than
a year she scored heavily with
her rendition of her first Rou-
lette reeord hit, "You're The
Greatest," so much so that Sulli-
van told her personal manager
George Treadwell that he would
bring her back for a return en-
gagement within the next t w o
months. On the strength of her
TV showing, George Webs, own-
er of Storyville jazz club in Bos-
ton booked her into his spot this
week for a week's date to co-star
with George Shearing's quartet.
OLE NOSEY sat with interest TI1E
in the proceedings and with sor-
row for the victims as SEVERAL
INNOCENT motorists were being ,
stopped 3nd their cars searched
by traffic policemen, in many
instances where no violation had
preceded the stopping. — COULD
BE THE high rate of dope traffic'
and other crimes make it plaus•'
ible to stop all "suspicious look-
ing" cars and motorists BUT
THERE SHOULD BE it seems a
better yard stick than color of
one's skin to measure the victims•
SPEAKING OF TRAFFIC!
and violations of course NOSEY'
WAS TERRIBLY worried in fear'
that little lady who recently
bought a home in 79th st., near
South Parkway would act one for
leaving car parked in driveway!
of another home t'other evening.]
—THE LADY WAS in fear too but,
not of regeiving a parking ticket.
—WHAT SHE FEARED was hub-
by who was parked around cor-
ner "on business" would say if,
he saw her driving in that partici
ar section which is also near!
apartment where her ex-boyfriend ,
lives. — WHAT THE LITTLE
lady (who saw hubby's car pull
through the street) didn't kr.ow is
the business he was attending to
just a block away. — THAT THE1
CUTIE he pet in the apartment,
is her arch rival and may some
day take her place as wife of the
guy in question.
• • •
SPEAKING OF red faces the
fact that a policeman in Chicago'
answers to the name CHEER.S1
caused several Saturda night —!
IT SEEMS AN OUT of town visit-
or who had met officer ( heers
accepted a lift (from the aches.-
man) to ride past the home of
a friend who was having a party
of the sort where limior is sold
and gambling is indulged in. 'I he
out of town visitor went in while
the policeman waited in the car
—for a while. — THEN WHEN
SOMEONE suggested bring in
"chairs" the visitor thought the
said "Cheers' and went out and
got the policeman by that name
—FOR NEXT THREE hours It
STREET STATION was a bus)
place with dice, cards and whis.
key enongh to supply a package




must include plans for Indiana
avenue, now being completed that
WILL LIGHT UP things as
brightly as daylight with those
huge lights oh both sides of street'
that is to be widened. — THE
STREET WILL be one way, going
north all the way to 18th street
after starting with the overhead
drive at 63rd street. — THE DE-
FENDER building and others
must go — in time — WITH NO-
SEY AND HIS companions end-
ing up in new home at Michigan
and 17th Ftreet — DO YOU KNOW
guys with "processed" heads
cannot wash their hair from one
"fixing" to anether? How about
that' — INCIDENTALLY MOST
OF THE "pretty boys' and soft.'
ies have hair curled and straight-
coed a-la the girls and do not
have-to be so careful about touch- 1
ing or having, hair touched by!
comb, bnish or hat. — W11.4T1
WITH SHORTAGE of teachers the
'cute gals' who listen to Ens
posals and those with political
connections are having lots of luck
getting placed a-la the days when
policy kings and other racketeers
with connections with politicians
doled out the jobs.
WONDER WHAT lawyer mill
handle THAT LAWYER'S case
hen little matter of divorce
comes up in latter', household
within a few weeks? — P. S.
WONDER how the other girl in
the triangle causing the divorce
will free herself from arms and
heart ol that medic oho s•t her
up in the apartment she now oc•
cupies?
Smart A ffairs' Tops Stem Parade
THE ZENITHS, one of the
nation s top units, occupies a
major spot in "Smart
Affairs," the Larry Steele pro-
duction at Roberts Show
Larry's 1958 edition of "Smart
Affairs' comes o Roberts fol-
lowing a sensational run at
the exclusive Dunes hotel in
Las Vegas, Nevada. Show also
ran for several months in Au.
stralia.
•
TARRY STEELE is with quar-
tet of dancing darlings in his
"Smart Affairs" production at
Chicago's Robert Theatre Bar.




Larry Steele's nationagy famousi
"Smart Affairs" show, one of the;
truly spectacular productions op-1
coed a limited stay at Herman'
Roberts' Show Lounge earl Y this
week and gayety reigns supreme.
"Smart Affairs" one of the few
major traveling shows, comes inM
Chicago boasting a spectacular
run at Dunes hotel in Las Vegas.
Only other all-Sepia show to play
Las Vegas was Cab Calloway's
Cotton Club show which indicates
class attractions must have to
hit that coveted locale. Smart
Affairs has that and more. It is
by far the best show of produc-
tion class to hit the stem in many
seasons. Good dancers, singers,
comics and musicians make the
Steele production what it is. And
with Steele handling emcee chores
speed is the essence. There is
never a dull moment from time
of first curtain to show's end.
The Club 708 located at that ad-
dress on 47 street offers Muddy
week for a limited run poior cutor recently appeared at Waters, Howling Wolf, Otis Rush
to taking off for East Coast. Dunes hotel in Las Vegas to and the 4-Aces as features 'of a
Production which Larry also the acclaim for patrons and socksational entertainment menu.
serves as emcee and interlo- critics. Then over at McKie's Disc Jock-
ey Lounge there is entertainment
featuring Larry Wrice and others
They Called Him 'Jump'
With His Beat Up Piano
By SEANVO'GARA
Tis is the story of a man, a
piano and a dream.
The man was Arthur Hayden,
but nobody ever called him Ar-
thur; they called him "Jump."
The piano was a beat-up, second,
hand upright painted baby blue.
And the dream was Jump's;
dream, the only dream he ever'
wanted — to hit that keyboard. ;
When Jump Hayden was Vorn
In West Memphis, Ark., on a day
that even his mother didn't re-
member, things were pretty rough,
so the family, only three of them,
counting his sister, Marybelle,
moved to Chicago, and when the
children were old enough, and
when she had saved pennies
enough, Mama bought Marybelle
an old upright to fool around
With.
But It was Arthur who took the
machine for what it was worth.
Before he was 12, he was rocking
the base clef, going for broke. By
the time he left high school he
could sit in with any hep unit, but
he didn't seem to catch the lucky
star.
Then, when I was fresh out .of
college, with the idea of forming
my own band, I wandered down
to the Southside, along Wabash,
and I heard Jump's music com-
ing from a below-the-street joint.
My tenor sax, "Ugly" Neverilld
was with me, and I turned to
him, saying, "Somebody in there
is far gone, buddy."
Ugly, one of the best in the
game, said, "You want a big
'time band, Sean. There's your
lead: he's your b."'"So we went down the steps Into
the down-under dive and listened.
Two days later Jump Ilayden rode
piano for us.
Let's face it; I didn't have at
band, Jump did. When he rode]
that keyboard, nobody danced;.
they moved to big side of the
stand and listened to him, en-
thralled with what he could do
to ageless melodies like "Tin
Roof Stomp" and "Faraway,
Blues."
When we hit the Playmore Ball.
room, north of Los Angeles, we
were riding in clover. Ugly Nev•
erill knew it; I knew it;, and Jump
was blissfully unaware that he
was the reason for it all.
Johnny Mathis Rates
High On Fisher Show
By JACK O'BRIAN Blossom Dearie, the gentle
h NEW YORK — (INS) — The'
Gobel-Fisher shows will have as
summer replacement a mysteryl
series . . ,
Johniiy Mathis won the singing
competition in a breeze on the
Fisher show . .
Mathis' song "Come To Me" it
used mere than once . . .
a nice melody but the lyric doesn'tt
mean much . .
Cathy Crosby, Ring's niece, was
a lovely adornment for the Fish-
er show, and should have been
What the heck was asa Zsa
Gabor doing on the $64.000 ques-
tion?
Arlene Francis' show will be
replaced Feb. 17 by another NBC
quiz, "Dough-re ali," a Jack
Barry-Dan Enright giveaway,
which makes the daytime NBC-
TV lineup from 10 o'clock (EST)
on all of a piece: in order, they'll
include Dough-re Mi, Treasure
Hunt, Price is right, Truth or
Consequences, Tic-Tac-Dough and
(at 1 p.m.) It Could Be Yoi .
NBC is mighty proud, buh, that
"Wagon Train" beat "Maverick"
in the latest Nielsen (34 to 30)
even if neither got in Nielsen's
top ten . .
"Wagon Train" also knocked
off "Disneyland" and busted the ,
"Big Record," which wasn't so!
hard . .
If radio fans of Gunsmoke so,
pect a similarity in the TV ver
sion, it's because the scripts ,-,rc
used on radio first . . .
Warfield On known vocalist in music annals.Few of his enthusiastic admir-
ers. however,iistofk now 
accomplishment
t hat h 
e is  al-Tour Of T 
u apnh0 I As an actor, Arkansas•horn
Ire Warfield has distinguished him-
self in the movies with a stirring
singing role in "Showboat' and
production of the immortal 'GreenFar East most recently in NIFICs television
Pastures.'
William Warfield who is CUT- For two years he shared plaud-
rently on tour of the far East do- its with his wife, Leontyne Price,
conthable big-shots will go NI ing concerts under the sponsor.
those regular clandestine party' ship of the State Department be-
trips now THAT TWO WELL fin his concert career in 1939.
knows ladles have passed AND and has become one of the best
as they appeared in the title parts
of Gershwin's folk opera, "Porgy
And Bess' on Broadway and
through-out Europe.
BILLYE "JET" WILLIAMS, pop-
ular songstylis and pianist is the
weekend attraction at the poPu•
hr Harry's Cocktail Lounge op-
erated by Pancho Hall and Har-
ry Fields located at 432 E. 43rd
at. Byllye "Jet," incidentally will
be one of the many "name' stars
appearing on bill at Chicago De-
fender's Mardi Gras to be held
at Trianon ballroom, Feb. 15.
Vocal
on the sock beam. Club Escapades
4620 Cottage Grove comes on with
Prince Cooper trio and the rock'n
rolling of Dotty Tillman on vo-
cals. The Green Door, 450 W. 63
is musicsational nightly with such
artists as Brooks and Brown and
the "Canadian Sunset Boys." The
C and C Lounge, 6513 Cottagt•
Grove, presents the Norman Sim.
mons Allstars, one of the most
sensational groups to be found
along the stem. At Duke's Vin-
cennes Lounge, it, and Vincennes
the attraction is Richard Ingram
and his boys plus Johnny Houser
on flute.
The Blue Note,is presenting pi-
ano sensation Teddy Wilson and
combo in nightly swing sessions.
The Kitty Kat club, Marge Simms
hot spot, 611 E. 63rd st, is anoth-
er hot spot that jumps. Over at
the Crown Propeller, 868 E. 63
street the entertainment program
features J. J. Johnson, and his
int quintet. The Stage Lounge,
1524 E. 03rd street offers the TIM,
ented Howard McGee and Ifilia/
Sullivan. ,Extra added attraction
at Stage Lounge is Pete Diggs,
vibes star. Yes, there is plenty
doing at all, the hot spots along
the stem. And better yet there is
neither cover of minimum charg-
es at any of the spots.
Jack's Backdoor Lounge, State
and 59th Sts., the home of bet-
ter "package" goods and bar
drinks that excel was on the beam
over weekend just ended a n d
shows an indication of maintain-
ing that pace.
For many years now the pack-
age goods counter for beers, wines
and whiskey has been considered
the tops. Jack, pioneer among li-
quor salesmen, who was in the
business of selling the hest for
, years now knows how to buy and
' what to select for his customers.
And the "better goods" are pass-




Rock With Ric Show
Stan Ric Ricardo, Rip Chicago
disc jockey who entertains sever-
al hours daily over WGES is gain-
ing in national popularity at a
fast clip.
Because WGES is a power sta-
tion hitting several other states,
"Rock with Rick," the name by
which the disc jockey is known
has built up quite a following in,
many sections.
Adding greatly to "Rick's" popu-
larity is the fact that he knows
what records appeal to his public
and plays only those possible. His
program is considered a sort of
measuring stick for the record
buying public, among its other po-
tentials. Then too, Rick, a good
talker with a fine voice has built
up a following of admirers who
like to listen to his description of
records and the artists who re-
cord them. All this aids in mak-
ing "Rock With Rick" a favorite
with the radio listening public
Fans of popular, rock 'n roll an Li
blues music.
Concert Latest
1Sock For 'Music Fans'
By RUFUS BLAIR
HOLLYWOOD — (ANP)—Amer-
lean audiences at vocal concerts
are steadily becoming more ap-
preciative, and the improvement
can be credited to the new de-
velopment called -Tousle cent
ers," according to Ella l'itzgerald,
the eminent jazz singer who has
sung on concert stages all over
the world.
"Most singers, myself included,
I always seemed to prefer Euro-
pean audiences," she said "be-
cause over there people knew how
to listen. I think it was because
all of thetn, even the young ones,
knew more about music than
Americans. They didn't come
simply to listen. They came to
learn and study music as well
"Rube' Fuser, widow of the
late baseball immortal; Alit.
Ralph Metcalfe, Joe Green,
one of baseball's all time
greats who were caeght dur-
ing a brief lull in the huge
program. The Club is in the.
nrocess. of building a home
for old ballplayers.
opst er will be Jack Paar s quest
Feb. 14 . .
Cliff Arquette (Charlie Weaver)
has a twice-a-week contract with
the Jack Paar show, appearing
Tuesday-Thursday, when Dody
(already on her $900-plus three-a.
week pact) is off . . .
Bob Hope likes to keep young
folks together so he hired newly-
weds Natalie Wood and Bob Wag-
ner for his Mar. 2 NBC-TV show.
U. S. Tv stations on the air
now total 409 . . . plus 3,130 radio
stations, 526 Fm radio outlets.
One night a tall, dark man
came in and stayed while we
played after hours; while we were
knocking the old tunes around
just for kicks. Johnny Edawrds,
our first horn, said, "That's Milt
Lavall!"
Now, at that time, Lavall was
the best in L. A., if not in the
country, so I went over and ask-
ed him to battle Jump.
Lavall shook his head and grin-
ned, saying, "I know when I'm
well off."
And it turned out to be Jump's
night. While we listened to Jump's
piano and watched Lavall and
his high-powered musician friends.
all of us knew that, from this
night on, Jump Hayden would be
a Great among the Greats. And
we knew that he had left us be-
hind; he had gone out of our
world.
But it didn't work out that way.
A war came along on, I think De
cember 7, 1941.
Then, in 1943, on an obscure
, island called Okinawa, which no
, one had heard of before, Jump
gave a jazz concert, using a chap
lain's foldaway organ. While he
was doing "Milk Cow Blues"
something like thunder struck
from the blue and Jump wasn't
around any more.
Is it any wonder that I walk
the streets of Southside Chicago,
waiting for the sound of a high
riff riding over a heavy, double-
heat bass? Waiting to hear the
sound hard leather heels on patent
leather shoes clicking down the
street and down the steps into a
cellar dive somewhere south of
the Loop?
And is it any wonder that every
time Johnny Edwards or Ugly
Nevenll or I walk the concrete
canyons of Chicago's Southside we
can hear a faint echo of a rolling
bass spit a rippling treble clef?
Of course not. After all. you
never lose the keyboard in your
I band.
THE OLD BaLLPLAYERS
club, a charitable organlza
lion formed to aid forme.-
greats of the game, a plan
somewhat similar to I h C
Players Pension Fund in Ma-
rofwy emfw cmf crofts cmwf ml
jos Leagues hold Its annual
cabaret party and show at
Club DeLisa last Friday
night before a large and en-
thusiastic gathering. above
are some of the prominent
figures who attended a n d
participated in the big show.
They include Bobby Anderson,
John Lewis, Mayor of Bronse•
ville: Maurice Wiggins, pres•
ident of the club; Alderman
Claude Holman, Mrs. Andrew
, as to be entertained.
"But Europeans aren't in this'
class all by themselves any more.
Americans now go to song recit-
als and concerts for the same rea-
son. I'm convinced this is due to
the many music centers that have
sprung up all over the countrya
where people can develop a finer!
appreciation of music.
"I notice they don't yak and
stir in their seats so much any
more? Now, that is something
Americans always did at concerts,
so when it stops almost suddenba
there must be a reason, and Id
say it's those music centers."
Miss Fitzgerald added that she
is looking with more than average
curiosity toward audience reac-
tion to the many "upper class"
jazz songs in Paramont's "St
Louis Blues," the- dramatized life
story of Composer W. C. .Handy.
She is one of the film's renowned
vocalist along with Nat King
Cole, Earths Kitt, Cab Calloway,
Pearl Bailey and Mahalia Jack-
son, "the world's greatest gospel
singer."
They sing such world-famous
Handy songs _as "Beale Street
Blues." "Careless Love," "Aunt
Hager's Blues." "Hesitating
Blues," "Yellow Dog Blues." "Mr.
Bayle Bayle Blues," "Chantez
Les Bas" and, of course, "St.
Louis Blues," which is given, the
full symphony treatment by an
orchestra of 55, while Nat Cole
and Eanha Kitt deliver the lyrics.
Included are several Handy- a.
snirituals and hymns and ones V
Handy original, "Morning Star,"'""
written 30 years ago but never
presented for public approval.
Cole sings it in the picture.
If pieced together without in-
terruption, the music would take
up 35 to 40 minutes of the film.
This Is
HOLLYWOOD
liv HAZEL A. WASH:NGTON
MARIO LANZA has been off toe
screen, much too long—but there's
good news today, the great singer
is back as MGM presents him in
"Teven Hills of Rome," wit h
MARISA ALLASIO and RENATO
RASCEL.
"Seven Hills of Rome," is a de-
lightful picture, and I can assure
you, that you'll enjoy Mario's sing-
ing, he literally runs the gamut
of songs, new ones, old favorites,
classics and some original tunes
written especially for the picture,
which as the title indicates, is set
in Rome.
Lanza's voice is better than ever,
he has lost a considerable num-
ber of pounds, and is very hand-
some. If you can't visit Rome,
this picture is as good a substitute
as you can find.
LANA TURNER who is current-
ly in England starring in, "Anoth-
er Time, Another Place," says that
the English and Americans do not
speak the same language, and
offers this incident, to prove her
point.
Stopping by her bank to check
a businesa transaction in which
she was involved, she found that
it v,es not completed. Deciding
that she could save herself a trip,
Lana said, "Fine, I'll call to find
out this afternoon."
"Oh, there's no need to call,"
smiled the manager: "You can
just telephone "
ROBERT MITCHUM, whose
latest is "The Enemy 'Below," hit
Hollywood with little more than
a dollar in his pocket, fifteen years
ago. Today he says that if he
leaves with three dollars he is
ahead of the game. "I'm a lucky
stiff who got in on a good caper
and so far it's paying off, why
should I kick?"
Being a screen star hasn't
changed him any. "Occasionally
I find myself smiling at myself in
the mirror." When I do, I say-
1,0w wait a minute. Mitchum —
hold on, boy, who do you think
you are, anyway?" "Then I come
back to earth pretty quick."
That is good thinking and good
advice for all of us.
DANNY KAYES is lucky to have
a wife like SYLVIA FINE, who
is as big in her field, as Danny
Is in his — she composes, ar-















































































































Notables Pay Tribute To A Distinguished Citiml At Brilliant Fete
Chicago Honors
Noted Lawyer
• TRIBUTE WAS paid recently to a distinguished citizen
when the Southside Bank and Trust company entertained
at a reception and cocktail party honoring Earl B. Dicker-
son, prominent Chicago attorney and president of the Su-
preme Liberty Life Insurance co. The lavish affair held
in the Walnut Room of the Bismarck hotel cited Dicker-
son's recent election to the board of directors of the
South Side Band and Trust co.
• MORE THAN 1000 outstanding members:of the busi-
ness and professional community were in the fashionable
throng. Photo above: Among the cosmopolitan crowd were
(from left) Dempsey J. Travis, realtor; Mrs. Robert R.
Taylor, the honoree, Mr. Dickerson; George S. Harris,
president of the National Association of Realtors;; Mrs.
Etta Moten Barnett, radio personality and nationally
known singing actress and Joseph Albright, administrat-
ive staff member of Meharry Medical college.
• GETTING TOGETHER to discuss mutual interests
during festivities were (photo left) Edward S. Sparling,
president of Roosevelt University, James B. Parsons, As-
sistant United States District Attorney; Truman K. Gib-
son jr., Supreme Liberty Life official and secretary of
the International Boxing commission and Ben Bentley, al-
so of I.B.A. Photo right: Richard Larson, president of the
South Side Bank and Trust co., Mrs. Dickerson, Mr. Dick-
erson and Mrs. Larson.
A PROUD AND happy daughter. Mrs. Nelson Brown 
sistant to the president of the bank; Marshall Bynum, an.
(nee Diane Dickerson) second from right is surrounded Life Insurance co., Atty. 
James Crosson, traffic court and former State Senator William E. King. Photo right: other prominent Southside business man and Mr. and Mrs.
by (from left) Mrs. James G. Crosson, Mrs. Harry H. C. referee and Mrs. 
Truman K. Gibson jr. Center photo: L. Arthur Bernstein, 2nd vice president of the South Side Louis Ginesen. Ginesen is assistant cashier at 
South Side
Gibson, wife of the general counsel for Supreme Liberty C. Branch, prominent West and Sounthside business 
man Bank and Trust co. Mrs. Leonard Evans, wife of the as- Bank and Trust co.
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That day of hearts, flowers, lace
and verse, Valentine Day, makes
US quote again a favorite bit of
poetry for the occasion:
"Oha lilt be to choose and call
j thee mine,
I "Oh, if it be to choose and
I call thee mine,
Love, thou art every day
my Valentine."
And . . . Memphians will revel
In the glory of the traditional day
at the Fourth Annual Pre-Lenten
Charity Ball of J-U-G's, come Fri-
day night at Club Ebony, where
Living Ads will be presented in
a "Promenade from Mt. Olympus"
promptly at the stroke of midnight.
Having taken its place as one of
our foremost social events, Mr.
. and Mrs. Memphis and Miss Mem-
phis will attend in correct formal
attire . . . suave white tie and
tails, impeccable tuxedos, beauti-
ful ball gowns and long white
gloves . . . and milady's most
brilliant jewels. We hear invita-
tions were not as extended as they
have been in the past . . . (and,
perhaps it is because a few gay
spirits were too vocal and in-
dulged in a bit too much levity
during the presentation ceremony
pf last year!)
Your scribe is anxiously await-
ing the event . . . and shall
expect to again see the many lav-
ishly decorated tables of sponsors
which have come to mark the oc- I
easion . . And, of course, there's
the admiration of the parade of
pulchritude of our sweet young
things who represent our City's
businesses.
SIGMA'S STORY
The Sigma House was certain-
ly buzzing with activity as the sor-
ority made plans for its annual
'Scholarship project, "Rhomania."'
The theme this year is "Tomor-
row's Stars," featuring a bevy
of beautiful Mexican dancers from
Pine t Woods School of Piney
Woods, Mips.
i Mrs. Ophelia Watson Flowers,
LaRosa School elementary depart-
lment liwecher, is chairman of the
Project. Mrs. Flowers is also ore-
ident of the Elementary Teacher's
Association of the city, and has
*reed Is narrator of Rhomania
for the past three years. She will
be remembered for her roles in
"Tots and Teens in Story-Book
Land," "Mickey Mouse in Disney-
land," and "Ellie's Wishes.' The
Scripts were written especially
for her each year by Mrs. Kath-
erine R. Jones, another member
of the sorority.
"Rhomania' will be presented
at Bruce Hall on the LeMoyne
college campus, Friday. April 11.
1858, at 8 7. m. Mrs. Ritta Porter
Smith is the basileus of the local
chapter.
CHERRIE CHARMS
The Cherrie Charms met Fri-
day, Feb. 6, at the home of Miss
Perarline Wright, where Mrs.
Ruthie Campbell Strong was ac-
cepted as a member of the group.
Plans were made for the club's
next project. Many of us remem-
ber the outstanding charity pro-
ject the group undertook during
the recent holiday season. Cherrie
Charms present included Mrs. Hat.
tie House, Mrs. Vernisteen Simo
n,
Mrs. Hildtidge Lomax, Mrs. Ossie
Carter, Mrs. Rubye Chambers and
the Misses Janet Lewis and Bar-
bara Gillum.
BUFF CITY MEDICAL, DEN-
TAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL
AUXILIARIES
The Bluff Cit. Medical, Dental
and Pharmacwatical auxiliaries
Thursday, Feb. a, with Mrs. W. A.
Bisson and Mrs. Jewel Brawner
as hostesse. Communications were
read concerning national and state
dues to the Alma Wills Givens,
scholarship, a five point program,!
of which Mrs. Florence McCleaves
Is local chairman. The five-point
program which consists of health,
commutity needs, education, hu-
man relations and legislation. The
plans of the program are built
around its motto, "Building Today
For a Better World:" and the
theme Is . . "To foster ideals,
and better living." These were
sent by Mrs. Georgia P. Schanck
of Orlando, Fla., president of the
Women's Auxiliary of the National
Medical Auxiliary.
After listening to Negro History
discussicns, members of the or-
ganizations were served a two
course menu; and Mrs. Bisson told
the group that she would be leav-
ing by plane the following day to
attend the meeting of the National
Board in Milwaukee. Wis. Mrs.
M. L. Adams, Mrs. W. A. Bisson
and Mrs. R. L. Flagg are Kest-
dent, secretary and treasurer, re-
spectively of the organization.
MISS CRESWELI„
CHARMING HOSTESS
Charming Miss Naomi Creswell
was hostess at a lovely dinner
party for a group of her friends
recently, given during the recent
visit of her brother and sister-
In-law, I. T. and Pearl Creswell,
well knowo Nashvillians and mem-
bers of Fisk university's official
family. Pearl Creswell'e fame as
a striking beauty is known far
and wide . . . and 'us reported
that on her, the current chemise
dress fashion is truly stunning, as
she wore • chic black one adorn-
ed with long rope pearls at Miss
partment was scheduled to be their
special guest, but unfortunately
was unable to come down from
Nashville at the very last minute,
but will attend a subsequent meet-
ng, Sue Ish Johnetta Kelso,
SKC'S MEET WITH
MRS. A. M. WALKER
Members of SEC bridge club and
invited guests beckoned the bid of
Mrs. A. M. (Harriette) Walker to
her Parkway manor last Satur-
day night, only to find on arrival
that their hostess was grounded
abed with virus gremlins, but the
situation was well in hand with
relatives. Mesdames Marietta Lot. 
andfriend, Vera Howell, assisting
'n her stead. The cozy warmth of
the distinctive Walker den was
the setting for an ooh-so gay eve-
ning of cocktails and accompan-
ng fare . . . savory repast and
a good session of bridge. Several
members of the club were out
because of illness and what-have-
you . . . Alma Booth, Mildred
Crawford, Ann Reba Twigg, Min-
nie Woods, Julia Hopson . . .
who'll be hearing about the dream
gifts won by Julia Gordon, Louise
Davis and Harriet Davis. Guest
gifts were won by Augusta Cash
and Grace Young — so envied by
fellow guests Lillian Campbell,
Walterine Outlaw, Marietta Latt-
*rig, Sue lsh and Vera Howell.
Prizes were handsome gold-filigree
perfume flacons, a crystal and gold
perfume bottle, and lovely rhine-
stone and pearl trim fitted travel
cases of pale pink and lucite . . .
All so very dear to milady's heart.
Also present were Bernice
Williams, Marian Pride, Melba'
Briscoe, Charlesteen Miles, Juan-
ita Arnold and' your scribe . .
many of whom lingered a while
after the party was over, to be-
stow personal felicitations to Har-
riette. whom we hope will be none
the worse for the chatter.
THIS IS YOUR LIFE
The legionsfriends' of genial Dr.
W. 0. Speight, Sr., were proud as,
punch to see him perform as ably.
as did the MC of the "This Is Your
Life" television performance of
last week, which saluted Dr.
Speight's schoolmate and friend,
Dr. Dennis Branch of Newport,
Tenn. He was lauded by the high
and the mighty and many other
citizens of his community who en-
joy the fruits of the humanitarian
efforts. This wonderful person-
ality has had national magaiine
coverage on his endeavors as a
doctor of all races, who devotes'
every spare moment helping oth-
ers — especially the youth of his
community in recreation, educa-
tion and religious training.
Following the program, Mrs.
Speight's telephone lines were kept
busy with callers profuse with ad-
miration for the large role play- ,
ed by Dr. Speight in the pro-1
gram. Sae related, too, the excite-
ment of knowing for three weeks'
that Dr. Speight would be flown
to California to participate in the
program — and not daring to say
a word to anyone, in compliance
with the „sponsoring company's
requirement of secrecy to assure
success of surprise to the honor-
ee. We remember Dr. Branch
from visits with the Speights sev-
eral yeiTs ago.
CHIT CHAT
From Buffalo, New York. comes
interesting news about Mrs Win-
ton (Flash) Hardiman. nee Thel-
ma Ayers, well-known LeMoyne
Graduate . . . who received a
"Good Neighbor" plaque present-
ed by the Mayor of the City of
Buffalo, at a dinner sponsored by
the Board of Community Rela-
tions of that city at Buffalo's
Staller•Ililton hotel Thelma, whc
has many friends hereabouts, is
now a supervisor-teacher in Buf-
falo's school system . . is a
member if Links, Inc., Jack and
Jill America, a very active mem-
ber of Alpha Kappa Alpha sor-
ority. and writes a column for
Burial() weekly paper. We'll at-
test that evidence of her dynamic
oyal 20 Club
The Royal 20 Social club mem-
bers were entertained recently at
the home of Mrs. Hattie Hall, of
900 Crump court, when the organi-
zation met to elect officers for the
present year.
After the devotional service had
been led by the chaplain. Mrs.
Carrie Ellis, all offices were de-
clared open by Mrs. Irene Cotton.
All officers were reelected, with
the exception of the assistant sec-
retary and reporter. Mrs. Lottie
Lusk Horns was appointed to the
office.
Creswell's party. The hostess was
radiant in a Navy silk frock and
stunning ice-blue jewelry . .. per-
fect foils for her outstanding beau-
ty. Her guests included Dr. and
Mrs. A. T. Martin, Mr. and Mrs.
Utillus Phillips, Sr., and Mr. and
Mrs. Benjamin Gunther, Mr. and
Mrs. Sanker Clay, R. C. McNam-
ee. Mrs, Sam Qualls, sr., Miss
Mae Isom Davenport, Mrs. Zack Hostess To
Hightower, Miss Isabelle Greenlee
and Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Myrick. I R
MISS TODD FETES
BUSINESS TE 4CHERS
Miss Dora Todd, well known
Washington high school teacher,
was a bountiful hostess to the Busi-
ness teachers of Memphis City
Schools, at her well-appointed
home at 474 Walker avenue Satur-
day night. Combining business
and conviviality, the group enjoy-
ed a buffet dinner, with piece-de-
resistance Southern fried chicken
the main item of delicious repast.
Present were Miss Rosa Robin-
son, Mcs. Emma Thom Johnson,
Mrs. Mae Ola Mebane, Mrs. Joye
Teague Bell, Mrs. Essie Shaw.
Miss Maggie McDowell, Mrs. Cor-
nelia Suggs and your scribe. Dr. The officers were installed by
Mary Clay Pinkston head of the Mr. Cotton, who later received a
Tennessee U's famed business de- presentation from Mrs. Ellis on be-
half of the club.
A tasty menu was served by the
hostess.
The club's next meeting will be
held at the home of Mrs. Leonia





The members of the Southern
Belles Bridge club met recently
at the home of Mrs. A. Sidney
Oates and elected their officers
for 1958. Following a very delici-
ous menu served by the hostess,
bridge was played, and prizes
given.
The club's officers are Mrs. El-
eanor Curry, president; Mrs. 011ie
Mitchell, vice president; Mrs.
Thelma Moore, secretary; Mrs. St.
E 1 m o Hampton, correspending
secretary and reporter; Mrs. Mat-
tie Oates, treasurer; Miss Mary
Louis Rogers, business manager
and Mrs. Dorothy DeNellie, parlia-
mentarian.
The winners at bridge were Mrs.
Mary Louis Rogers, who took first
prize; Mrs. Dorothy DeNellie, sec-
ond prize and Mrs. Charlyne Mc-
Graw, who received third prize.
Other members present included
Mrs. Thelma Evans, Mrs. Louise
O'Rielley, Mrs. Mildred Oates




The members of the Ebony
Social Club met recently at the
home of Mrs. Rosa Bobo to plan
for a post Valentine party for
Feb. 15, to be held at the home
of Mrs. Nancy Nelson, at 1029
Alaska at.
The group accepted two new
members into the club, and made
plans for the year.
A tasty menu was served by
the hostess.
Mrs. Gladys Hankins is presi-
dent of the Ebony Social club,
and Mrs. Minnie Mae Bynum re-
porter.
Snake bites and bee stings help-
ed account for 52 deaths in a
recent year, the National Safety
Council says.
ble we'll be seeittg Thelma and
"Flash" here for Easter.
• • •
Dr. Maureen Pelham Johnson of
Dayton, Ohio, was the guest of:
Dr. and Mrs. W. 0. Speight, jr.,
diming the recent meeting of Vet-,
erans Administration medical
corps in the fight against TB
with the use of new drugs and
modern therapy. Also visiting
the Speights, is Mrs. Speight's
aunt, well-known Mrs. Viola Bonds,
now of St. Albans, New York.
• • •
Another Memphis visitor was
Paul Albright, of Detroit, Mich.,
who was the guest of his par-
ents at their home at Woodstock.
Mr. Albright, a LeMoyne gradu-
ate is married to the former Miss
Shirley Motley, who is also an
alumnae of LeMoyne.
Help your Heart Fund to help
your heart by attending the first
charity ball at Curries Club Tropi•
came Sunday night, Feb. 16, 8:00
until. Music by Ben Branch. Two
or more tickets will be delivered.
Call JA 1-0701.
Mrs. Mamie Hulbert and Mrs.
Ann Parker, chairmen of the spec-
ial event. Mrs. Lucille Price.
drive \taS aeparent to all in vou chairman of Heart Sunday. T. R.
youth here in Memphis. It is possi. Robinson is general chairman.
ad young woman who attended
Evansville college, and Lockyear
Business college, is departing the
Orient to visit in Evansville be-
fore leaving for an assignment in
Africa.
Mattie Hite, 832 Lincoln avenue,
Evanaville, has been employed for
a year as a secretary in the of-
fice of the economic coordinator,
the United Nations Command, eco-
nomic and technical aid mission
in Korea of thr International Co-
operation administration.
Before this she spent a year
and a half at Headquarters Far
East Command in Tokyo, where
she was assigned to the division
dealing wills logistics, supply and
maintenance.
. In OCR she was secretary to
the chief of the industry division
an office which is assisting large
numbers of Korean manufacturing
and servicing firms.
After a careful survey to de-
termine the need and available
A SURPRISE SHOWER was
given for Mrs. Loretta Logan
a recent bride, by her fellow
teachers at the Lester Element-
ary school last Friday. Among
those shown are Mrs. Roset-
ta Pitcher, Mrs. Ethel H. Isa-
bel, Mrs. Rutha D. Pegues,
Miss Rose M, Long, general
chairman; Mrs. Willie M. Lark-
in, Mrs. George Logan, the hon.
oree; and Mrs. E. 0. Rodgers,
principal of the school.
Mrs. Hattie Hall 
CLUB NEWS STKM
EXCELSIOR CHAPTER 0. E. S.
Excelsior Chapter No. 112 end-
ed the year of 1957 in a very good
manner, with Sister fluke H. Bond,
W. M., greeting the chapter with
encouraging remarks as to the
progress of the chapter up to
r that point. They were fortunate
enough to have the Masonic
brothers to help them celebrate
the Yuletide season; and while
packing baskets for unfortunates
Sister Mattie Harris, Sister Ol-
lie Malone, Sister Virginia Jones
and Sister Vernetta Dotstry pre-
pared a tasty repast, including
punch, which was enjoyed by all.
T also exchanged gifts with the
brothers.
The chapter net at Magdeline
Chapter at Millington in a group
meeting of District 10 in January.
The Amaranth degree was given
to a member in that meeting. Sis-




The Lovette Social Club of Wood-
stock was organized Sunday. Jan.
19, 1958, at the home of Mrs.
George Harris, 6318 Highway 51
North. The following officers were
elected: Mrs. Minnie Hall, presi-
dent; Mrs. Dorothy Herring, secre-
tary: Mrs. Mamie Ward, assist-
an secretary; Mrs. Mettle Harris,
treasurer; Mrs. Geneva Smith,
Outside treasurer; Mrs. Dora Jane,
charity treasurer; Mrs. Helena
Moore, secretary to outside and
charity treasurers; Mrs. Ethel
Smith, Mrs. Lillie Harris and
Mrs. Helena Moore, entertaining
Christmas Eve is the most dan-
gerous holiday period of the year
for motorists, the National Safety
Council warns.
[committee; Mrs. Mildred Boyd,
chaplain; Mrs. Viola Hill, assist-
ant chaplain.
The first entertainment for the
year will be held February 14, at
the home of Mrs. George Har-
ris, 6318 Highway 51, N., which
will be a Valentine Party begin-
ning at 7:30 p. in. There will be




On Jan. 21, the Good Samaritan
club met at the home of Mrs.
Agnes Jones, where installation
of officers was held, with Mrs. Lu-
e.11e Joyner presiding. The next
meeting was held on February
4, at Mrs. Effie Norman's home
on Shannon ave. All members en-
joyed the interesting meeting. Mrs.




The Stitch and Chat Sewing club
met recently at the home of Miss
Carrie Canada at 864 Miss Blvd.
After a 'brief business session
which was presided over by Miss
Velma Cochran, the vice president,
plans were made for the club's
annual Passion Tea, which will be
held on April 27, at the Lelia
Walker home.
Birthday movies and lovely gifts
were presented to Mrs. Lola Joe
Gibson and Mrs. Mary Jordan,
and at the conclusion of the meet-
ing a very delicious birthday din-
ner was served.
Two club members. Mrs. Glad-
up Waller and Mrs. Odessa
Mitchell, are ill and the group
wish for them a speedy recovery.
Mrs. Lola Gibson is secretary
of the club, and Mrs. Eva Hill,
ZETAS PROJECT — Miss Ha-
zel Pyles, Eyeglass Project
chairman of Zeta Phi Beta
sorority, is shown fitting glass-
es on Paulette Ellis, fourth.




If you're looking for a different
cheese dip, nutrition expert May
Stanek suggests hot pimiento dip.
For about two cups of the
cheese dip use:
2-3 cup evaporated milk
'a pound process American
cheese (grated)
,2 teaspoon prepared mustard
1 teaspoon Worcestershire sauce
1 teaspoon barbecue sauce
Si cup chopped pimiento
Heat all the ingredients except
the pimiento in a quart saucepan
over low flame. Stir until mixture
is smooth, remove from heat and
school, while Principal J. D.
Springer, looks on. Paulette
was severely handicapped be-
fore receiving her specially
prescribed glasses. The Eye-
glass project is benefitted by
the Zeta sponsored - "Holiday
On Ice' spectacular which will
be held on March 9, beginning
at 8:30 p.m. at Ellis Auditor-
loan.
'Holiday On Ice' To
Aid Eyeglass Project
The second annual presentation 9, at 8:30 p.m., will benefit the
of the world famous "Holiday On sorority's charitable projects.
Ice" by Zeta Phi Beta Sorority Since 1941 Alpha Eta Zeta Chap-
at Ellis Auditorium, Sunday, Mar. ter has sponsored the Eyeglass
Project through the services of
Memphis Junior League. Refer-
rals are made by the sorors and
nurses of Memphis City schools.
The chapter supplies funds for
eyeglasses and treatment of indi-
gent children. Because of this outr
standing contribution to commuk
munity welfare, the chapter holds
membership in the Memphis Com-
munity Council of Social Agencies.
DONATES 5500
In a letter of appreciation for
a S500 payment of August 1957,
Mrs. James Fisher, secretary of
Memphis Junior League stated,
"It is a most generous gift to help
with our Sight Conservation pro-
gram. We have so many more
calls for glasses than we did for-
merly, so your assistance is
doubly appreciated. Your sorority
is to he commended for your
splendid welfare program In assis-
tance in providing glasses for the
Negro children of Memphis."
The high school contestants vy-
ing for the title "Princess of the
Ice" and the sorors of Zeta Pa -
Beta Sorority are soliciting re,
support of the general public. The
proceeds will assure continued
success in maintaining the soror-
ity's charitable projects benefiting
the youth of Memphis.
Choice seats are still available
at most of the schools and Paul's
Tailoring Co., at 184 Beale.
stir in pimiento. Serve in a chaf-
ing dish placed over hot water or
a lighted candle. Triangles of
thin, crisp toast can be used for
"dippers."
Add more evaporated milk if the
mixture gets too thick.
One-fifth of all US trucks are
normally for export.
Words of the Wise
If a man was great while
living, he becomes tenfold
greater when dead.
—(Thomas Carlyle)
Women Of Four States
Honor 5 At Luncheon
•
reporter.




TIONS from William E. Warne,
Command, for a winning
economic coordinator UN
award for a suggestion im-
proving conditions for her as.
sociates is Mattie Hite of Ev-
ansville, Ind. The smiling
young woman, w h o is a
secretary In the Command In
Seoul, Korea, will return to
the States for a brief visit
before taking a similar post
in Monrovia, Liberia.
Secretary Changes Job
In Orient For Africa
SEOUL, Korea — A far travel- market for the product and the fit-
ness of the firm to supply it, loans
are provided and the funds used
to import equipment to start or
expand the industry.
For the fiscal year 1957 a total
of $20,088,000, including $208,000
for participant training, was allo-
cated in this field.
One purpose in aiding industries
is to save foreign exchange by
manufacturing in Korea goods
which otherwise would be import-
ed with a drain on the local 
peonomy. A steel mill automobile tires
and a bottle glass plant are some
receiving loans for this perpose
Before coming to Korea, Mix
Hite worked for Department of
Child Welfare and the Illinois
Railroad Retirement board, both
in Chicago. She attended Lincoln
High school in Evansville.
She will return to the States by
plane and in Evansville will visit
her brother, Roland A. ftarnett.
After home leave eh e will go to
Monrovia, Liberia for her second
assignment with ICA.
SPRINGFIELD, Ill. — Women1
of four states — Illinois, Wiscon-
sin, Indiana and Missouri — will
attend a "Salute to Women"
luncheon at the Sheraton hotel,
Chicago, in Saturday, Feb. 15, to
honor an Ohio congresswoman and
four Illinois women
ly, falls at the close of Race Re-
lations Week, Feb. 9-15 and im-
mediately preceding Brotherhood
week, Feb. 16-22.
Co-chairmen of the event are
Mrs. Mame Mason Higgins, Chi-
cago, coordinator of women's ac-
tivities for the Cook County Re-
publican Central committee, and
Mrs. Roger Faherty Chicago.
They are being assisted by Mrs.
Audrey Peak, Winchester, ill., di-
rector of Women's activities for
Central committee.
Mrs. Frances P. Bolton, Repub-
lican congresswoman from Ohio's
22nd District, will be the princi-
pal speaker. Rep. Bolton has serv-
ed in Congress since 19:1 and is
celebrated as an authority on leg-
islation dealing with U. S. foreign
policy and as a leading sponsor
of nursing legislation in Congress.
In 1953 President Eisenhower ap-
poined her a delegate to the 8th
General Assembly of the United
Natiens, the first woman so to
represent Congress.
Her UN services were notalbe
for her sincere efforts in the areas
of racial prejudice, her tireless
work on colonial problems, and
her co-authorship of a comprehen- tend.
sive report on the UN.
Mrs. Bolton has been the re-
cipient of eleven honorary doctor-
ate degrees including one from
Tuskegee Institute. When the Na-
tional Association of Colored Grad-
uate Nurses was dissolved to be-
come part of the National Asso-
ciation of Registered Nurses, Mrs.
Bolton was awarded a special
scroll for service.
She built and still contributes
to the maintenance and morale of
the Possum Bend center of the
Frontier Nursing Service in Ken-
tucky mountains.
Slated to be honored with Mrs.
Bolton for outstanding government
al services are B. Fain Tucker,
Circuit Court Judge in Chicago;
Mrs. Earle Benjamin Searcy,
Springfield, clerk of the Illinois
Supreme Court; Jewell Stradford
Rogers, Chicago, assistant U. S.
attorney; Miss Lucia T. Thomas,
Chicago, assistant Cook County
state's attorney, and Mrs. Myrtle
Stryker, Chicago, assistant Illinois
attorney general.
Invitations have been sent to
more than 500 women in the
four states. Guests are expected
from Fort Wayne, Gary, South
Bend and Hammond, Ind.; Mil-
waukee and Racine, Wis., and
St. Louis, Mo.
The luncheon will be the first
session of its kind to be held by
women in Illinois. Numerous state
officials, including U. S. Sen.
Dirksen and Governor William G.




Freshman Violet E. Lewis who
hails from Freetown, Sierra Le-
onne, British West Africa, was re-
cently the recipient of a recep-
tion given in her honor by the
student council at the Fayetteville
State Teachers college.
Set in the warmth of the Student
Union room, it was a lovely af-
fair heightened by music, laugh-
ter, and good cheer.
In remarks to the group Miss
Lewis said, "I know that I will
enjoy my stay in the United States
and especially here at the college,
because everyone Is friendly and
helpful to me."
A teacher with 10 years of ve
perience in the primary schools
of Freetown, Miss Lewis came
to America to begin the four-year
course in teacher-training. She is
attending college on a scholar-
ship made possible by Iota Phi
Lambda Sorority, a national so-
ciety of business and professional
women.
She completed before coming,
college preparatory work at the
Annie Walsh Memorial High school
and a two years teacher-training
course at the Fourah Boy college.
Miss Lewis comes with an edu-
cational and a cultural back
ground. Her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. S. A. Lewis, are schooled
folk and members of one of Free-
town's distinguished families. She
is making the adjustment to the
American way of life beautifully.
Miss Lewis met Dean Holmes in
Freetown last year when the Fay-
etteville instructor was on a leave
of absence made possible by a











































































































































































t By Mrs. Anna Lee Cooke 
Your scribe has just arrived
from a very interesting clinic on
Charm and Personality being
held at West High School, Den-
mark, Tenn. With such an en-
thusiastic audience, I can hardly
wait to see who will be crowned
'Miss Personality" and "Mr.
Esquire" which takes place this
Friday night through means ofi
talent being displayed through the
participants. Will let you know
results next week.
Consultants and panelists in-
cluded Mrs. Essie Perry, Miss
Doris Hull, Mrs. A. L. Cooke, Mrs.
Rozetta McKissack, Mrs. Vivian
Bell, Mrs. Marie Penn, Mrs Mary
G. Musgrove, Mrs. Rawls. R. N.,
Mrs. Frances Washington, Miss
Shirley Whitmore, Messrs. J. A.
Cooke, William Jackson, James
Willianison, Roland Porter, Ro-
cha Brown, Dr. E. Carter, and
Rev. Clevant Derricks.
Effective demonstrations were
given by Eddings Beauty School
•personnel, Mrs. Mollie Byrd, local
cosmetologist, Ausie Brooks, local
barber, and George King from
Compton's Beauty School. Mrs.
Florence Hicks also gave the im-
portance of health garments and





The two-day clinic was based
on the theme "A Charming Per-
sonality — An Asset to Successful
Living." Overall chairman was
Mrs. Cora Deberry, assisted by
all members Of the faculty. Mr. J.
H. Parrish is the principal.
Plan For Jabberwock
Co-hostesses to the February
meetting of Delta Sigma Theta
sorority were Sorors Daisy R.
Shaw, Bernice Bailey and your
scribe. The setting was the spaci-
ous club room of the Palm Garden
where sorors enjoyed the wonder-
ful service of the Palm Garden
staff. At the business session,
conducted by the president, Soror
Mildred Hay, plans were made
for the next big event of the
sorority, that of the Jabberwock
which takes place on March 14.
Several young ladies are aspiring
for the title of "Miss Jabberwock"
along with winning a scholarship
to college. You might check the
above date on your calendar and
make plans to attend.
Other sorors present at this
meeting were: Crina Barksdale,
Essie M. Perry, Cora Deherry
Lucille Fuller, Lillian Harrison,
Margaret Saunders, Erma Cun-
ningham, Bertha Collins, Vera
Brooks, Ctistana Mitchell, Fannie
Porter, Essie Jones and Dorothy
Douglas.
Monday night Lanites and Jack-
sonians witnessed a surperb per-
formance of Shakespeare's Romeo
and Juliet presented by the Play.
era, Inc., directed by J Robert
Dietz. This was the first in the
series of cultural entertainment
on the campus this year. The next
big performance will be the Grass
Roots Opera of Mozart's Don Go-
v anni at Lane college on March
20.
In And Out Of Town
Curtis Mays and little daughter.
Janet, spent several days in Jack-
son and Bemis, Tenn. last week
visiting relatives and friends. In
Jackson they visited Mr. Mays'
aunt and grandmother. Mrs. Ethel
Rutledge and Mrs. Smith on
Stonewall St. The time in Bemis
was spent with in-laws, the Mor-
rises and the Thomases.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Q. Perry who
reside on N. Cumberland at. were
recent guests of their grandson
and family. Dr. and Mrs. Sidney
Lee Perry. Jr. of Chicago, Ill, and
their little daughter, Angela. The
little five month old Misa was
quite excited over her grandpar-
ents' presence.
Mrs. Vivian M. Bell leaves this
weekend for Pittsburgh. Pa., to
attend the board meeting of the
National Dental Ass'n. Mrs. Bell,
the wife of Dr. W. R. Bell, noted
Jackson dentist holds the position
of executive secretary of the aux-
iliary.
Dr. W. E. McKissack stopped
by Chicago, Ill. enroute to the
University of Michigan to attend
some sessions of the Mid-Winter
clinic of the Dental association
Dr. Bell is attending the same
meeting which is being held at
the Conrad-Hilton hotel in down-
town Chicago.
Mrs. Essie M. Perry, member
of the Lane College faculty has
left for Chicago to attend the
United Negro College Fund Alum-
ni council which is being held at
the Sheraton hotel in downtown
Chicago. She is representing Lane
college which is one of the 33
colleges belonging to the United
Negro College Fund. Along with
her is a student of Lane college,
William Penn, who is the national
student co-ordinator for this or-
ganization. Also slated to attend
this meeting is Miss Darlene Hut-
son, National President of the
Lane College Alumni ass'n.
The United Negro College Fund
drive will begin soon in Jackson.
You will be hearing more about
it.
Coming Events
The annual Founder's Day cele-
bration on the campus of Lane
college takes place on March 2
in the chapel of Lane college. At
this time a big drive is being cli-
maxed for the Danforth Founda-
tion. All Alumni have been con-
tacted to share in this celebration
and make your contribution.
Worthy Lane college students will
be able to do further study
through the Danforth foundation.
Use this week to become more
acquainted with our Negro history.
There is a lot of excellent litera-
ture we can check from our





Variations on a cognac and cof-
fee theme:
The true demitasse is a small
cup of excellent, freshly-brewed
coffee with a splash of cognac in it
When the coffee Is served with
• small glass of cognac to be sip-
ped alternately with the fragrant
brew, the combination is known as
• "Gloria."
There are many other delicious
cognac and coffee combinations
such as Cafe Royale, Cafe Brulot
and Cafe Diable.
And don't forget the Java Dilly—
a cognac and coffee drink made
with a few bits of semi-sweet
chocolate pieces (see photo).
For each serving of the Java
Dilly, put into the container of an
electric blender two tablespoons
of semi-sweet chocolate pieces,
cover and blend for 3 seconds.
Add 1 cup crushed ice and blend
for five seconds longer.




A full house of guests were pres-
ent for the first thank-you party
given recently by the fabulous Las
Delicades Charity and Social club.
Dressed alike in white brocade
matador pants and matching tops,
the Las Delicadas did the cha-
cha to the music of Lesters All
Stars before being introduced to
their guests.
Members of the club are Lo.
Juana Stephens, president; Jean
Williams, vice president; Darlene
Murray, recording secretary;
Gloria Robinson, corresponding
secretary; Lee Ella Allison, fin-
ancial secretary; Charlestine Mills,
treasurer; Vivian Lloyd, business
manager; Louise Benson. chap-
lain; Charliemae Killins, assistant
business manager; Emanuel Jones,
sponsor, and Haywood Liggett,
club sweetheart.
tall glass. Pour the iced chocolate-
coffee blend over the cognac, and
top off with a spoon of whipped
cream.
A dilly of a drink; Java Dilly, of
course.
'WOMAN OF THE YEAR' —
Mrs. Lillie Bell Hamilton Cole,
of Jackson, Tenn., was named




You cant over-emphasize the
over-blouse as a winning Spring
style.
The blouse worn outside the skirt
Is a natural for sack silhouettes,
allowing you to wear the same old
black skirt with a variety of
blouses for a different look thats
right in style.
Since the sack look ignores both
bust and waist, the emphasis, for
want of anywhere else to go, lies
on the hip-line.
Some overblouses button at the
bottom Into tabbed closing to form
a line a little bit above the hip-
bone. Others tie, sash style, to one
skle. A third variety is decorated
by a self-bow lying right on the
stomach.
Packets or similar (totalling,
placed low with flaps to stress
their importance, are another
hippy line.
Gay floral prints are popular in
these styles, giving the blouses
color interest where they used to




Add beaten eggs to sweet Pota-
toes during mashing for added
lightness. For other interest to
mashed "spuds," add citrus fruits,
nuts, coconut, spices, marshmal-
lows, raisin, brown sugar, pineap-
ple chuncks or juice. An attractive
Sunday dinner dish is mashed
sweet potatoes sprinkled with
chopped parsley.
Bolivia gained her freedom from
Spain in 1825.
Words of the Wise
No man la good enough to
govern another man without
that other's consent.
—(Abraham Lincoln)
Year" recently by the Delta
Sigma Theta sorority. She is
shown center as Soror Johnnie
Reid (right) presents her a
token. The citation honoring
Mrs. Cole was read by Soror
Daisy R. Shaw (left). Soror
Reid also presented an orchid
to the honoree.
Jackson Deltas Name
'Woman Of The Year'
JACKSON, Tenn. — Mrs Lillie
Bell Hamilton Cole, local cosme-
tologist in the city of Jackson,
was presented as "Woman of the
Year" at the Founder's Day cele-
bration of Delta Sigma Theta
Sorority recently.
Mrs. Cole was selected through
votes by citizens as the woman
who had gone beyond her call of
duty in doing religious and civic
work in the community. She has
been especially active in doing
welfare work, working with chari-
table organizations and uplifting
the standards of christian woman-
hood. She is a member of Wesley
Chapel Methodist church, presi-
dent of the Jackson cosmetolo-
gists and works very, effectively
with the Washington - Douglas
PTA even though she has no chil-
dren of her own.
The citation was read by Soror
Daisy Ruth Shaw at the 45th an-
niversary of the founding of the
Ovon Morton Is Bride
In Impressive Rites
Barnhill. They carried bouquets of
'TERRE HAUTE — Joyous wed- gold chrysanthemums,
ding bells rang recently for Miss
Ovon Morton, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. John Minor 11303 Elm at.,
of this city, and A-24 Everett
Gaines, jr., son of Everett Gaines
Sr., and Mrs. Charles Jackson of
Chicago.
The impressive pink and white
ceremony took place in St. Paul
Baptist church. For the occasion
the center aisle pews were de-
corated with white satin bows.
The altar was a scene of beauty
with pink and white gladioli and
palms and eight candelabars with
pink and white ribbons streamers.
A prelude of bridal airs were
played by Miss Ivory Spyers.
The bride entered the sanctuary
on a white satin bridal path
lier ice-white, nylon ruffled gown
had lace panels in the skirt that
ended in a cathedral train. Made
on the princess line, her bodice
had lace over bridal satin. Her
three-fourth length veil was caught
over a sequin and seed pearl ti-
ara.
Atop a white and gold Bible
the lovely bride carried pink and
white roses.
For her day, the bride selected
elegant pastel colored gowns for
her bridesmaids, Katherine
Mayes, Nancy Smith and Barbara
Tubular Line Makes
Women 'Stand-Out'
By NORA W. MARTIN
PARIS — Pierre Batman!, one-
time champion of the bosomy
pinched-waist look, finally has sue.
cumed to looser shapes for ladies'
daytime wear.
But for evening. Balmain clings
to the femme fatale femininity
spiced with ostrich boas and cab-
bage roses.
Balmain's collection, one of the
highlights of this week's display
of Paris' spring and summer
When Lunch Box Ideas Are Problem,
Try Spicy Popular Corned Beef
Lunch box ideas a problem in
your house? Spicy corned beef on
rye bread — with sweet mustard
pickle or peppery horse-radish
sauce — makes a sandwich to take
the nip out of wintry days.
And nothing could be easier to
prepare — just put the corned beef
in a deep gettle, cover with water
and simmer until done. Cool the
meal to lukewarm in the cooking
water before draining, and then
place in the refrigerator. Next
day, the chilled meat will make
neat, firm slices for sandwiches.
Good quality brisket cuts, bone-
less and well-streaked with fat,
are prepackaged in pieces weigh.
tog from three to six pounds, and
a four-pound piece will make
ittght good servings.
Corned beef is now appearing in
the supermarkets in a new and
unique transparent plastic pack-
age, developed especially for pre-
packaging corned beef. The meat,
after it is "cured' with salt, sugar
and spices, is vacuum packaged
In special Cryovac air-tight and
moisture-proof casings and sealed
with metal clips.
Already seasoned and spiced,
corned beef really needs no
"recipe," but this is how you cook
it:
TO COOK CORNED BEEF
Remove the plastic hag. Place
beef in deep kettle, and cover with
water. Simmer gently, hut do not
boil, allowing about fifty minutes
to the pound. For sandwiches, cool
the meat in the broth; then drain,
cover with a weighted plate and
refrigerate. Prest...ing the meat in
this way makes it easier to slice.
Hot mustard, mustard pickle,
sweet pickle relish are all old fav-
orites, but for a change My this







2.3 cup grated horse-radish
1 tablespoon lemon juice
14 teaspoon paprika
Melt butter over low heat. Stir
in flour, salt and pepper. Remove
from heat and gradually stir in
milk. Return to heat and cook,
stirring constantly until thick and
smooth. Add horse-radish, lemon
juice and paprika. Serve cold,
clothes, was recently shown.
His "tubular line" of beautiful
but not extreme creations is de-
signed to make women — not their
clothes — stand out.
Daytime suits and dresses, al-
though loosened in a restrained
sack style, show elaborate details
for elegance.
Most novel are sun-ray pleated
hacks on coats and suit jackets,
leading into flattened fronts.
Balmain's lovely and supple
shirtwaist dresses of pin-striped
chiffon ere best in mauve and
white. They are held to the hips
by low belts.
For afternoon and for dancing,
redingote, princess and panier-
skirted dresses again beautify
women rather than dress them in
shock styles.
Balmain sees the girls of spring
and summer as rosy.
One blushing pink chiffon cock-
tail dress has sleeves, a slim and
short skirt and a high-necked
overblouse almost covered with fa-
bric roses.
A floor-length white ball gown
has a skirt studded with cabbage
roses.
For the modern vamp, Balmain
has produced a five yard beign
ostrich boa worn with a long
brown silk sheath. The combina-
tion results in the first authentic
femme fatale of the current show-
ings.
Another feature is a turquoise
silk end jersey dance dress called
the cha-cha-chit. Turquoise ostrich
plumes embroider the hem. The
neckline is high and the shape
Is a tube. But a riffled skirt cov-
ers the knee.
Matron of honor Janette Phil-
lips wore a gown of pink nylon
over satin with white accessories,
She carried blue chrysanthemums.
1.ittle Hazel Norton, flower girl,
wore pink nylon dress and car-
ried a matching ribbon flower
basket.
The groom's mother, Mrs. Jack-
son, selected a pink lace gown
and hat, dear plastic miles and
a bouquet of white carnations.
She headed the procession of re-
latives.
A midnight blue costume with a
beaded pink trimmed hat and
gloves to match and a pink car-
nation corsage composed the stun-
ning attire of the groom's paternal
grandmother, Mrs. William H.
Gaines.
Alsochoosing midnight b 1 ti 0,
the bride's mother, Mrs. Minor,
wore a sheath with a pink pill-
box hat and matching accessories.
Mr. Gaines wore an oxford
gray suit with a white carnation
boutonniere, Ushers LeRoy Mc
Cargo and Kenneth Renee of Chi-
cage and Archie Smith of Terre
Haute, and Boatman A-2c John
Garrett of New York, were in
formal attire with carnation bou-
tonnieres. Airman Garrett is sta-
tioned at Rockville air base.
Officiating at the simple but im-
pressive ceremony was the Rev.
11 IT. Carter, pastor. Moving pic-
tures were taken of the event by
Charles Bruce.
The reception was held in the
dining hall of the church. Table
covers were of linen and lace, in-
serted with pink satin ribbons and
tiny bows. Topping the four tier-
ed wedding cake was a colored
bride and groom.
Punch was served from a large
cut glass bowl by members of the
IsoAll hearts beat as one when therors of Alpha Gamma Chi make
Plans for the Annual Ileart Fund
Coffee Hour to be held at the Y.
H. C. A. Sunday, Feb. '23, from
4. to 7 p. m.
When the word got around that
their own member Soror Lucille
Price was Heart Fund Sunday
chairman, members got busy and
rolled up their sleeves to put forth
an extra effort for this charitable
benefit
Special plans were outlined by
Soror L. Reams while Sorors L.
Robinson, W. Warren and M. Wil-
liams worked on decorations Sor-
ors D. Humphrey, N. McMurtry,
L. White will serve as hostesses.
Soror E. Wilson will have charge
Of the music.
The newly elected president, Sor-
or Dorothy Green said, "We hope
all Memphians will join us in sa)'
ing, 'Those who care are those







The Pathfinder's class of Engle-
wood Christian Church, 86th and
Stewart, a group of young mar-
ried couples and career people, is
giving a birthday and Valentine
party on Feb. 15 front 8 to 10
p. m., at Bowen hall. Hull House,
for the enrollees of The R. C. A.
Training Center.
The enrollees are mentally re-
tarded adolescents and young
adults. The party will be under
the leadership of the social chair-
man of the Pathfiner's class, Mrs.
Ben Alexander.
The plans for the party include
an entertaining program, group
singing, games, and refreshments.
sorority. The program was in the
form of a musical at which time
Mrs. Sarah MacLin Waller of
Browns% ille, Tenn, was guest so-
loist for the occasion. Also fea-
tured WAS Soror Willie Bell Rawls
with two of her children who are
musically inclined, Brenda and
Carol Ann, and Sorors Elizabeth
Glover and Freddie Lue Clark.
church and close friends of the
bride's family. The couple reedy-
.d many beautiful and useful gifts.
After the reception the bride and
groom left for a brief honeymoon.
When they return the couple will
be at home with the bride's par-
ents. Airman Gaines will commute
between Terre Haute and Rock-
ville air base until he is discharg
sometimes this month. They will
then make their home in Chicago.
Out of town guests were Sancho
Gaines, brother of the groom, Chi-
cago; Thomas W. Coker, a cousin,
Chicago; Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Wil-
son, Evansville, Ind.; Mrs. Clift
Eaton and Mrs. Frank Ellison of
Robinson, III.
MEMPIIIAN PRESENTS —
Attractive Miss Sadie Ilarris,
of Memphis, a freshman music
major at St. Augustine college,
Raleigh. N. . is shown prc.
senting flowers to Miss lone
Ganible, concert pianist and
TRI-STATE DEFENDER 1
Sot., Feb. IS, 1958
associate professor of music
at Fisk when the latter ap-
peared in recital on the Augus-
tine campus recentla. The pre-




There is nothing quite like the
announcement: "We are having
steak tonight for supper." to put
the edge on a man's appetite, and
make him drop the evening paper
when the woman of the house
places the food on the table.
But such announcements are
becoming very rare indeed. Un-
like our satellites, meat prices
have been soaring up-into outer
budget space . without difficulty.
And when one dines on such
fare tonight, will it he necessary
to sulagist on beans tomorrow
evening'
That is a decision that the
shopper has to make when she
make. such forays on the butch-
er's meat counter.
Several weeks ago Big Star
obtained a large shipment of
Western Range Beef, and house-
wives were able to feed their
families steaks with no great
strain on the weekly budget.
This week Big Star Is doing it
again, as a result of another huge
purchase. Rib steak is going at
50 cents a pound, round steak at
IV cents, sirloin at a low 79 cents,
and popular T-bone steaks can be
obtained for only 89 cents a
pound.
This ls a good week for the
Give Expert Care To
Your Favorite Records
Since seven out of ten house-
holds in the nation own a record
player, the housewife should
know how to take care of the
records.
In handling the record, always
lift it by its edges, or by one
edge and center. Make sure your
hands are clean.
Store albums vertically: store
singles either on edge or flat, in
stacks, away from excessive heat.
Since vinylite is flexible, there is
no danger of bowing or warping.
Wiping with slightly damp, soft
cloth cleans grooves and reduc-
es static electricity, which can at-
tract dust from the air.
Wipe before each playing, for
this removes the very fine parti-
cles which wear off the needle
tip.
To avoid scratching a record
when taking it out of its jacket,
press it against the body and the
cardboard will pop open. Handle
An Old Family Favorite
Can Be More Enticing
Doesn't it seem like there are
some foods you could serve every
day and your family would never
get tired of them?
One of those favorites is chicken
and gravy, with new Pet Evapo-
rated Milk recipe for BUTTER
BAKED CHICKEN AND GRAVY,




That's not surpriting, though,
and Gravy IS delicious—the chick-
en golden-brown and buttery on
the outside, tender and juicy on
the inside . . . the gravy chock-
ful of rich chicken flavor.
There's a secret behind that
good gravy! You see, It's made
with canned cream of chicken
soup and Pet Evaporated Milk—
the milk that makes gravies so
much richer than ordinary milk
could.
A gravy made this way—with
Pet Milk and soup—cooks right in
the pan while the chicken bakes.
The chicken adds flavor to the
gravy, too, and when you take
the pan from the oven, they're
both ready to serve!
Next time you want to treat
your family to a really special
meal, I hope you'll try this won-
derful new recipe for BUTTER
BAKED CHICKEN AND GRAVY.




1 cut-up frying chicken (about
3 lbx.)




1-4 cup butter or margarine
1 can cream of chicken souls
1-4 cup water
Dip pieces of chicken into 1-2
CUP of the milk. Then roll chicken.
pieces in a mixture of the flour,
salt and pepper. Melte butter in al
the record by its edge and slide
it into the record jacket. T h e
groove scratches will thus be
avoided.
If you have trouble with "stat-
ic," use an anti-static spray
which reduces surface noise and
adds tonal brilliance and longer
life to vinylite records. There
also are anti-static record cloths
on the market. Wipe with light
semi-circular strekes, following
path of record grooves.
Another way to clean records
is with a record brush, snapped
on the forward left side of the
tone arm. Adjust brush to rest
lightly on record and lift up brush
to flip over needle.
housewife to make an impresaic
on the family at no great strai
to the budget, and if she has
freezer compartment to the ic
box she can stock up for son-









Kills odor germs on contact!
Science tells you vinegar
douches can't do the job
the way that "Lysol" can!
"Lysol" really cleans you
Inside, Stops odor at its
source. Kills the very
germs that cause odor.
Keeps you nice inside.
Use it regularly. "Lysol"
brand disinfectant is mild.
It can't hurt you.
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The funeral of Mr. Archie Black,
61, was held at Cedar Bluff AME
Zion church. His survivors are his
wife, Mrs. Carrie Black, seven
boys, three girls, 23 grandchildren,
1S great-grandchildren, two broth-
ers and many other relatives and
friends. Rev. Eatm officiated.
Poole's Funeral Horne of Bir-




' By EFFIE M. PENDLETON
Union Baptist and the Methodist
churches went to Colony, Ala. Rev.
Fenny of the Methodist church
preached a wonderful sermon.
Mr. Jim Cohen has returned
from Northwood hospital and is
doing fine.
Rev. F. C. Williams and Mrs.
Comte Dabs had a wonderful time
at the grand lodge.
Mr. Sylvester Gosha has rename
ed from Cleveland. Ohio.
• • •
BESSEMER
By G. W. IVEY
Funeral service for Mr. Jessie
Pettigrew was held at the Star-
light Baptist church. Eulogy by
Rev. Leon Glover. Mr. Pettigrew
leaves his devoted wife, Mrs. El-
len Pettigrew, one son, Willie of
New York City, two daughters,
Mrs. Inez Bass and Mrs. Suberta
Young, eight grand-children; six,
great-grandchildren and a host of
other relatives and friends. Dav-
enport and Harris funeral direc-
tors. Interment Lincoln cemetery.
Mr. Arthur Davis of Woodward
Is ill.
Mrs. Eugene Studivant of Grsnd-
vile ave. Is sick at her home
with the flu
.Our get well wishes are to Mr.





Washington Junior high played 
School Race IllsFreesville High last week. They
also played Atmore county train-
If it stands by those principles."
IKE'S VIEWS
ACHR pointed out that the Pres-
ident has on several occasions
enunciated his view that Federal
money should not aid racial seg- The Council, Mrs. Norford add-
regation or discrimination and ed, must of a necessity this kind
thereby disadvantage some citi- of blanket authority to states that
zens. ACHR declared that the have openly announced their de.
President's statements must be- fiance of the Supreme court de-
come more than campaign ora- cisions.
tory.
Sending Federal troops to Little
Rock, according to Dr. Nancy B.
ACHR Hits Financial Aid To Dixie Schools
Negro Education
Would Be Hurt
WASHINGTON — The American
Council on Human Rights flatly
oppossed any Federal aid whether
for science, general education, or
school construction to go to states
that continue to maintain racial
segregation.
ACHR declared that President Ei-
senhower's program would permit
the states to provide inferior seg-
regated education for Negro youth
now with additional Federal aid
from the tax money of all the Smith.
citizens. ACHR, Mrs. Norford declared,
The Council, according to its will urge its 1000 affiliates chap.
consultant, Dr. Paul Cooke, has in tars and more than 50,00e mem-
the past strongly supported non- bers to strongly and unequivocab-
discrimination clauses to' school 13' oppose the science-general ed-
oonstruction, impacted areas, and ucation-school construction legis-




sage, Mrs. Norford pointed out,
contains the following statement,
helpful to those states desirous
of continuing segregation:
gists tion.
"This is no time," Dr. Cooke
declared." for compromise on ba-
sic principes of equal opportunity
and of use of Federal money for
non-segregated activities. Ameri-
cans will be the stronger in the
eyes of nearly a hundred nations "These funds referring to funds
for strengthening the teaching of
science and mathematics would
be used, in the discretion of the
States and the local school sys-
tem to.
lowed by providing money for the
states, particularly the hard core
of (Virginia, South Carolina, Geor-
gia, Alabama, and Mississippi),
to strengthen their system of seg-
regation.
ACHR, whose legislative chair-
man is Mrs. Thomasina J. Nor-
ford of New York City, will offer
testimony against the administra-
tion's program and the bill to be
offered by Senator H. Alexander
ACHR constituents are: Alpha
Kappa Alpha, Delta Sigma Theta,
Kappa Alpha Psi, Sigma Rho and
McGhee, ACHR President, ACHE Zet Phi Beta, cooperating to fight
strongly commended, but this ac-;racial discrimination and to ad.
lion is enough. It cannot be fol-lvance the cause of human rights.
ing school.
Mrs. Eddie Bell Jefferson and.
friends motored to Atmore Sun-
day.
Rev. and Mrs. Jacob Prin werel
guests at Southern Normal School'
during Religious Emphasis Week.
Mr. Prin spok.
They left Friday where they will
return to their home in Waller.
Michigan with Samuel Williams
as school minister in charge.
Mr Robert Johnson motored
out of town over the weekend.
He was accompanied by Mrs.
Map Program For
The Chicago Board of Educa-
tion was urged to adopt a four-
point program aimed at solving
some of the racial problems ex-
isting in the city's schools at its
meeting last week.
The proposals were mad* by
the Chicago branch NAACP In a
letter addressed to Robert Shriver
jr., school board president. They
recommended that the Board Of
Education:
1. Adopt a policy that no elemen-
tary schools shall be construct.
Johnson and Mrs. Jackson. ed, no additions to existing units
Mrs. M. Stanley is ill at her be constructed, nor consolidation
home. of units be made where such
ed that the board give the NAACP
a report of its views and action
on the items listed for its consider-
ation.
Soap Executive
Winiam Jay, former vice presi-
dent and a director of The Squirt
Company, has been appointed
executive vice president of T h e
Loa Angeles Soap Company, 1..(ni
Angeles.
New Zealand ranks fourth
among the world's wool produc-
ing countries.
NEW TSU BOARD MEMBERS
take oath of office. The Hon-
orable Spurgeon Bell, Judge of
the Civil Court of Appeals, lit
District and former chairman,
Board of Directors, Texas
Southern university, adminis-
ters oath of office to two new-
ly appointed board members
and one who was re-appointed
The brief ceremony took place




A very inspiring Sabbath school
was had at all churches last week.
Rev Turner delivered a wonder-
ful message at St. James AME
church, which was enjoyed by all.
Rev. Gerald was pulpit guest
of Rev. Turner later in the day.
After this service, Rev. Gerald
was accompanied to Dallas by
his grandmother, Mrs. Cora Thorn-
ton who will stay a while with
her children in Dallas.
Mr. and Mrs. J. G. Sample an
pioud parents of a baby buy. Mrs.
Sample is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs R. H. Huckby.
Mrs. Henry Smith and son. Bob
have returned home from their
stay in Dallas.
Southern university at the first
Board meeting of 1958. Left-
right Dr. John Davis, Houston
Dentist and Mr. J. M. Odom.
Austin contractor, are the new
appointees; Mr. Mack H. Han-
nab, Port Arthur businessman
was re-appointed by Governor
Price Daniel and re-elected
chairman of the board by the
members.
TO ATTEND SUMMER CAMP
at Ft. Benning—Shown here
are the cadets at Florida
A a, M university who will
attend summer camp at Fort
Benning, Ga., July, 1958. Left
to right: George Daniels, Tam-
pa; Robert Coleman, Gaines-
suite; Henry Talton, Sanford;
Albert Slaughter, Wabasso;
Arnald Storr, Miami. Remand°
James, Jr., Bradenton. John
McKinney, Miami; Second row
—Samuel Houston, New York;
Abraham Logan, Clermont;
Roosevelt Anderson, Sarasota.
Louis Williams, DeLand; Jes-
se McCrary, Ocala; Henry
Trublood, Tallahassee; Third
row—Donald Longworth, Wild-
wood; Robert Flakes, Pom-
pano Beach; Curtis Williams
Jacksonville; Ronald MeCin-
nis, Pensacola; Harvey Jeffer-
Mrs. Callie Chapman has her action shall result in the accom- •
daughter of Philadelphia are via-
Mrs. Henry Stallworth's son and
ANNUAL REVIEW
students for any such school,
modation of more than 1,000 cidaughter visiting. b D
iting.
Mr. 011ie Stallworth was called 1. Adopt a policy phoviding for
to the bedside of his grand child annual review of the school popu-. • •in Montgomery.
Mr. Dori Robertson's son was
killed a few days ago in Germ any.I
Funeral will be an.:eunced later.]
Mrs. Henry Hubbard had her,
son visiting over the weekend.
Mr. Robert Davis is home visit-
ing his family at Spring-Hill.
Mr. and Mrs. Central Marshall
of St. Joseph street had Rachel
Jones of Mobile visiting.
Mrs. Mattie Riley is home vis-
iting her father and Mrs. Lula
Dee Taylor.
Mr. and Mrs. John E. Burns
entertained guest from New York
and Detroit at their residence.
Mrs. Daisy Canty has returned
to Montgomery after spending
several days in the city visiting
her niece, Mrs. Lilla W. Burn.
Mrs. Harris Jones has been ill
but is reported improved.
Mrs. Pearlie Lee motored to
Florida to visit with friends.
Mrs. L. W. Burns, Mr. and Mrs.
J. L. Fisher and their daughter 
ords and personnel to study the
Mildred recently motored to Mont- 
human relotions element and
gomerv to attend a meeting held its impact upon costs. efficiency
at Alabama State college in the
Interest of scientific progress.
A party was given recently at
the Colton Club by Miss Mettle
Thomas. It was enjoyed by all.
'anon in relation to physical fa-1
cilities and personnel and the
districting of geographic areas,
feeder elementary schools and ,high schools to the end that an
even distribution results rather
than the present concentration l
of overcrowding, double shift,
and teacher overload in those
areas and schools populated pre-
dominately by Negro school
children; and, arrange advance
public review of districting plans
BEFORE their adoption.
3. Reaffirm your policy in favor
of racial integration in all levels
of the public school system and
adopt the policy that no acts
shall be undertaken to retard or
impede integration.
4. Employ an outside independ-
ent professional with adequate
funds, facilities and full access
to Board of Education files rec-
of instructional output, racial
discrimination and such other
factors as the Board may wish,
with findings and recommenda-
tions for treatment.
Mrs.Mattie Thomas of Roger The NAACP also expressed the
at. was given a birthday party by view that a vastly disproportionate
her sisters. Mrs. Helena Hays and number of poor conditions existed
Mrs. Maggie Andrew where there are larger numbers
of Negro children, and that this in
addition to being to then detri-1
ment, is tantamount to racial dia.Oregon
DE LISA
for sale. The club was founded
in 1934 by Mike De Lisa
The present land mark at 5521
S. State at.. was built following
the fire of more than a decade ago
which completely destroyed the
old club at 5520 just across the
ingslJown Curtain te
The New Club De Lisa, one of ,Southside with many
the oldest night clubs of Chicago's business' greats taking
great Southside is to ring down
the curtain in a grand finale on
Feb. 16. It has been advertised
cri m nation.
street.
Of the school children on double
PORTLAND shift, it was pointed out that 75 Pet a
cent or more are Negro schoolMr. Aidar of 116 N. Monroe is children who receive a half-day rin the hospital but is much im- education.
proved and hopes to come home
soon. The civic group also conterid
The Allen Temple CME church 
s
that leading school authorities
'had high services Sunday. Pastor, agree that elementary schools
Rev. Smith, was at his' best, larger than 1,000 pupil schools!
The AME church is expected are not sound.
to move to a new location in the The organization attacked the I.
near future assignment of Negro teachers and
The Union of Churches had its the districting of elementary
Baptist church. Rev. S. M. Mc- schools in such a manner that in-1
Utter, pastor. tegration of personnel or school!
Rev. Williams and friends motor- children is defeated.
ed to Longview. Washington, to It also declared that classroomattend services at the Union Rap-p• load per teacher was in excess.
list church.
Mr. Mays of Sacramento street
of the school system average and.
predominately
that schools with the highest aver-
i
motored to Los Angeles last week.
Mrs. Mayes is on the sick list ages are populated
but Is much better. by Negro children.
Cell or *end your news to C. C.
Thompsen — AT. 4004-405 N. E .
15, Portland, Ore
The message to the school board,
signed by Theodore A. Jones, pres-
ident of the Chicago NAACP, ask
Since then the De Lisa has been
mecca of entertainment for the
LONG
SAUNDERS
eL isa Up For Sale;
•
of 'show revolving spotlight.
the great This club is famous for institut-
ing the first automatic elevating
stage and for bringing big time
entertainers back to the Southside.
Red Saunders and his band oc-
cupied the stand almost 20 years.
Wesley Long, the genial host,
has been there since the club'
started.
An outstanding spot for years
catering to club parties, social
organizations a n d charitable
groups, De Lisa has played an
important part in the accomplish-
ment of many of their goals.
It was about a year ago. in Jan-
uary that Mike DeLisa, the found-
er, died and his two brothers,
Louis and Jiminy, took over.
This year, another of the famed
De Lisa brothers, Louis, died.
A HALF MILLION DOLLAR
library was authorized by the
State director of Public Works
for Central Slate college at
1Ailherforce, Ohio, Dr. Charles
H. Wesley, president, announc.
Frank Leahy Ready
To Accept A Post
LOS ANGELES — (INS) —
Frank Leahy, former head coach
at Notre Dame, reportedly would
be willing to take a job as ad-
visory coach at the University of
Southern California.
Columnist Melvin Durslag in
the Los Angeles Examiner report-
ed Wednesday that he talked to
Leahy on the telephone and that
Leahy said he would be willing
to act in an advisory capacity at
USC.
Use of automobiles by women
shows 24 percent of trips driving
to work, 28 percent for shopping
and about 48 percent for miscell-
aneous purposes.
sae, West Palm Beach; Theo-
dore Hills, Miami; and Clinton




The Rev. Denzil A. Carty, rec-
tor of St. Phillips Episcopal
church and Mrs. Russell Balen-
ger, 819 Dayton ave., went by
tirplane to Washington, D. C to
attend a 13 state conference on
race relations held in the Wom-
en's Democratic headquarters last
week. Mr. Paul Butler, ehairman
of the National Committee presid-
ed. Mrs. Anne Arnold Hedgman,
a former Minnesotan was in at-
tendance.
The Rev. Dr. and Mrs. Jesse L.
Glover are recovering from an at-
tack of influenza.
Mr. Milton G. Williams editor
and publisher of the Twin City Ob-
server and St. Paul Sun news-
papers, states that his publica-
tions will provide a $500.110 schol-
arship each year to a deserving
student in Minnesota for college
work.
Mr. S. Edward Hall was feted
on this 80th birthday at the home
of his daughter and son-in-law.
Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Allen. Mr.
and Mrs. Albert McFarland and
Mrs. Myrrhene Bonner daughter
and granddaughter were there
also. Other relatives and friends
came by to congratulate the well-
known civic and religious bene-
factor. Mr. Hall also received
ann, Ora Pearl and .Debro Lynn
.and Sgt. and Mrs. Richard H.
zens. 'Foster of Junction City, Kans.
many telegrams from city offi-
cials and other prominent citi-
et1 recently. Shown above Is a
sketch of the prop:sett ultra
modern building soon to be
constructed which was wen-
sitated by the increased en-




Hello everybody everywhere ! !
Real nice weather here in the
Pikes Peak Region. There has
been plenty of sports activities in
and around the Pikes Peak Reg-
ion as the Region was invaded by
a dozen or more outstanding ath-
letes. Bill Russell's fort Col-
lege teammate of the San Frans-
cisco Dons and Carl Cain, All
American from Iowa. The two
stars along with a couple other
All-American now stationed at Ft.
Leonardwood Mo. invaded the
Fort Carson Mountaineers, won
the first game and the Mountaine-
ers upset the Ft Leonardwood
team in the second game.
The Famous De Paur singing
group has an engagement here in
the Spring about the middle of the
month,
brief illness. He is survived by
Sgt. Stephen Green was joined his wife, Randy and stepson, Ed-
recently by his wife Ladora of In- mund Jordon. Burial at Tower
dianapolis, Ind. Grove.
Among the many Carsonites and 
;their families living in the Pikes
'Peak Region are:
Sgt. and Mrs. Eugene Water-
field of Cairo, Ill. and Children
Taryish Phillip and Marciye, Sgt.
and Mrs. George Henderson of
Okahoma City, Okla. and children
Janet, Marie, Sandra and George len on Park Ave. In celebration of
Jr., Sgt. and Mrs. Jesse Williams her birthday, Mrs. Flewellen was
showered with Kitchen linens.of 
Among
Detr roit,  the Mich. very




Birte Hassell is confined to his
bed with the flu.
Jim Knight, Claud Walker Wig-
gins and Booker Wyatt attended
a funeral at Mt. Orange Sunday.
On the sick list are Mr. and
Mrs. Wesley Wiggins, Mrs. Izola
Roberson and Mrs. Lenora Wig-
gins.
St. Paul Missionary Society met
in the home of Mrs. McNeil Tues-
day night.
Mrs. Mary Lou Hamilton and
daughter Mary attended the Dis-
trict Winter Council in Ripley,
Tenn. Saturday.
Rev. J. C. Hullum held his first
quarterly Meeting at St. P a ti I
CME church Sunday. He was also
the dinner guest of Mrs. Nanniea
Mai Gillium.
Mr. S a m Williams and Mrs.Il
Elizabeth Herrion are patients in




Funeral service for Mrs. Fannie
Turner was held at Hillfield Bap-
tist church.
Funeral for Miss Roberts Brint
was held at Springfield Baptist
church. Elder Morris said the eu-
logy.
Miss Esther B. Harris of Colum-
bia spent Saturday here. Jasper,
her nephew, returned home with
her to attend kindergarden.
Mrs. Lillie Evans of Chicago re-
cently visited relatives and friendst
here.
era are the following personnel
who recently arrived from Borde-
aux, France; Sgt. and Mrs. Wil-
liam Wallace of Ft. Smith, Ark, Club.
Illinois
MURPHYSBORO
By JOHN Q. ROBINSON
All ten .churches destroyed by
the tornado are to be rebuilt. Mt.
Gilead Baptist has invited con-
gregations of t h e destroyed
churches to attend and hold serv-
ices in their edifice.
Locke "Scotty" Scott, 82. died




The Stitch and Chatter Club met
at the home of Mrs. Willie Flewel-
church presented a unique inter-
tainment in the form of "Winter
in Wonderland" at the Cavalier
and children Henry. Betty, Mary- Funeral services for the late
James Harmon were held at Don-
aldson's Funeral Church, Tuesday,
Feb. 4th Relatives of the deceased
returning for the services were:
his daughters, Virginia and Helen,
a son Leroy, and a nephew, Edin-
burg Flenoy.
Freinds of Mrs. Alice T. Beatty,
formerly of Cairo, are delighted
to know of her convalescense from
her recent illness. Mrs. Beatty now
resides with her daughter in
Greensboro, N.C.
19 families were homeless Sat-
urday afternoon when a raging ar
fire swept through four tenement 16.
buildings in the 300 block on 22nd
street . . . All the dwellings and
furnishings were a complete loss.
Miss Mattie V. Williams, teach-
er of social studies in Washington
Jr. High School, is ill in St. Mary's
Hospital.
Mr. Willie Cole of 321-24th St.
was killed in an accident at the oil
mill where he was employed. His
body was shipped to Meredian,
Miss for burial.
The Charles A. Bowler Lyceum
of Ward Chapel A.M.E. on 17th
St. will present a musical featur-
ing some of the best local talent
on Feb. 14th at 8:00 p.m. at the
church.
Miss Blanch Douglas and yr.
John Craig were united in marri-
age in the home of the bride On
Friday, Jan. 31. The couple will



















































































































































































































































Juniors May Take Merit Scholarship Exams
Deadline Set
• For Math 20
WASHINGTON — Future Merit 'succeed.
Scholarship competitions will be-. The April 29 test will be longer
gin with the testing of high school than past examinations and will
juniors rather than seniors, it was provide additional measurements
announed today by John M. Slat- of a student's educational develop-
naker, President of the National ment, according to Mr. Stalnaker,
Merit Scholarship Corporation. The examination has been expand.
Thus, the 1958-59 Merit Program, ad from two to three hours, and
will begin this Spring with a new, beside providing scores indica-
nationwide examination for se- 'live of the verbal and quantitative
eond semester juniors and first abilities of the students, will in-
semester seniors on April 29, 1958. elude new sections measuring
Three previous national competi- reading attainments in the natural
tions, including the current one and social sciences.
now in its final stages, have start- SCORES TEST 1
ed with Fall examinations, ad- Science Reasearch Associates of
ministered to members of the sen• Chicago, an educational testing,
ior classes. i consulting, and text-book publish.
'The urgent need of our nation! er has been retained to construct, ,
0
h
or more and better trained pee. administer, and score the new
e can be partially satisfied by National Merit Scholarship Quali-
e discovery and encouragement! tying Test.
of more highly able students who This company also conducts
are not now planning to go to many other nationwide scholar.
college. We hope that earlier test- I ship and testing programs, in-
ing will reduce some of the talent eluding Illinois State Scholarship
loss that now takes plaoe between Program, and the Selective Ser-
high school and college," declared vice testing program, and the Na-
Stalnaker. vat Reserve Officers Training
WORTH $.5 MILLION , Program.
The National Merit Scholarship , Participation, as in past years,
Program is the natior's largest is by school. All students who
scholarship competition. In 1957- are second semester juniors or
58 program, now being conducted, first semester seniors will be ell-
more than 1,000 Merit Scholar- gible to take the test. The corn-
ships worth some five million dol- ! petition is open to any public, pri-
lars, will be awarded. J vete, or parochial school in the
Donor, of the Merit Scholar- 48 states, the District of Colum•
ships include some of the nation's bia, Alaska, the Canal Zone, Ha-
largest corporations and founda- wail, Puerto Rico, or the Virgin
tions including the Sears-Roebuck Islands.
Foundation, IBM, the Shell Faun-, Two students in each school
dation, Lilly Endowment, and may take the test free of charge,
many others. All others may do so at a fee of
The switch to the new junior one dollar each. (In the event of
Siderstand more about their aca- her of additional students may be
,ar test will enable students to financial hardship, a limited num-
demic strengths and weakness in, tested free). The test will be ad.
time to apply the Information In ministered between the hours of
choosing courses in the senior 900 A.M. and 12:00 noon in all
year. The test results are also ex- participating high schools.
peeled to be useful to the students, Eligible students are urged to,
in making college plans as well.register for the examination with
as in selecting courses of study j their principals AS early as ros-




Mr. Bingham Hunter Wilson, of
St. Louis Mo. formerly of this city
spent a week vacation with his
':ter, Miss Joe Ella Wilson.
11r. Andrew Logan, resident of
starkville died redently after a
long illness. The Funeral was held
ot Antioch M. B. Church Sunday
January 26th at 2:00 o'olock with
the pastor, Rev. J. E. STewart,
officiating. He is survived by his
wife, two children, Mr. A. J. Lo-
gan, Denver, Colorado, Mrs. Phil- ,
lip Brown, St. Louis, Mo. a grand-
daughter, Mrs. Mary Jane Rogers
also of St. Louis.
Mrs. 011ie R. Leonord is spend-
ing an extended vist with her son
and his family Mr. George Leon•
ard, Jr. at 30-54th Street Washing-
ton, D. C.
Mrs. Wilda Bowden is making
her home with her daughter and




By HENRY E. CRUMP
The Vine St. High School band
under the direction of Mr. Walter
Bates rendered its first concert.
Agongratulations to Mr. Bates and
lera remarkable band.
Mr. Willie Lee Becks of Detroit
spent a few days with his par-
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Theodia Bates.
The Ladies Aid Society of First
Baptist met in the home of Mrs.
Marie Ward, Sunday, Feb. 2.
Mr. James Evans is home re-
covering after spending several d
covering after spending several
days in the Aberdeen hospital.
Mrs. Bertha Butler is on t h e




By MRS. PEAL REED
Funeral services for Mrs. Della
Robinson were held at the Bell
Grove Baptist church with Rev.
David Matthews, pastor, officiat-
ing. Funeral arrangements were
handled by the C. V. Johnson fu-
neral home. Survivors are a sis-
ter, Mrs. Addle Taylor of Indian-
ola and one brother.
it
Mr. and Mrs. 0. C. Owens were
stertained by the Indianola Gar-
en Club at a farewell luncheon
prior to their departure, for Kan-
sas City where they will make
their new home.
Mr. and Mrs. Will Austin have
moved to Wichita Falls, Kans.
Mrs. Walter Turner was dinner
guest of Mrs. Willie Reed recent-
ly.
The Pastor's Aid Club of the Bell
Grove Baptist church met In the
home of Mrs. Lenora Spencer.
Robert E Reed, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Willie Reed, is home visit-
ing his parents. He was recent-
ly discharged from the Army
where he held the rank of first




Rev. R. M. Richmond, pastor
of the St. Paul AME Zion church,
ev. Novie Chaney and Mrs.
vra Fulford of Jackson, Mrs.
an McClinton and Mrs. M.
f Brock of Tallulah, La., attended
I the Board of Bishops' Ministers
and Laymen's Council of the AME
j Zion church at Key West, Fla.
The Lucy C. Jefferson Fed-
crated Club met with Mrs. M. E.
Bowman, recently. This being re-
creation meeting the group enjoy-
ed the game, "I've Got A Secret"
directed by Mrs. A. B. Carmich•
el.
The Emma B. Miller Federated
Club met with Mrs. Amelia Lloyd.
"Guessing Game" was led by
Mrs. Peal Carter who also do-
nated three prizes to the three
highest winners. First prize to
Mrs. Lucy C. Holliday; second.I
Mrs. Clara Holley; third, Mrs.
Hattye McLaughlin. The hostess'
served delicious refreshments. j
Last rites were said for Mrs.
Mary J. Love. 91, at Mary Grove
Baptist church of which she was
a life-long member. She leaves ten
sons and daughters, a host of
grand and great-grand children,
and one sister. Mrs. Carrie Boyd.
Rev. W. M. Slaughter officiat-





Mrs. Clarence Garland spent
! several days with her daughter-
in-law, Mrs. Viola Garland, who
underwent an operation.
, Mrs. Bessie Pickens was the
houseguest of Mrs Arita Wood-
cock in Durant last Sunday after-
noon.
Mrs. S. C. Moses is
Little Lindakenneth Spraws and
John Arthur of Richland Com-
munity recently visited here 'with
their grandmother, Mrs. Hazel





Mr. Horace Williams and sister,
Miss Mettle Pearl Williams spent
the week end at their home in De-
catur, Miss.
On the sick list are Rev. T.
J. Jile Mrs. Malinnie Law and ,
Mrs. Annie Wilson. We hope for
them s speedy recovery.
Mr. and Mrs. Sander are proud
I parents of a 9 lb. baby boy named
Melvin.
The funeral of Robert Gilliland.
who burned in a fire in Chicago,
was held at Second Baptist, MB
church. Rev. Williams officiated.
He leaves three sisters, four aunts
and a host of other relatives and
friends.
Miss Gladys Carr, Mrs. Eunice
Caldwell, Mrs. Martha iPtts and
Mrs. Elizabeth Jones attended the
double funeral of Mr. and Mrs.
McNeal who burned to death Inj
a fire in Chicago The funeral wee'
held in Ilernanbia, Miss.
Colorado Is known as the Cen-
tennial state because it was ad-
mitted to the Union In 1876, just
an even 100 years after the United
States Declaration of Independ-
ent,.
BENNETT MUSIC MAKERs —
Members of the Bennett Col-
lege instrumentel ensemble,
directed by Mrs. Jane Heirich,
are shown as they presented
their first concert of the year,
in the lounge of Reynolds Hall,
Sunday night. Sharing the pro-
grain with the instrumentalists
— niany of whom received
their first instruction in Octo-
ber — were members of the
freshman vocal ensemble, di-
rected b Trio ard Lowe. Guest
artists were two music ma-
jors from Woman's Collette.
Arkansas
WARREN
By MATTIE M. BURNETT
Happy birthday to little Mary-
lyn Jackson who celebrated her
fifth birthday Sunday afternoon in
the lovely home of her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Jackson. The honor-
ee received many very beautiful
gifts. On hand to help celebrate
were Lavern Thompson, Billy and 1
Jerry Butler of South Warren.'
Brenda Wright. Kim Johnson, Ger-
aldine and Bobbie, Earl Jones and!
many others.
The Mothers' March on Polio,
Was a great success. Atmounce-L
ment of amount raised and a re-
port will be Published next week!
in this column.
Our deepest sympathy goes out'
to the 'family of Mrs. Fanny j
Moore who passed away at her
home in Monticella, Ark. Last
rites were held at the Camp
Ground AME church. Relatives at-
tending from out of town were
her daughter, Mrs. Nora Watts of
Akron. Ohio, her granddaugh-
ters, Mrs. Francine Ellison and
Mrs. Fannie Fullmore of Akron;
grandsons, Samuel Watts of Cleve-
land: L. T. Watts of Louisville;
George Watts of Kansas City and
James Watts of Kansas City; and
great-grand-daughter, Mrs. Janice
M. Powells of Akron, Other out-of-
town relatives included Mrs. Ze-
ola Whitmore of Kansas City and
Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Warren of
Crossette, Ark. They all stopped in
the home of Mrs. Juanita Davis,
a relative.
Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Wallace was
hosts of a surprise shower fur Mrs.
Mildred Wilson. The honoree WAS
quite surprised and well pleased
and enjoyed the hospitality of the
Wallaces. Many beautiful gifts
were presented to her by many
friends and well wishers.
Our community was saddened
by the passing of one of our old
citizens of Warren and Bradley
county. Mrs. Hattie Hampton Ter-
ry, who passed away at the Brad-
ley county hospital after a brief
illness. Last rites were held at
Palestine AME church in Pales-
tine. Ark., where she lived a use-
ful and Christian life. Mrs. Terry]
leaves to mourn her passing four!
sons, Willie, Dester and James
Terry and Rev. John Akins; three
daughters, Mrs. Mary Jones, Mrs.
Luvader Gardner and Mrs. Annie
Hampton; 25 grandchildren; 12
great-grand-children and other
relatives and friends. We extend
our deepest heartfelt eympatny.
We are passing along the than
you card from two families.
is with greatful and humble hearts
that we wish to thank the many
friends and loved ones for their
Baton Rouge
By MRS. M. N. RINGGOLD 
Our teachers in McKinley High
school i.nd many in elementary
and junior high schools are happy
over the news appearing in a
daily paper to the effect that!
young Fred C. Matthews, Jr. has
teen chosen to represent Louisi-
ana high School students, when
he Williamsburg Student Burgess
convenes there Feb. 9 through 12.
We feel that our high school youth
will strive to be better citizens
because of the gesture of last
year and now again of this year,
And since the main purpose of
he Williamhurg Student Burgess-
es will he to help prepare young
people for their adult responsibili-
ties as citizens of this great state,
we appreciate the sending of the
two boys, one from each major
race. — We Are Proud of Louisi-
ana's boys, and that they were
selected for their scholarship and
ability.
We are unusually proud of the
presentation over radio station
WXOK by our talented announcer,
Mrs M. M. Gordon. How would
we keep abreast with 'the activi-
ties and ability of our group did
we not "listen in" to her Sunday
Morning discussions presented so
that all may hear and understand.
Another signal honor has come
to a native very young educator
of Baton Rouge as the caption
beneath his picture read: Another
First! This time it is Stanley P.
Hebert, native Baton Rougean
who became the first Negro to be
named an Assistant City Attorney
in Milwaukee, Wis. — Attorney
Hebert is the son of Mrs. Elvina
J. Hebert of this city. A descend-
ant of one of our old, worthwhile,
respected families, young, hand-
some, progressive.
Baton Rougeans enjoyed the vis-
it here this week of Mr. L. Marsh
of Mont Clair, N. J., national of-
ficial of YMCA, if you did not
know of his helpful disposition and
ability, before hearing him you
know it now.
On the same program appeared
Miss Francis Marsh of the De-
partment of Music in Southern
university, who thrilled the large
audience with song.
No, our Dr. would have said
no. So we did not try to attend
the different types of program
presented this week, but we are
still hearing about them.
Anyway, we are happy over
being remembered by so many
faculty members especially by a
busy principal who sent Santa
with just what we needed.
kind help and each exnression 
if you missed The March ofof,
Dimes "Hat and Corsage" showI
sympathy in the loss of our loved you have the right to that feeling
of regret. We know, because we
were "sick in bed," but o u r
hearts and mind were right
there. Only, there is a bit of dif-
ference in being told about the pa-
triotism shown by the ladies who
designed and wore the dime- dec-
orated hats, corsages, etc. And
especially those who won in the
contest. For after a musical pre-
lude by Mrs. Melba Stewart-Sim-
on, and. meditation by Mr. Regi-
nald Morrison, the narrator Mrs.
I. N. Givens, received the back-
ground of hats as head covering,
going back as far as the four-
teenth century.
Twenty models displayed hats
made by tIlemselves or the organ-
ization they represented by spon-
soring them. Judges experienced
great difficulty In selecting first,
second and third place winners
front among the many attractive.
unusual hats decorated in dimes CLARK MEMOR
IAL Method.
Finally, the criteria for judging let church—Nashville, launches
was explained. and Miss Clarence its Every Member Steward-
M. Collier, chairman of the judo- I ship Canvass Program, an
eight week program which con-
cludes March S. The planning
one. For the food and prayers
and beautiful floral offering and
the comforting words of our pas-
tr, Rev J. M. Watkins. May God
bless each of you, is our orayer
to Mr and Mrs. John Davis; Mrs.
Nora Watts; Mr. and Mrs. Willie
Gardner and Mrs. Mary Jones.
The Bethel Beacon Club met in





Robert H. Droney of Cleveland
is visiting his mother, Mrs. Elsie
Droney, Mrs. Droney is ill.
Mrs. Edith Walker is new re-
siding in Flint. Mich. with her
daughter, Virginia.
Mrs. Maggie M. Goodrich re-
turned here from Michigan where
she had been visiting a sister.
Mr. Henry Goodrich of Waverly
and Mr. Smith motored to Nash-
vile to meet Mr. Goodrich's wife.i
ed how hard it was for the com-
mittee to make a decision where
so mech originality and art was
displayed.
Mrs. Carrie L. Taylor, repre-
senting Nu Sigma Theta Sorority.
first place; Mrs. Anna Franklin
Williams, The Charmette Club,
and Mrs. D. S. DeLando tied for
second place (Mrs. DeLando rep-
resented Delta Sigma Theta Soror-
ity); Mrs. Artiesa Chase, for the
Modern Ladies Social Club, and
Mrs. Nona Mae Gray, Alpha Kap-
pa Alpha Sorority, tied for third
place. Pity there were not twice
as many places for all these beau-
tiful hats to have been recogniz-
ed.
Among organizations that sent
appreciable contributions were:
The Maggie Nance Ringgold
YWCA (through Miss M. E. Wish-
am); The National Association of
College women; The Purple Circle
Social Club, Le Bonne Et Belle
Club, The Silverette Social Club,
The Athenians and several other
organizations.
Approximately 25 prizes were
given to persons holding winning
numbers for door prites given by
various places of business.
Mrs. Dorothy S. Richardson re-
ceived many words of congratu-
lations on the large group parti-
cipating in the much needed
March of Dimes contributions.
Mrs. Mary Bell Ambeau is back
in Baton Rouge alter her air
plane trip to LOS Angeles where
she was house guest of Miss
Frank Lee for several weeks.
Mrs. Lee is the former Miss Ger-
tie Royal of Berl Rouge. Mrs.
Anil), trip to California was
made in order to attend the fu-
neral of Mrs. Lee's husband.
News from Houston, Texas tells
friends and relatives here that
Mrs. Lena J. Purnell and little
Arkansa
BATES VILLE
By REV. MATTIS WATKINS
Edward Peel die(' in Little Rock
at the age of 49. Funeral held
Wednesday at Friendship Baptist
church. Rev. Calbert St. Clair of-
ficiated.
Rev. Albert St. Clair and Rev.
F. S. Thomas attended the Na-
tional Baptist convention in Hot
Springs.
Mr. Willie Green of Flint, Mich.,
was here to attend the funeral
of his nephew, Edward Peel.
Evangelist Mattis Watkins, Mrs.
Zula McCurvin, Mr. and Mrs. Pet-
ty and Mrs. Willie Couch visited
in Little Rock Sunday with rela-
tives and friends.
Mrs. Ruth Kitchen of Little Rock
was a recent guest of her mother,
Mrs. Myrtle Jones.
Samuel Roberton and Frank
Arnold visited .Ben Earls last
Thursday.
Eddie Ramey has gone to St.
Louis where he will be employed.
Mrs. Lena Barris, Saddle and
Lawrence Barris spent Sunday at
MeCray with Mr. and Mrs. Newly
Famer.
McCray basketball team played
the Buffaloes at Miller high Tues-
day night.
Mrs. Mule Polk of Oklahoma
was a recent guest of her uncle
Dave Polk.
Mrs. and Mrs. Hurlet Emmond
spent the weekend with Mr. and
Mrs. Tom Shirrell.
granddaughter, Karla, are enjoy-
ing their visit with the F. H. and
S. E. Purnell!, the Lloyd Aliens
and other relatives and friends.
Mrs. Leo B. Marsh, associate
secretary of the national council,
YMCA, his daughter, Miss Fran-
ces Marsh, Mr. G. Banks and
Mrs. Gladyse D. Frazier were vis-
itors in the home of Mrs. 1. N
Givens and Mrs. M. N. Ringgold
last Saturday,
DEFENDER
Sat., Feb. 15, 1958
Accidental fires in private homes





Rosemary Jackson, daughter Of
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Jackson
celebrated her ninth birthday last
week with a party given for her
in the home of her grandmother,
Mrs. Nancy Paige, by her moth-
er, Marguerite. Those present to
enjoy the event were Vivian Ann
Holmes, Linda Garner, Donald
Clareca and Kennith Moore, Eve'
lyn Williams, Gale and Pearline
Staten, Sandra Robinson, John T.
Furgeson, Mary DeJohnette, San-
dra Burr, Doris Hogan, Rachel
Ann Davis, Charles Burr, Herman
Acker, Curtis Steen McKinzie,
Carolyn Jackson, and Francis and
Gladys McWilliams.
Notice to all you readers, why
you didn't have any news in this
column last week. Old Sleepy
himself was confined to the local
hospital for a week, but If nothing
happens, he will be nosing around
and give you a little news from
now on.
Funeral services for Dave Otis,
71, was held last week at Pil-
grim Bound Baptist church, with
the Rev. Frank Hobson officiating.
Dave, who had been in ill health
for several years, died at his
home on Baylous st., Saturday
morning, Jan. 22, from a heart
attack. His body was carried to
Printiss for burial. Baylous Fun-
eral Home was In charge.
Mrs. Ruby Dean Rouse left last
week for Baton Rouge, La.,
where she will spend a few weeks
in the home of Mr. and Mrs. Leon-
ard Bumper, jr.
Miss Annie II. James, who spent
two and a half years in Germany
as a staff sergeant, is visiting her
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Ilenry
James of Catahoula. After her
visit with her parents she will
go to California.
Two years ago old Edward Lew-
is hitch-hiked to Flint, Mich., with
his cousin, Fetes Green. Last week
Edward was able to hitch-hike
back home with S-Sgt. Isiah Fred-
erick who is stationed at Oscada,
Mich., with the 412th Matron Sq.
Fire Dept. Lucky 3/ou Edward,
if Ike hadn't had 12 days to spend
with his wife and children you
would have still been standing on
the highway thumbing.
Miss Dorothy Jean Brown,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Brown of Green Quarters and a
senior of Carver High school were
married last week to Jordan Ellis
of Poplarville, Miss., at Poplar-
ville. The reception was held here
in the home of Mrs. Mary Fort-
enberry of Gotodyear. Mrs. Ellis
will continue her studies at Car-
ver.
Velma McGee was called to
McComb last week to the bedside
of his brother, lie was accom-
panied by Theo Watson who visit-
ed relatives at Fernwood.
Mrs, Mary C. Smith left last
week follpOetroit after spending
sometime 'With her grand parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Tal Warren.
Funeral service was held last
Sunday at Pilgrim Bound church
for Mr. Rayford (Sweet) Wash-
ington, 50, who died in the local
hospital Monday, Jan. 24, after be-
ing confined for a week. Rev. R.
W. Woullard was the officiating
minister with the Masonic rights at
the grave side. Besides his wife,
Ethel, he leaves to mourn his
passing, one daughter, Mrs. Collie
Mae Scott of Chicago and one son,
Pete. Baylous funeral home was
in charge of arrangements.
Mrs. Alice Strickland was call-
ed last week to Vossberg to the
bedside of her father, Mr. Dan
Coins. Her sister, Mrs. Hannah
Pittman was called a fow weeks
ago.
Mrs. Mary Marsh, known to us
as Big Mary Fortenberry was call-
ed last week to Los Angeles,
Calif., to attend the funeral of her
only daughter, Mrs. Cornelius
Warren, who died from an opera-
tion. Cornelius, formerly of this
city and the mother of two of our
home boys. l'aul Gandy, jr., and
John McDonald was known to us
as "Cush." Besides the two sons
mentioned, she leaves seven other
children.
Among the out of towners call-
ed here to attend the funeral of
Sweet Washington were Mr. and
Mrs. I. W. Bendy, Mrs. Corene
Hawthorne, Mr. and Mrs. Fred-
die Evans and Clifton Manning,
all of Gulfport, Mr. Allen and
Matthews Acker, Mrs. Helen
Hicks, Mr. and Mrs. Rasa Hicks,
Mr. Dan Isadore all of New Or.
leans, Mr. Andrew Acker of Alex-
ander, La., Mrs, Ophella Acker of
Bay St. Louis and Mr. Rudolph
Washington of Hattiesburg. Miss.
Mr. Robert Fortenberry was
called last week to Columbia,
Miss., to attend the funeral of her
brother, Walter Fortenberry.
Herman DeJurnette who spent
some time in Germany I spend-
ing a 30 day furlow with his moth-
er, Mrs. Linnie Mae DeJurnettt
and family.
Pfc. Jimmie Lee Gates who has
been stationed at Ellsworth, A.
F. B. South Dakota, is home with
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Wilsoll
Gates. He plans to reinlist.
Mrs. Elizabeth Kelly Coleman,
who has been shut in for three
weeks is doing fine.
Mr. and Mrs. Elvender Kelly
are the parents of their little
daughter born to them last week
in the local hospital. The baby
weighed seven pounds.
Mr. and NIrs.Claborne Moore
were proud last week to have vise
ding in their home, their son, Al
Rowland and his newly wedded
wife, Mrs. Essie Louise. Rowland
Is stationed at Roswell, New Mex-
ico, and his wife who was former-
ly Mrs. Fells of Hattiesburg is
taking Nurses training at Vicka•
burg.
Friends of our Mrs. Hattie
(Mother) Jones were proud to see
her here last week visiting her
old friends.
Mrs. Ora Lee Grey, of Ypsilanti,
Mich., spent last week here visite
lug her parents, Mr. and Mrs. IL




Sunday was a big day for all
churches.
Rust college basketball team
defented Taugaloo with a score
of 90-83.
Saturday night M. I. College de.
fasted Taugaloo with a score a
85-52.
Rosewald High girls made a good
showing of themselves Saturday
when they won the Tri-State
Tournament, one of the South'.
largest high school tournaments.
Coach L. L. Roebuck was well
pleased and received a beautiful
trophy In the spirit of the leans
and school. The two top high
pointers of the tournament came
from Rosenwald', Clare (Red)
Adams who made 52 points and
Annie (Pee) Hearn, 47 points. Jean
(The Hip) Hearn was driving and
faking like mad. E arnestine
(Runt) Jordan displayed 98 lbe
of speed. They carried the school
to the championship. The guard,
played a tight defense and held
their opponents down to meager
points.
ing committee named the winners
In her report, as she also explain-
committee at work. Seated..
front row. (I to r) Dr. Lea A.
Bartley, Rev, Robert Kell y,
Dr. H. D. West (General ('hair-
man) Standing, (I 10 r) Atty.
R. B. Csmpbelle, sr.. Mr.
0. W. Crump. and Dr. T. E.
Poss. Other committees are:
Materials Committee, Resource
Committee and Canvass Coin-
&Kee. This proerani Is bawl
Formulated for making ine,
church a more affective wit.
seas for Christ in the year be.
lore ILL
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Stork Stops
e.Liy "
Born At John Gaston Hospital
FEB, 1-58
Twin sons, Ronnie and Donnie,
to Mr. and Mrs. Freddie Payne
of 1705 Raynor.
Twin daughters, Loraine and Lo-
retta, to Mr. and Mrs Arthut D.
Lee of 323 Dixie Mall.
A daughter, Beverly Joyce, to
Mr. and Mrs. George Hunter of
1980 Jefferson.
A son, Joe Lee, jr., to Mr.
and Mrs. Joe L. Killebrew of 1654
Humber.
A son, Larry Joe, to Mr. and
Mrs. Roger Bond of 673 Mosby.
A daughter, Voretta Joyce to
Mr. and Mrs. Leo Mhoon of 3209
Winglow.
A son, Dennis, to Mr. and Mrs.
Harvey Garner of 696 Marechal-
nail.
A daughter, Barbara Lou, to Mr.
and Mrs. Donzell Jones of 577
Vance at.
Feb. 2-58
A daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. L.
W. Jefferson of 678 Vance.
A daughter, Sharon Denise, to
Mr. and Mrs. James Traywick
of 1027 N. Second.
A daughter, Jo Ann, to Mr. and
Mrs. Hozie Collins of 1243 Mar-
ble.
A son, Maurice, to Mr. and Mrs.
Jack White of 1349 Gleason.
A daughter, Felecia Antionette,
to Mr. and Mrs. Alfred A. Nor-
ris of 198 Caldwell.
A daughter, Delois Elaine, to
Mr. and Mrs. John E. Freeman of
1338 N. Willett.
A daughter, Darlene, to Mr. and
Mrs. James Hubbard of 270 Her-
nando.
A son, Marvin Bernard, to Mr.
and Mrs. Hurie Bedford of 1009
N. Pearce.
A daughter, to Mr. and Mrs.
!Eddie Shelton of 913 Michigan.
A daughter, Deborah Louise. to
Mr. and Mrs. Sylvester Pearson
Of 613 Edith.
A son, Sedrick Bernard, to Mr.
and Mrs. William Wright of 193
blajuba.
A daughter, Dorothy Ffermene,
So Mr. and Mrs. Herman Bowens
of 1509 Cella.
FEB. 3-58
A son to Mr. and Mrs. Grower
Baldwin of 449 Vance.
A daughter, Angela Hortense,
to Mr. and Mrs. Johnny A. Trip-
lett of 633 Stephens.
A son, William Jr., to Mr. and
Mrs. William Jones of 1590 Lo-
cust.
A son, Robert Lee, to Mr. and
Mrs. William Campbell of 3037
Ford rd.
A daughter, Odessa, to Mr. and
Mrs. Steve Dowdy of 1549 Ash.
A son, Luther, to Mr. and Mrs.
Luther Bell of 1953 Hale,.
A daughter, Debra Ann, to Mr.
and Mrs. Don E. Westbrook of
736 N. Montgomery.
A son. Rodney, to Mr. and Mrs.
Riley Ilardrick of 1740 Boxtown
rd.
A daughter, Diane, to Mr. and
Mrs. Wesley E. Davis of 24 W.
Colorado.
A daughter, Betty Jean, to Mr.
and Mrs. Rozell Taylor of 833
Olympic.
A son, Darrell, to Mr. and Mrs.
Benjamin L. Barbee of 467 N. Bing-
ham.
A son, Paul Raven, to Mr. and
Mrs. Elroy Johnson of 935 Nep-
tune.
Feb. 4-58
A daughter, to Mr. and Mrs.
Roosevelt Hampton of 1221 N. Ma-
tla SSa S.
A daughter, Susan. to Mr. and
Mrs. Willie P. Williams of 756
Walnut.
A son, Gwynn, to Mr. and Mrs.
Willie Fason of 279 Jones.
A daughter, Laverne, to Mr. and
Mrs. .J. D. McQuirter of 262 Dixie
Mail.
A daughter, Sandra Kay, to Mr.
and Mrs. Jimmie L. Richardson
of 1438 Hemlock.
Feb. 5-58
A daughter, to Mr. and Mrs.
Charlie Townsend of 1397 Evelyn.
A daughter, Vickie Lynn, to Mr.
and Mrs. Earl Barber of 1420 Ori-
ole.
A son, Joel Anthony, to Mr. and
Mrs. Leonard Lashley of 601 A.
S. Lauderdale.
A son, Lewis Lee, to Mr. and
Mrs. Milton Jones of 2973 Chel-
sea.
A daughter, Vicki Yulanda, to
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Jackson of
1809 Beach.
A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Albert
Avent of 1257 Azalia.
Feb 6-58
A son. Carey Allison, to Mr.
and Mrs. Herbert Bowen of 158
Silverage.
A son, Charles Edward, to Mr.
and Mrs. George Epps of 95
Fields.
A son, Herbert, to Mr. and Mrs.
Horace Joyce of 375 H. Vance.
A son, Leslie Earl, to Mr. and
Mrs. Sylvester Irby of 675 Walk-
er.
A son, Willie Edward, jr., to Mr
and Mrs. Willie E. Johnson of 708
Wright.
A son, Calvin, to Mr. and Mrs
Lewis Moore of 1384 Kimball.
A daughter, Jo Ann Carlene, to
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Damper of 1717
Castes.
A daughter, to Mr. and Mrs.
Willie German of 1522 Apple.
A daughter, Cheryl Denise. to
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Pegues of
1003 Beach.
A daughter, Jo Ann, to Mr. and
Mrs. Earl Bowden of 1906 Person.
Feb. 7-58
A son, John Henry III, to Mr
and Mrs. John Henry Wilborn of
933 Lenow, Apt. 1.
A son, Kelvin Anthony, to Mr.
and Mrs. John H. Miles of 896 A.
Le Moyne Mall.
A son, Antonio Cavan, to Mr.
and Mrs. Richard Thrasher of 1025
N. 2nd at.
A son, Howard Roy. Jr., to Mr.
and Mrs. Howard R. Williams of
284 Walnut.
A son, Melvin Bernard, to Mr.
and Mrs. Tommie Lee Tate of
405 Walker ave.
A daughter, Gloria Jean, to Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Burks of 654
Washington.
A son, Rickey, to Mr. and Mrs.
Calvin Fentress of 352 S. Fourth.
A son, Anthony, to Mr. and Mrs.
Fred D. Echols of 1941 Carver.
A daughter, Veronica to Mr. and
Mrs. Jenkins McMurray of 394 S.
Wellington.
A daughter, to Mr. and Mrs.
Solomon Hardy of 1488 Davis.
A son, Calvin Bernard, to Mr.
and Mrs. Elbert W. Holloway of
1417 Pillow.
A daughter, Janet Renee, to Mr.
and Mrs. John H. Ware of 1548 El-
lington.
A daughter, Loretta Clarise, to
Mr. and Mrs. John L. Norman of
2032 Farrington.
A sbn, to Mr. and Mrs. Willie
F. Jones of 781 loka.
A son, Lindsey, jr., to Mr. and
Mrs. Lindsey Harris of 22 Edsel.
Moslems lncrea se In
Chicago, Other Areas
EDITOR'S NOTE: This is the
first of three articles dealing
! with the Moslem movement
beaded by Elijah Muhammad of
!Chicago. The series reflects no
opinions of the editors ind is
presented as news because the
movement is making itself felt
In Chicago and other cities.
• • •
CHICAGO, Ill
The ears and the hearts of
troubled, subjugated peoples in all
times have been sensitive to zeal-
ous men who assure them of
great destinies and promise to
lead the way.
Some thousand Chicagoans have
beard the preachings of such a
man, and like their counterparts
in more than 25 other cities, they
follow him with religious fervor.
The preacher, a simple-living,
magnetic and persuasive brown
man is known to his followers as
Mr. Elijah Muhammad, the Mes-
senger of Allah. He is a Moslem
and his teachings are Islam—and
colored nationalism. So are his
followers Moslems: in the words
of a spokesman, they are mem-
bers of the world community of
Islam, and the largest Moslem
movement in the Northern hernia-
phere.
To them, the Messenger Elijah
Muhammad is an inspired per-
son, filld with the revelations of
Allah. Under his leadership, and
his interpretations of Islam, his
followers are carving self-suffici-
ent communities for themselves in
the cities where they have tem-
ples and followings. Their goal is
economic independence. This is vi-
tal to Elijah Muhammad's mes-
sage, and ore which is apparent-
ly accepted with special vigor.
On Feb. 23, the Messenger will
address his followers and all oth-
ers who accept the invitation
attend a public meeting at Taber-
nacle Baptist church, 4130 Indiana
ave., at 2 p. m. The public meet-
ing is part of the Annual Moslem
convention here, and comes on one
of two highlight days, the other
being February 26.
The Moslem faith as Christians
understand it began with the vis-
ion of the Arabian Mohammad in
611 A.D., and h is subsequent
teachings of obedience to Allah,
the one God. It is a faith that
recognizes Abraham, Noah, Mos-
es and Jesus Christ as prophets
but which enjoys no such toler-
ance in return. The ancients look-
MADAM BELL
(English Lady)
YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
This is her new office at the Mississippi
State line. MADAM BELL is back after a
long time of being away and at last she Is
bark to stay in her sew home.
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage? Have
you loet faith is your husband, wife or sweetheart/ Are you
I. bad health? Are you discouraged? ft any of these are your
problems, come let MADAM BELL advise you at once. She
will read Iii, to you just as she would read an open book.
Tell you why your job or busineas is not a success. If you hays
failed In the rest come see MADAM BELL at once.
Located on Highway 51 South. just over Mississippi State
line, on the way to Hernando. Her hom• Is 2 blocks below
where she nes to stay right aside the DeSoto Motel. Be sure
ub look for the RED BRICK HOUSE and you'll find her there
it all times (She never had an office in West Memphia.)
Catch yellow bus marked Wbitehaves State Line and get
elf at State Line and walk 2 blocks and see MADAM BELL'S
HAND SIGN.
COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW Pv;AY BE TOO LATE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
Boars I a.m. tel p.m.
Readings Daily, Open es Bandar'
I don't make any home calls or answer any 'otters. Be vire
to look for the right sign and the right name
ed upon it as a Christian heresy.
But the Islam of the Messenger
Elijah Muhammad antedates the
prophet of the Arabian deserts,
according to a spokesman a n d
finds its roots in the hearts and
social practices of an ancient As-
iatic people who were Allah's cho-
sen. The Messenger's Islam does
not enjoy Christian acceptance ei-
ther_
The Islam taught by the Mes-
senger Elijah Muhammad and his
followers is a brotherhood of super-
men who have been deceived and
enslaved and tricked into believ-
ing they are something which they
are not, in the words of a follow-
er.
The Messenger would awaken
this super race to its destiny which
is a nation supreme, an Islamic
brotherhood complete. after t h e
destruction of the devils in the bat-
tle of Armageddon foretold in the
Christian Bible. The white people
of the world are the devils who
will be crushed at Armageddon.
In the history of the Messen-
ger's Islam, Noah, Abraham, Lot,
Moses and Jesus are black men.
His followers trace the Ameriean
Negro back not to Africa but to
Asia, and the official view, he is
an Asiatic.
This is taught ill the imposing
; University of Islam at -,335 Green-
wood ave., and in Muhammad's
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Oeee Mom Frio Peeking
FIRST !SR MOTHER — Mrs.
Jake Shields, of 1516 Merlin,
mother of the first child born
to Negro parents in Memphis
in 1958 receives from— Dick
"Cane" Cole, WLOR personal-
ity a savings certificate worth
$100. Mrs. Shields, whose son.
Marvin, was born on second
000'
after midnight, Jan. 1, also re-
ceived many valuable mer-
chandise awards furnished by
advertisers. These included
awards of food from the Kro-
ger company and a case of
Carnation Milk from the Car-
nation Milk company.
The Adult Ilomemaking class
held its monthly meeting recently
in the home economics depart-
ment of Wonder High school.
A "Red and White Valentine
Bail" was given by the home
economics department of Wonder
High school on Jan. 14 in the
school auditorium.
Mrs. Rosiedell Scott gave a
birthday party for her son, An-
drew, last Monday night. Games
were played, and dancing enjoy-
ed by the guests who were served
ice cream, punch, and birthday
cake. Andrew is a seventh grade
student at Wonder High school.
Jimmy Wooden, of Memphis,
was a guest of his cousins, Tommy
and Mattie Parker last Sunday.
He is a junior at Melrose High
school.
The complete layette set which
the Women's Auxiliary of Crit-
tenden Memorial hospital were
offering to the mother of the first
born there in 1958 was won by
Mrs. Irma Scott, who gave birth
to a son..
The Women's Auxiliary of Crit-
tenden Memorial hospital will
meet Monday evening, March 3, at
Wonder High school. Mrs. Anna
Hazelwood is president of the or-
ganiaziion, and Mrs. Freda Jack-
son, secretary.
Walter Stewart and the Mag-
nolia Gospel Singers will be pre-
sented in a musical program on
Sunday evening, Feb. IC, at the
New Jerusalem Baptist church.
Rev. L. Newsome is the pastor.
The S.S.C. club met recently at
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Purdy, with Wallace Caradine,
the president, in charge. Other
officers of the club are Mrs. Ma-
lisle Rayner, vice president; and
Mrs. Smith, secretary.
The group held a meeting at
the Pilgrim Rest Baptist church
on Wednesday, Feb. 12.
With LEODA GAMMON
What's new for breakfast? Some
morning soon, try "Cheese Corn
Bread" — a delicious new hot
bread flavored with American
cheese, pimiento and instant minc-
ed onion — the handy new mois-
ture-free onion that stays sweet
and fresh-flavored on your pantry
shelf. "Cheese Corn Bread" is
assure that the faith will be pass-
ed on undiluted, the movement is
preparing its own textbooks.
The theology of the Messenger
puts Allah at the head of the uni-
verse and the holy book of the
faith is the Koran; which Christian
history calls the words of Muham-
mad, written shortly after h ms
death. To the Messenger and his
followers there is no life after
death. and hell is not a place in-
side the earth, but a condition upon
its surface.
The whites, the devils of the Mes-
senger's Islam, were decreed to
rule the earth for 6,000 years,
according to a follower. Their
time was up in 1914 and they are
now living in "grace," according
to the interpretation. Islam must
be prepared to rule in their pre-
ordained decline.
This the Messenger Elijah Mu-
hammad has been teaching since
1930, when he himself was in-
structed by Mr. W. F. Muham-
mad. who holds an even more
-elevated place in the movement.
Mr. W. F. Muhammad brought
structed by Mr. W. F. kluham,
mad brought his knowledge from
Mecca, the Holy City of Islam in
Saudi Arabia. He taught the
Messenger ti teach his .people to
"reclaim their own, which is
Islam."
Followers "give praises to Al-
lah and accept Elijah Muhammad
as his messenger." They perform
their worship, including the Mos-
lem's prescribed five daily pray-
ers in temples in 25 U. S. cities.
including Detroit, Chicago, Boston,
Philadelphia, Hartford, Spring-
field Massachusetts, Atlanta, Lan-
sing, Joliet, Pittsburgh, St. Louis,
San Francisco, Los Angeles
Cleveland, Dayton, Camden, Jer-
sey City, Buffalo and New York
City. in addition there are mis-
sions in many other places, a fol-
lowed declared.
From these temples and these
missions will come scores of visit-
ing Moslems for the convention
of February 23-26
Their public meeting will give
good served with crisp bacon, bak-
ed eggs, chilled tomato juice and
hot coffee.
Cheese Corn Bread
1 cup corn meal
1 cup sifted all-purpose flour
3 teaspoons sugar
I teaspoon salt
1 cup grated American cheese
1 egg
1 cup milk
1.4 cup melted Butter
1 chopped pimiento
1 tablespoon instant minced onion
Or, 1-4 cup finely-chopped raw
onion
Measure corn meal into mixing
bowl. Sift flour with sugar, baking
powder and salt into same bowL
Add 3-4 cup cheese, and mix light-
ly with a fork. Beat egg lightly,
many Chicagoans who have con-
nected the Messenger's followers
with mysteries and strange custom
a chance to hear their leader and
examine hit teachings.
(Next week this series will
deal with the temple and univer-
sity established by the Messen-
ger Elijah Muhammad in the









National PTA Founders Day was
observed last Tuesday at the Flori-
da Ave. Elementary school with
State PTA president, Mrs. Georg-
ia Bumpus as the main speaker.
Following the celebration which
was conducted in the school cafe-
teria, refreshments were served to
those present.
Mrs. Sadie T. Jennings is presi-
dent of the Florida PTA.
NAACP To Meet
Sunday, Feb. 16
The regular meeting of the local
branch of the NAACP will be held
at Mt. Olive Cathedral CME
church Sunday, Feb. 23, beginning
at 4 p. m. All members and
interested persons are invited to
attend.
The announcement was made by
Atty. H. T. Lockard, president.
Test. your artistic talent at the
Defender Charities Mardi Gras
when they present "SPACE CAP-
ERS."
"THE UNCHAINED GOD-
DESS, ' a one-hour program
on the weather was presented
last Wednesday evening on
S wmicr, as part of a science
series presented by the Bell
Telephone system. Here, Rich-
ard Carlson, who co-starred
with Dr. Frank Baxter, ex•
plains a cross section of a
hurricane.
Cabbies Launch Drive To*
Win Safety Title For City
CHICAGO, Ill —
The Taxicab and Livery Own-
ers and Drivers' Association ot
Chicago held their kick-off meet-
ing Monday at Pilgrim Baptist
church thus starting their drive
to cooperate with Mayor Rich-
ard J. Daley, in his effort to
win the National Safety Council's
award for 1958 as America's
"Safest City" of a million or
more population.
Wade Bolton association presi-
dent welcomed more than 500 in-
terested owners and drivers
throughout the city who pledged
all-out assistance in pressing Ma-
yor Daley's safety campaign.
Guest speakers were: Joseph
Semper of the Prudence Insurance
company; H. P. Carmichael gen-
eral manager Founders' Insurance
company and Police Officer James
Einesberry representing the Safe-
ty Division of the Traffic depart-
ment.
By unamimous consent, t h e
meeting adopted rules and regu-
lations for all cab drivers belong-
ing to the association pertaining
to their conduct 'appearance and
coutesy and service rendered to
all passengers entering their cabs.
President Bolton told the own-
ers and drivers not to confine
their activities to members of the
Saturday is the most dangerous
day of the week for motorists,
according to the National Safety
Council. Safest day? Tuesday.
and combine with milk, shorten-
ing, pimiento and onion. Stir into
dry mixture, blending well. Turn
into greased 9-inch square pan.
Bake in hot oven (425 degrees F.)
about 20 to 25 minutes. Sprinkle
remaining cheese over top of corn
bread, and heat a minute longer,
to melt cheese. Serve hot with but-
ter, or top with creamed chipped
beef.




Rev. Joseph H. Evans, pastor
of the Church of the Good Shepard,
a Congregational church in Chi-
cago, was the guest speaker dur-
ing Religious Emphasis Week
which was conducted at the Le-
Moyne colleke recently.
Rev. Evans's sermons during
the week included "Finding Our
Way To God." "Our New Moons,"
and "Where Are Your Reserves?"
The minister is a graduate of
Western Michigan university at
Kalamazoo, Mich., and the Yale
Divinity school at New Haven,
Conn.
Before going to Chicago, Rev.
Evans served the Connecticut
Council of Churches in Hartford,
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organization but to spread the
message of safe driving to all
motorists of the city and gain
their support for Mayor Daley's
Safety Campaign for the Greater
Chicago area.
Members of the association,
which will meet at intervals in
various churches of the city and
assist Bolton in developing the safe-
ty program are: Leslie Reynolds
vice president; Lawrence Ray-
burn public relations; LeRoy Tay-
lor, grievance committee; Earl
V. Williams, secretars; Silmon
Reed treasurer: Charley Crump
finance committee and Roland
James business manager.
MANUSCRIPT ACCEPTED FOR
Publication—Dr. Tomi C. Plum-
mer, professor of education at
Florida A and M university, has
been informed by the National
Poetry Association that her menu-
scrip has been acceped for publi.
cation in the National Poetry An. Seek Page Boys
thology. Dr. Plummer submitted F




Dr. Clarence A. Bacote,
fessor of history at Atlanta u -
versity was guest speaker at La.
Moyne college on Friday, Feb. 14,
in a program which culminated
the school's annual celebration of
Negro History Week.
The history professor spoke in
Bruce hall to students, faculty
members, and guests of the
school.
A graduate of the universities
of Kansas and Chicago, Dr. Ba-
cote has taught at Florida A &
M, served as visiting professor of
American history at Wiley col-
lege, and nosy teaches American
history at Atlanta university.
Coldwater, Miss.
Mrs. Agnes Morman, of Mem-
phis, was in Coldwater recently
on business.
Miss Rose McCullaurd, one of
the teachers here, spent a recent
weekend at her home in Cren-
shaw, Miss.
Rev. Williams, of Memphis de-
livered a sermon at the Second
Baptist church here last Sunday.
In Hernando recently to attend
the double funeral of Mr. and
Mrs. McNeal were Miss Gladys
Carr, Mrs. Eunice Caldwell, Mrs.
Martha Pitts, Mrs. Elizabeth
Jones, and Walter Frisdy. The
funeral was conducted by Rev.
Baker at the Second Baptist
church.
Montevideo — This cosmopolitan
city contains one-third of all of
Uruguay's population.
or Jubilee C
A new feature of the Cotton.
Makers Jubilee was announced
last week.
Boys between the ages of 11 and
15 years of age who possess
good manners and who have high
scholastic ratings are eligible to
compete for the positions of page
boys to the King and Queen of
the Memphis Cotton-Makers' Jubi-
lee. Eight boys will be chosen.
Winners will wear special page
costumes — furnished by the
Royalty Committee of tne Mem-
phis Cotton Makers' Jubilee and
they will accompany the King and
Queen during Jubilee Week.
Each candidate will be request-
ed to produce a written statement
from his teacher confirming his
good character and high scholar-
ship.
For further/ details, please con-
tact Miss Annie Pruitt between
the hours of 9 a. m. and 5 p.
at Jackson 6-4457 or JAckson 7-
3337 after 6 p. m.
Starts SUNDAY!
FEBRUARY 16
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LUCKY WINNER - A. T.
"Zannie" Jones tleft,) gener-
al manager of Harlem Finance
company, of 317 Beale at., is
shown presenting prizes to
Charles Hayes, of 1968 Carver,
Apt. No. 7. Mrs. Hayes, fath-
er of two children, selected
the correct key which open•
el the lock of the Harlem
WI.OK Treasure Chest, and
won $28 cash, and a new
bicycle for his children.






class of this year has had the
pleasure of having its first hotel-
lation. The installation of the dual
officers was held in the -auditor-
ium Thursday immediately follow-1
log the recess hour.
The student body was the re-
cipient of a most inspiring pro-
gram. Mrs. 0. S. Shannon was
the speaker. Mrs. Shannon was
a former mathematics teacher at
Booker T. Washington. She is now,
principal of the elementary de.'
partment at Porter Junior High'
abohool.
IMP The following officers were In-
stalled for the 1957-58 school
year: Booker T. Wade, Jr., presi-
dent; John Tenort, vice-president:
recording secretary, Willye Ruth
Norfleet; corresponding secretary,
Sandra Pegues; chaplain, Bernice
Smith; treasurer, Vinnie Daugher-
ty; sgt.-at arms, Walter Hooks; re-
porter, Claudette Jones; parlia-
mentarian. Veleska Edwards:
business mapager, William Hig-
gins.
Mrs. Thelma J. Harris and Mr.
J. W. Powell are sophomore class
advisors.
VALENTINE SOCIAL
The members of the St. Andrew
Junior church invites you, you and
you to attend their SAINT VALEN-
TINE'S SOCIAL, Friday night,
Feb. 14, at the church of 246
E. Calhoun, from 8 p. m., til
There will be refreshments, fun
and prizes for all. The admission
is free. "Come one, come all."
Bring the whole family.
AskTOP SPEED MAN AT BTW
lip Johnny Parsons, winner of the
Indianapolis "Big 500." was our
special guest during an assembly
In the auditorium last Tuesday
afternoon.
Mr. Parsons came to the school
to give a lesson on safe driving.
Our principal, Prof. Blair T.
Hunt, introduced Menno Duerkson,
Press-Scimitar Staff writer, who in
turn introduced Mr. Parsons.
Parsons is to appear on a ser-
ies of safety prom ams in the city
high schools. He Is being sponsor-
ed by the Press-Scimitar and the
Council.
During Mr. Parson's brief talk.
he told us that over 20,000 peo-
ple were killed on America's high-
ways last year. The reason for
such a large number was simply
because the drivers do not prac-
tice COMMON COURTESY.
Parsons, who won the "Big 500"
in 1950, said "It won't work that
way on the Indianapolis Speed-
way." To take part in a race you
must comply with all a the rules.
One of the main rules in racing
I is, COMMON COURTESY, prac-
ticed by all race drivers.
This week we have selected
Miss Mary Jean Cooper as stu-
dent of the week. M lag Cooper is
the 17-year-old daughter of Mrs.
Mary Cooper, who resides at s.;44
Stephens Street.
Mary Jean is In the 12-9A grade,
Mr. Pender's home room, and is
a commercial major. Her hobbies
are reading, sewing and singing.
Upon graduation she plans to at-
tend Tennessee State university,
where she will go into the sci-
ence field with greatest hone of
becoming a physician.
Here at school she is editor of
the Year Book Staff, and member
of the Senior Glee club.
The young lady Is a member of
the :Mississippi Boulevard Christ-
ian church where she is a mem-
ber of the Youth Choir and secre-
tary of her Sunday school class.
When asked for her comment on
going steady, she said:
"I think it's wonderful, if you
find the right person to go steady






The Miscellaneous Art club met
recently at the home of Mrs.
Viola Carroll, and during the busi-
ness session Mrs. W. Hutson gave
a review of the outstanding events
which will take place here during
the month of February. Mrs. Ora
M. Bowers, a guest of the Car-
rolls, was present during the meet-
ing.
Archie E. Bradley, jr., joined
the Lauderdale High school fac-
ulty recently as band director.
Mr. Bradley, a native of Mem-
phis, is a graduate of Lane col-
lege, and arrived to replace
Frederic Letcher, who was re-
cently inducted into the U. S.
Army.
Lauderdale Hi,b school held its
annual Basketball Homecoming
Festivities on Friday night. Feb.
7, with the Fayette County Train-
ing school as the visiting team.
Miss Ella Mae Barbee, the queen,
HUMBOLDT, TENNESSEE
The Gloxinia Art and Garden
club met in the beautiful home of
Rev. and Mrs. W. S.Vance. Since
Feb. 4 was Mrs. Vance's birth-
day she entertained the club and
some visitors with a lovely valen-
tine party The menu included tur-
key and dressing, giblet gravy,
squash, relish dish, hot rolls, spice
tea, frozen salad, cokes and a val-
entine dessert.
Members present were Mes-
dames Louise Cooper, Olga Bask-
erville, Ora L. Gentry, Lillian
Boush, Martha Lacy, Mattie Led-
ford, Dorothy McKinney, Drucilla
Triggle, Misses Lila Northcross
and Enid Sims.
Visitors present were Mrs. 0.
E. Stigall, Mrs. Luria Lyons,
Mrs. Mosie Reid, Mrs, Velma Pul-
liam, Mr. W. M. Baskeerville, Mr.
and Mrs. J. B. Ellison, I. H Led-
ford, Mr. and Mrs. Lon Cunning-
ham, 0. D. Boush, Arlie Gentry,
Troy Lacy, Prof. Charlie Lee,
Prof. D. H. Tuggle, Mr. and Mrs.
Edward Ballard.
Little Miss B. Johnson present-
ed each person with a valentine
card. Present to help serve the
OLD CROW
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guests were Miss Connie Webb an
Miss Winifred Rogers. Everyone
was presented a gitt.
The Gloxinia Garden club held
its first meeting of tne year in
the home of Mr. and Mrs. George
Cooper on Eighth ave. recent-
ly. Mrs. W. S. Vance, president,
presided
Business of organization and re-
ceiving sunshine secret pals for
the year were drawn by the mem-
bers. Mrs. Cooper and Mrs. Lucy
Lee were hostesses for the even-
ing. A delightful menu was en-
joyed by the group.
• • •
The Thursday Serving club met
in the home of Mr. and Mrs. John
B. Ellison, recently. A. B. Roe,
president, presided. Business was
transacted A delightful menu was
served: fried chicken, hot rolls.
potato chips, cake and ice cream
and tea. The Thursday club is
doing some work toward meet-
ing the physical and spiritual
need of needy people. The club
gave a $10 basket of groceries for
Christmas and gave $10 recent-
ly to help a family to be able
to keep their children in school.
The club is hoping to do more
of this. The group selected Mrs
Eva Moody, Mrs. Maude Ferrell
and Miss Enid Sims as the wel-
fare committee.
Mrs. Ora L. Rockwell, a teach-
er in the county of Los Angeles,
Calif., is here visiting her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. James Marsh and
her sister, Mrs. Mary Porter. She
visited in Nashville also.
Mrs. C. C. Thomas returned
home after a trip to Topeka, Kans,
to the funeral of her sister, Mrs.
Ludie Hunter.
Prof. Urhin Garrett is confined
to his room with flu.
Little Tyrone Farmer and Ber-
nite Farmer are sick. ,
Among the sick in St. Mary's
Hospital: Prof. C. C. Moody, jr.,
Claude Jones and L. G. Bond
,Death rates in Denmark have
decreased steadily the past 15
years,
208 Students Make Honor Roll This!
Period At Lester Elementary School
There were 208 students at the
Lester Elementary school on the
honor roll for the period which
ended recently, according to Mrs.
Eddie 0. Rodgers, the principal.
Class 3-4, which is taught by
Mrs. Ida Mae T. Smith, led the
school this time, with 19 students
on the list, and class 3-5, came
in second with 17 top scholars.
Mrs Gladys S. Lewis is the 3-5
teacher.
Class 2-1: Mrs. Mildred O'Neal,
teacher - William Glavin, Paul
Lacey, Guy Darnell, Nathaniel
Campbell, James Buchanan, Char-
lene Scott, Jo Ann Crawley, Sha-
ron Jones, Jan Meadows, Emma
Jean Moss, and Beulrh Taylor.
Class 2-2: Miss B. C. Lenoir
teacher - Jere DeWitt, George
Dotson, Larry Jackson, Due
Sanders, Dorothy Bentley, Berta
Lee Lofton, La Sherry Reid, and
Joyce Williams.
Class 2-4: Mrs. Rutha Pegues,
teacher - John Caviness, William
Caviness, Gloria Adams, Shirley
Boxiley, Bobbie Brown, KatheY
Green, Patricia Jones, Vernetta
Moore, Maggie Smith, and Chester
Campbell.
Class 2-5: Mrs. D. W. Pamphlet,
teacher - Margaret Adams, Judy
Smith, Edna Harris, Lucy Biggs,
Henrietta Barnett. Edward Price,
and Howard Branch.
Class 2-6: Mrs. Margie Williams,
teacher - Paul Tarahee, Mar-
yell Warner, Hazel I.evern Beard,
Maurice Macon, Earnestine Gar-
ner, Augusta Morrow, and Sandra;
Kay Jones.
Class 1: Mrs. Ethel T. Thomp-
son. -her - Lacey Turner,
Lind‘l 'en, Lennel Chambers,
Glenda Col. Gwendolyn Fugh,
Kathy Garner, Patricia McMullen,
Melberta Meadows, and Erma
Jean Washington.
Class 3-2: Miss Ruth A. Black,
teacher - Wendell Campbell.
Robert Chism, Leo Harris, Archie
Rice. Tarus Stewart, Melrvia
Taylor, Vera Jean Bolden, Helen
Cage, Wanda Campbell, Bernice
Freeman, Charlene Johnson, Rosel
Macklin, Carolyn Merriweather,
and Della Thomas.
Class 3-3: Mrs. Verlie B. Cun-I
ningham, teacher - Jacqueline
Buckley, Robbie Ann House, Mary'
Francis Parker, Ruthie M. Pat-
terson, Margaret Turner, Nora A.
Ross, Rodger Brunson, Sherman
Darnell, and James Rhodes.
Class 3-4: Mrs. Ida Mae T.
Smith, teacher - Robert Garrett,
Ann S. Banks, Patricia A. Brown,
Mary Sue Gudger, Lessie Sartin,
Maxine Jefferson, Ada Johnson,
James Currie, Charles Isom, Lin-
da Jolly, Edith Harris, Patricia
and her court were featured dur-
ing half time ceremonies.
A fire of undetermined origin
caused slight damages recently to
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Walter
Wilson. Two of their sons, Sonny
and Billy, gained entrance to the
kitchen where the fire was blaz-
ing and subdued it, while their
father went to call the fire de-
partment. No cne was in the
kitchen when the blaze started
Wedding bells rang recently for
Miss Ada Mai Wilson and Her
man Lee, who were married or
Jan. 25. The couple live in Chi
cage now.
On the sick list this week is
Mrs. Maggie Vaughn. Mrs. Anna
Campbell, who was very Ill, Is
now Improving.
Rev. and Mrs. J. R. Hallibur-
ton, Mrs. Ellie Rucker, and Mrs
Jennie Lee were dinner guests
recently at the home of Mr. andi
Mrs. Joe Burns.
Vance, Virginia Smith, Peggy,
Scott, Bonnie Howell, Otis Clark,'
Melvin Campbell, Wiley Beiley,
and Johnson Simmons.
Class 3-5: Mrs. Gladys S. Lewis.
teacher - Charles Hayslett,
James Hughlett. William Johnson,
Keith William, Charles Taylor,
Wiley Thomas, Williams Bernard,
Carolyn Bland, Norma Branch,
Jeanette Joyce, Leora Parr, Caro-
lyn Rhea, Mozella Rooks, Brenda
Rucker, Etrula Trotter, Irene
Watkins, and Heloris Cartwright,
Class 4-1: Mrs. Mildred Brady.
'teacher - Robert Bills, Earl Wil-
liam, Patricia Boxiley, Harriet
Ann Buckley, Gwendolyn Harris,
Naomi Ruth Reed, and Shirley
. Taylor.
Class 4-2: Mrs. S. M. Chandler,
I teacher - Ernest Chaffen, and
Virginia Turner.
Class 4-9: Mrs. N. L. Greenlee,
teacher - Henry Louis Key,
Robert Lee Odom, Bettye D.
Jones, Doris Martin, Frankie
Meadow, Mildred Phillips, Bettye
Jean Price, and Gloria Stewart.
Class 4-4: Mrs. F. M. Woodard,
I teacher - Edward McDuffie, Rob-
ert Gray, Shirley Henderson,
Johnetta Moore, and Lynette
Moore.
Class 4-5. Mrs. .10 Chrysler
Hirsch. teacher - Johnny Clay,
Mary Cunningham, Willie Watson,
Alma Allen, Lena Turner, Thomas
Comes, Nathaniel Walker, and
Glenda Shaw.
Class 4-6: Mrs. J. B. Fields,
teacher - Gloria Parker, Estella
Harris, F.merine Jones, Ophelia
Jones, Vance Phelps, Cleotha
Chatman and Stepney Bennett.
Class it: Mrs. Dora Vaughn,
teacher - George Bolden, Willie
C. Moss, Willie Love, Carolyn
Campbell, Joyce William, Artie
Watson, and Irma Keys.
Class 5-2: Mrs. J. B. Fields,
teacher - Elaine Dotson, Sandra
Perry, Melvena Conner, Carol
Morris, Carolyn Martin, Cherrye
Thompson, Kvelyn Comes, Doris
Rhodes, Wray Cotton, Vernon
Crawley, Willie McGowan, Eddie
Scott, and Ronald Taylor.
Class 5-3: Mrs. 0. R. Herndon,
teacher - Linda Holmes, Thelma
Downey, Arthur Sartin, Robert
Penelton, and Larry liarville.
Class 5-4: Mrs. Loretta W.
Logan, teacher - Samuel Cavi
ness, Felix Chambers, Terry
Whitmore, Ruther Boyce, Gloria
Butler, Crystal Bynum, Pamelia
Evans, Edna Faulkner, Pearlene
Gates, Freda Garner. and Earlean
Wilson.
Class 5-5: Mrs. Dorothy Bcrk-
ley, teacher - Sammy Bei.ne,
Cloyzell Williams, Carolyn Boy-
land, Cheryle Means, and Caro-
lyne Hunter.
Class 6-1: Bennie Batts, teaches'
- Matilda Moore.
Class 6-2: Mrs. Lois J. Mitchell,
teacher - Lenora Brinson, Erma
Britton, Patricia Conner, Forres-
tine Ivory. Dorothy Jackson, Tom-
miestine Jones, Francis Mitchell,
and Huddle Taylor.
Class 6-3: Mrs. Barbara W.
Cooper, teacher - Margy Blake-
more, Curtis Daily, Frankle
Fletcher, Carolyn Norman, Lee
Alma Brown, and Deanna Cun-
ningham.
Class 64: Mrs. B. R. Darnell,
teacher - Jimmy Goodwin, Bet-
tie Smith, and Valerie Walls.
Bank Sees End To
Economic Decline
The Federal Reserve Bank of
Chicago reports that most seg-
ments of the U. S. economy are
still headed downward,
However, the bank ys, "there
is widespread confidence among
business analysts that the low
point of the current recession may
not be far off."
By year-end, output of the na-
tion's factories and neines had
fallen six per cent from the Aug-
ust level.
Employment was off 1 8 per
cent over this period, while the
average factory work week had
declined to 39.3 hours.
But, the bank said, "confi-
dence" in the 1958 outlook appears
to be based on three major con-
siderations:
1-Inventory reductions have
played an important role in the
slowing pace, and there is usually
a short-run phenomenon
2-The accelerating pace of de-
fense spending is expected to pro-
vide support.
9-The credit market is already
working on the side of, expansion.
Inventory fluctuations have ob-
scured the trend .in outlays for
goods and service by final users.
Practically all of the $6 billion
decline in total spending between
the third and fourth quarters of
1957 was a result of the switch
from a build-up to a liquidation of
stocks.
Except for auto dealers, the
bank reports, inventories of goods
on hand were apparently reduced
further in December and Jan-
uary.
Both retailers and manufactur-
ers have recently indicated that
they plan to continue a policy of
cautious buying.
Claim U. S. Men
'Women Bossed'
ST. LOUIS - (INS) - Two
young actresses from Ireland and
England believe American men
let their women boss them around
too much.
The 18-year-old daughter of
world-famous Irish playwright
Sean O'Casey, Shivaun O'Casey,'
expressed her feeling about the
American male:
"They're nice, but they let wom-
en lead them around."
A companion, Patricia Barry,
22, pointed out that American
women have It better than fe
males in other parts of the world
TWO PROMINENT DETROIT
doctors and their aides were
found guilty last week on
charges of conspiracy to com-
mit illegal operations. Seated
above (from left to right) are
Mrs. Lolaretta Swanson, Dr.
Edgar Keemer, Mrs. ',ahem-
tha Ilurley and Dr. Gilbert
Edwards. The physicians who
received 2-5 year jail terms
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were guilty only of alleviating and Improving the life and




Stops Attacks in Minutes... Relief Lasts for Hours!
New York, 14. T. (Sponlal)—Theasthrn•
formula prescribed more than any
other by doclors for their private
patients is now available to asthma
sufferers without prescription.
Medical tuts proved this formula
stop. asthma attack. in minutes and
gives hours of freedom from recur-
rence of painful asthma spasms.
This formula is so effective that it
is the physician,' leading asthma
prascription-so safe that now it can
he sold - without preecription - in
bay tablets called PriusstIsielt.
Primstene opens bronchial tubes,
loosens mucous congestion, relieve,
taut nervous tension. All this with-
out raking painful Injections.
The secretie-PrImaten•combines
3 medicines (in full prescription
strength) found most effective In
combination for asthma distress.
Each performs a special purpose.
So look forward to sleep st night
and freedom from aathma spasms
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He Ignored Warning;
Paid With His life
A 75 year-old man, partially par-
alyzed and living alone, who had
been warned against using kero-
sene to start fires, was burned to
death last week, when his two-
room home was reduced to ashes.
The fire victim was Tom Wal-
lace, Who lived at 4711 Benjestown
rd. The blaze which destroyed the
elderly man's home and claimed
his life was discovered shortly be-
fore dawn last Wednesday, and




Following the dramatic leader-
ship of the National NAACP in
putting a U. S. Flag in windows
of more than 4,000 Negro homes
In embattled Little Rock on last
Veteran's Day, the Central Long
Island Branch of NAACP has a-
nounced a U. S. Flag Drive pro-
gram to honor the Supreme Court
Decision Day, May 17, and Me-
morial Day.
The Branch will start its pro-
gram educationally by sponsoring
showings of "Our U. S. Flag,"
Freedom Foundation's award-win-
ning movie on the history of our
country's flag. A number of groups
including schools in the area, will
see the film as the NAACP begins
its drive with the slogan, "A Flag





An allocation of $12,850.03 was
received by LeMoyne college from
I the United Negro College Fund, Dr,
Hollis F. Price, president of the
school announced recently.
The latest grant to LeMoyne,
came from funds raised through
a nation-wide appeal made last
year, and boosted the amount re-
ceived by the school to $32,275.50.
It was the third and final grant
to the school from last year's
funds.
Dr. Price said, 'The financial
aid received each year from the
UNCF by LeMoyne college repre-
sents approximately 10 per cent
of its budget, or that amount not
met by income from endowment,
tuition and recurring grants."
During the current school year,
the allocations fom the fund have
been used primarily to provide
scholarships and work ald to ex
ceptional students who otherwise
would not be able to continue their
education, and to purchase labor-
atory and classroom equipment.
whether or not he was still inside
the building.
The house had been complete-
ly destroyed when sheriff's depu-
ties arrived on the scene, and
the aged man's partially cremated
body wax discovered among the
embers. He was carried to John
Gaston hospital, and officially pro-
nounced dead.
A young neighbor, Madison Von.
stem, 23, told officials that the man
had a habit of starting fires with
kerosene, and that he had warned
him repeatedly of the danger. It
Is believed that the fire might
have developed In that manner.
Fire department officials have
been seeking to learn the loca-
tions of persons like Mr. Wallace,
physically afflicted and living in
similar situations, and had called
upon the community to inform
them shout them, so that they
might educate them on fire pre-
vention.
Those interested In preventing
such frequent occurrences should
inform the Fire Marshal of these
persons' residences at once, by
calling JAckson 7-3311, and a re-
presentative will be sent around




Approximately 200 persons were
present at the Lester Elementary
school cafetorium recently when
Father and Son night was. celebra•
ted with a banquet.
Prof. J. D. Springer, principal
of Douglas high school was the
guest speaker, and his talk was
based on the Biblical parable of
the Prodigal Son. Each father was
given a clearer perspective of his
duties as the head of a home, and
his obligations to the school and to
the community were outlined.
The talk was spiced with jovial
remarks, which added to the en-
joyment of the message.
The organization has made plans
to conduct a Mother and Daughter
banquet in February, and an an-
nual tea on April 7,
Mrs. Dorothy Pamphlet was in
charge of the music for the Fa-
ther-Son banquet.
Mr.. Emma Trotter Is president
of the Lester Elementary school
PTA, which sponsored the banquet
and Mrs. E. 0. Rodgers is prin-
cipal of the school.
USHERS DONATE
According to a report issued re-
cently, the East Memphis Usher
Union raised and donated $3,862.51
to various churches during 1957.
The officers of the organization
are F. H. Hamilton, presidents
Mrs. Savannah Hamilton, secre-
tary; Mrs. Alice Wilson, recording
secretary; and Mrs. M. L. Cooks,
reporter.
She said:
"In fact, I like this country so
well that I plan to remain here
when the company returns to Ire-
land."
The young women are making
a tour with Ireland's famous Dub-
lin players from Ireland.
Miss O'Casey and Miss Barry
shared the same opinion about Ire-
land as another member of the
cart, Lollie May, an Irish actress
who has one of the leading roles
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Science Shrinks Piles
New Way Without' Surgery
Finds Healing Substance That Relieves Pain,
Stops Itching as it Shrinks Hemorrhoids
New York, N. T. (Special) -
For the first time science has
found a new healing substance
with the astonishing ability to
shrink hemorrhoids, stop itch-
ing, and relieve pain-without
surgery.
In one hemorrhoid case after
another,"very striking improve-
ment" was reported and veri-
fied by doctors' observations.
Pain was relieved promptly.
And, while gently relieving
pain, actual reduction or re-
traction (shrinking) took place.
And most amazing of all -
this improvement was main-
tained in cases where doctors'
observations were continued
over a period of many months!
In fact, results were so thor-
ough that sufferers were able
to make such astonishing state-
ments as "Piles have ceased to be
a problem!" And arnorrr thesul
sufferers were a very wide •
riety of hemorrhoid conditio
some of 10 to 20 years' atandin
All this, without the use o
narcotics, anesthetics or astrin-
gents of any kind. The secret he
a new healing substance (Rio-'
Dyne') - the discovery of
world-famous research inetites.
tion. Alresdy, Bio-Dyne is in
wide use for healing injured
tissue on all parts of the body.
This new healing substance
Is offered in ruppoRitory or oils (-
mot form called Prepare tient
H.* Ask for individually sealed
convenient Preparation IT sup-
positories or Preparation 11
ointment with special appit-
cator. Preparation H is sold at
all drug counters. Satisfaction
guaranteed or money refunded.
•Reat U.SPat Ott
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IN J-U-G's LIVING ADS
These lovely sub-debs will re-
present business firms in "Ely-
big Ads" at the s Fourth
Annual Charity Ball, "A pro-
menade from Mt. Olympus"
on Friday evening Feb. 14, at
Club Ebony. In photo at left
seated, left to right, are: Caro-
lyn Love, Mary Vanzant and
Martha Little. Second row: Er-
nyce Taylor. Hattie Smith,
Jacqueline Briggs, Dorothy
Burnett, Eunice Trotter and
Barbara Bailey, Standing: An.
gela Reed, Barbara J. Dono-
hue, Evelyn Richmond, and
Rose Cooper. Photo at right:
Seated front row, left to right,
are: Evelyn Green, Stevelyn
Triplett, and Carol Ann Bill.
ops. Second row: Mary Cath-
erine Taylor, Rosemary Grif-
fin, Countess Johnson, I.eatha
"Susan" Owen, Theris Horne,
and Mary Josephine Taylor.
Third row standing: Marsha
Ann Caldwell, Jo Ann Mayo,
Carolyn Purdy, and Bertha
Hooks.
Arab Union,Bad Or Middle Eastern oil fields whichare vital to Western Europe.Egypt is astride the Suez Canal,
control the routes tapping the vast
Syria is astride the overland pipe-
Goo For . • • R
lines. And both nations are in
fact 
Russia 
ahsubsidizedtrau ghma rby s
By JOHN H .MARTIN
Gamal Abdel Nasser, Egypt's president today but to-
morrow president of a "United Arab Republic" to include
Syria, has been called the "Hitler of the Nile" by his foes.
But to many in the Middle East this man who led the
revolt which ousted King Farouk in 1952 is the first true
Arab hero in more than 12 cen-,
tunes—ever since Charles Martel him variously since he grabbed
beat back the Moors less than 200 power — and have done so wrong-
miles from Paris in 732. ly. They have pictured him first
Western diplomats have figured as pro-Western, then violently
hostile.
The six-foot, 40-year-old strong
man of Egypt constantly has de-
nounced Western "imperialism,"
but the merger of Egypt with
Syria — with Egypt easily the
dominant partner — smacks of
"Nasser imperialism" to some
observers.
Namser's "The Philosophy of the
Revolution," published in 1954
after he grabbed power, clearly
sets forth the dreams of this am-
bitious figure. He has since snort-
ed at the idea that he wants to
build an empire, but it is all in
the book. At the time of the Suez
crisis, the then French Premier
Guy Mollet called the book Nas-
ser's "Mein Kampf" and called
the Egyptian leader "an appren-
tice dictator."
The Egyptian - Syrian merger
proclamation is more of a declar-
ation of intention than a fact at
the moment. But its long-range
dangers to the West — and to
other Arab states — are varied.
For instance, the two nations
Caribbean Models
Tour U.S. Cities
MT. VERNON — N. Y.—Ready-
to-wear fashion creations from the
Carribbean Commonwealth, in-
cluding women's shorts and shirts,
bathing suits, travel suits, hos-
tess ensembles 20 city tour featur-
ing National Negro Model Award
winners for 1957-58.
Some of the new fashions re-
present original creations of Puer-
to Rican designers as well as
some of the U.S. appearel firms
operating on the Island.
Irene Briller, fashion coordinat-
or for Puerto Rico's marketing
division of the Economic Develop-
ment administration said that
Puerto Rico "is emerging as a
new fashion trend-setter.'t
National Negro Model Award
winners will display these fashion
creations for the first time to con-
sumer audiences.
Significantly it will be part of
a program to implement Puerto
Rico as a first class textile-ap-
pea r 1 manufacturing center
drawing upon what is probably the
largest concentration of skilled





There is a reason why people like
to do business with us. You, too,
will like our courteous treatment
and desire to help you.
"Open Thursday and Friday
Nighty Until 800 P.M.









WASHINGTON — (INS) The
Justice Department announced
Tuesday, that a federal grand
jury in Miami has handed down
an indictment charging 30 per-
isons "with conspiracy to under-
take a military expedition" against
Cuba.
The two-count indictment also
charged the defendants, believed!
to be supporters of Cuban rebel '
leader Fidel Castro, conspired to
ship war implements to Cuba.
Atty. Gen, William P. Rogers
said the grand jury dropped
charges against one of the 31
persons arrested Nov. 19 as they
prepared to leave for Cuba.
They were apprehended aboard
a 33-foot, twin-diesel cruiser load-
ed with uniforms, rifles, knives,





In his book, "The Philosophy of
the Revolution," Nasser puts his
finger on oil strategy as a basis
for the dream of creating an Arab
empire from the Atlantic to the
Indian ocean. He wrote:
"I maintain we are strong. The
only trouble is, we do not realize
just how strong we are. When I
try to analyze the elements of
our strength, there are three main
sources. The first is that we are
a community of neighboring peo-
ples
"The second source of strength
is our land itself and its position
or_ the map of the world — that
important strategic position which
embraces the crossroads of the
world . .
"There remains the third
source: oil, a sinew of material
civilization without which all its
machines wood cease to function.
"The center of world oil pro-
duction has shifted from the U.S.,
where wells are going dry, the
cost of land is going up and the
wages of workers have risen, to
the Arab area where the wells
are still virgin . . . Have I made
clear how great the importance
of this element of strength is?"
The group of 30 is primarily not what you do. it's what you get
Cuban, although at least two have caught doing." We are responsible
claimed U S. citizenship. for the confusions that trouble
many of your generation. We're
not much help, are we?
Dear Carlotta Stewart: My 25-
year-old daughter was married to
an alcoholic. She worked to sup-
port him, until I forced her to
Man the controls at supersonic
speed to "SPACE CAPERS" on
February 15 at the Trianon Ball-
room.
Words of the Wise
To dtaregard what the





NASHVILLE. Tenn. — Legisla
tures in five southern and border
states are considering so-called
"Little Rock" bills to require
closing of public schools if federal
troops are sent to patrol them,
Southern School News reported
here.
The publication noted also the
first announcement of planned de-
segregation in a school district—
this one a district in Oklahoma—
since November. If Bristow district
in Creek county begins desegrega-
tion next year for economic rea-
sons as announced, it will bring to
763 the number of desegregated
districts in 17 southern and bor-
der states.
During January, said Southern
School News, an effort was laun-
ched in a second state of the Deep
South to end public school segre-
gation. A suit by Negroes seeking
entry to all-white schools, filed in
Atlanta, Ga., followed a similar
suit filed the previous month in
Birmingham, Aa.
"Little Rock" bills have already
made some progress through the
legislatures of Delaware a n d
Virginia and have been proposed
Mississippi. Generally, they fol-
in Georgia South Carolina a n d
low the pattern of legislation
adopted in Florida and Texas
which requires automatic school-
closing if federal troops are em-
ployed to enforce a court desegre-
gation order.
In a review of 145 pro-segrega-
tion laws adopted in 11 states in
the past four years. Southern
School News said 9 of them had
been declared unconstitutional. It
listed some 30 current and active
court cases involving school entry
and related matters. Of these, 10








New Classes Starting Now
•
Keegan's School of Radio
and Television
546 Beale St. Ph. JA 5-1194
Musing: 0 U R GREATEST
HOPE IS YOUTH. We adults are
not feeling so well, thank you.
We, not the mythical "they" are
recponsible for our gang rule, our
rackets that have eaten away at
everything from public service to
school basketball, from home life
to school honor systems. We have
even grinned as we said, "It's
leaye hem. Since then she hac had
three affairs with weak men, two
of whom left her to go back to
their wives. How can I straighten
her out? Desperate.
Dear Desperate: To put it
bluntly, mind your own business.
Your daughter has probably never
been able ti make an independent
decision in her life. Perhaps she
loved her first husband, and
would, in time, have made a man
out of him. Alcoholics need help,
not abandonment. At any rate,
the choice of leaving or staying
was hers to make, not yours. The
only help that you can give her








The Union Station It Across the Street From Us
signrnent upheld in North Cara
line but ruled invalid under state
laws in Virginia and Louisiana.
A summary of major develop-
ments state-by-state during Jan-
uary follows:
ALABAMA — A large field of
candidates, all pledged to main-
tain segregation, entered the race
for the Democratic nomination for
governor. In answering a school
entry suit, the first of its kind in Al
bama Birminoham's board of edu-
cation contended that petitioners
were premature in going to feder-
al court and should have awaited
administrative action.
ARKANSAS — Little Rock's
Centrl High school, scene of bom-
bing threats and incidents involv-
ing students, still claimed the
spotlight. Elsewhere in Arkansas
seven integrated school districts
reported all was quiet.
DELAWARE — The education
committee of Delaware's lower
House reported favorably a bill
to close any public aehool where
federal troops were called "to pre-
vent violence or alleged acts of
violence."
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Reading readiness tests showed
amost 5C percent of elementary
children in "low normal" or "poor
risk" categories though the major-
ity are average or above in intelli-
gerueFLORIDA — A Negro publicist
who has been trying for nine years
to enter the University of Florida
law school filed a new action in
federal court but was unable to
get an injunction for immediate ad-
mission.
GEORGIA — Ten Negro par-
ents filed suit on behalf of 28 chil-
dren to gain entry to all-w hite
schools in Atlanta. The legislature
had at east eight new pro-segre-
gation measures before it, includ-
ing three dealing with schools.
KENTUCKY — Adair County,
first district to desegregate under
court order, reported its schools
"pretty quiet" and that after two
years "people just don't talk about
it any more."
LOUISIANA — A growing num-
ber of school board officials were
reported opposed to projected
legisation which would close pub-
lic schools rather than permit
them to be desegregated.
MARYLAND — A study of de-
segregation in Baltimore showed
that in the fourth year of the pro-
gram enrollment of Negroes in Tor-
merly all-white schools had in-
creased 50 percent over the pre-
vious year but that more than 80
percent continued to attend all-'
Negro schools.
MISSISSIPPI — A bill closing
schools if federal troops are used
to enforce integration was pend-
ings in two legisative committees
Another bond issue to finance a
second $27 million expenditure for
equalization of school faciities
was authorized.
MISSOURI — St. Louis schools,
reporting on the influx of new
students in Negro areas, noted
that more than one-third of them
had come from Mississippi.
NORTH CAROLINA — Lumbee
Indians of Robeson County rout-
ed a Ku Klux Klan rally after
Klansmen had burned crosses be-
fore Indian homes. The state su-
preme court ruled that the Greens-
boro school board acted legally
in assigning six Negro children
to all-white school last fall.
OKLAHOMA — One new dis-
trict — Bristow in Creek County
—announced pans for 1958-59 sec-
ondary school desegreegaticn un-
der the stress of financial difficul-
ties incident to operating separate
schools.
SOUTH CAROLINA — An un-
disclosed number of Negro college
students sought — and were de-
nied — admission to the all-white
University of South Carolina in
a move linked to state withdrawal
of approval of teacher - training
at a Negro college. Legislation was
recommended for school closing
in the event federal troops are
ordered into a school situation.
TENNESSEE — Two of the
state's foor largest cities, Nash-
ville and Knoxville, face s h o w-
sue in a third city. Memphis.
lion and college admission is an is-
downs during 1A58 on desegrega-
TEXAS —Dallas, under a court
order to desegregate "with all de-
liberate speed," asked a federal
court what it should do in the
light of a state law which bars
state aid to a district that de-
segregates without referendum.
VIRGINIA — Three of t h e
state's "NAACP laws" were held
unconstitutional in a 2-I decision
by a special three-judge federal
court whie a state court upheld
legislative subpoena of the NAA-
CP's membership lists. A bill to
close schools patrolled by feder-
a troops was recommended by in-
coming Gov. J. Lindsay Almond
and adopted by the Senate.
WEST VIRGINIA — Desegrega-
tion at formerly all-Negro West
Vginia State college was p r o-
nhunced a success by the insti-





SPRINGFIELD, Ill. — (INS) —
Illinois motorists were urged yes-
terday by Gov. William G. Stratton
to safety - check all state and fed-
eral highways and suggest to him
those areas needing improvement.
The governor said "a motorist
who frequently travels over a
particular section of roadway is
more likely to notice necessary
design improvements, the need for
additional road markings or the
placement of proper signs."
Citizen suggestions for road im-
provements should be sent to Gov-
ernor Stratton in Springfield.
— —
By CHARLENE WARREN
Race Relation Day was observed
at Kynette Methodist church on
Sunday, Feb, 9.
Everyone had a chance to be a
part of a growing college with an
outstanding reputation for its high
standards and its rich Christian
tradition. Philander Smith college
Is 90 years old. In order for this
institution to continue to grow, a
total of $1,262,000 must be spent
for two dormitories, library, fine
arts, and a student union building
in less than three years.
The following young people were
asked to raise $25 each: Roberta
McAllister, Mae Orita McAllister,
Claudette Moseley, Ethel Driver,
and Mercedier Turner. These
young persons will in turn receive
$100 on the scholarship. There is
a possibility of this running con-
currently for four years, especial-
ly in the fields of Christian min-
istry, higher mathematics and sci-
enee.
A. G. Bretton was the princi-
pal speaker at U a. to. and Rev.
T. K. Rucker was the afternoon
speaker. Rev. B. F. Neal is pas-
tor of Kynette Methodist church.
.
The Lincoln High school Tigt
took two games from the lielena
Buckaneers on last Wednesday
night. The Tigers seem to be on
their way toward sharing- the
conference title. Outstanding play-
ers for the Junior Tigers were.:
'Murrel Maxwell. Amos Lync y,
Robert Parchman, and F. W. An-
thony. Outstanding players for the
Senior Tigers were Clarence Jones,
James 
Clarence 
 Neal, eGalarrJeotht Handcock, and
Be sure to get your tickets for
the CAROL BRICE TRIO They
will be presented in concert at
the Lincoln Ifigh school Gymna-
torium on Thursday evening, OR
March 6, 1958, at 8 p. m.
You Can Get Everything
FromPumpsToEnvelopes
By JAMES BURNS
Everything from pumps to en-
velopes will be sold on a sealed
bid sale at the Memphis General
Depot on Feb. 14.
A partial list of the wide variety
of equipment is as follows: 368 10-
man inflatable boats; 489 Cartons
of envelopes, each pasteboard car-
ton containing 5,000 envelopes:
3,871 Reciprocal hand driven
pumps, 20 Pump assemblies; 1,259
Brass electric cable assemblies;
202 25-gallon fuel containers; 14,145
Olive drab field packs: 148 It.
Leather nonmetallic washers.
This property which originally
cost ch.se to $1,000.000 has been
declared obsolete and Is no longer
needed by the Army.
This property may be inspected
daily from 8 a. m. to 3 p. m. up
to 9 a. m , Feb. 13. Opening of
bids is set for 10 a, m. Feb. 14.
For forther information or to ob.
lain a cc.py of the hid invitation,
call Property Disposal Officer,
telephone GLendale 8-4431, Exten-
sions 414 or 415.
Negro Education
Would Be Hurt
WASHINGTON — The American
Council on Human Rights flatly
oppossed any Federal aid whether
for science, general education or
school construction to go to states
that continue to maintain racial
segregation.
ACHR declared that President Ei-
senhower's program would permit
the states to provide inferior seg-
regated education for Negro youth
now with additional Federal aid
from the tax money of all the
citizens.
The Council, according to its
consultant, Dr. Paul Cooke, has in
the past strongly supported non-
discrimination clauses to school
construction, impacted areas, and
across-the-board Federal aid le•
gisla lion.
"This is no time," Dr. Cooke
declared," for compromise on ba-
sic principes of equal opportunity
and of use of Federal money for
non-segregated activities. Ameri-
cans will be the stronger in the
eyes of nearly a hundred nations
if it stands by those principles."
IKE'S VIEWS
ACHR pointed out that the Pres-
ident has on several occasions
enunciated his view that Federal
money should not aid racial seg-
regation or discrimination and
thereby disadvantage some citi-
zens. ACHR declared that the
President's statements must be-
come more than campaign ora-
tory.
Sending Federal troops to Little
Rock, according to Dr. Nancy B.
McGhee, ACHR President, ACHF
strongly commended, but this ac-
tion is enough. It cannot be fol-
lowed by providing money for
states, particularly the hard c
of (Virginia, South Carolina, Geor-
gia, Alabama, and Mississippi),
to strengthen their system of seg-
regation.
ACHR, whose legislative chair.
man is Mrs. Thomasina J. Nor-
ford of New York City, will offer
testimony against the administra-
tions program and the bill to be
offered by Senator H. Alexander
Smith.
ACHR, Mrs. Norforet declared.
will urge its 1000 affiliates chap-
ters and more than 50,000 mem-
bers to strongly and unequivocah-
ly oppose the science-general ed-
ucation-school construction legis-




sage, Mrs. Norford pointed out,
contains the following statement,
helpful to those states desirous
of continuing segregation:
"These funds referring to funds
for strengthening the teaching of
science and mathematics would
be used, in the discretion of the
States and the local school sys-
tem to .
The Council, Mrs. Norford add-
ed, must of a necessity this kind
of blanket authority to states that
have openly announced their de-
fiance of the Supreme court de-
cisions.
ACHR constituents are: Alpha
Kappa Alpha, Delta Sigma Theta,
Kappa Alpha Psi, Sigma Rho and
Zet Phi Beta, cooperating to fight
racial discrimination and to ad-
vance the cause of human rights.
Card Of Thanks
We wish to express our sincere gratitude to the
many f3riends for their thoughtfulness of us which
was expressed in the numerous florals, telegrams,
cards and words of kindness during the bereavement
because of the passing of our loved one, Mrs. Estelle
M. Bunton. Each expression helped lighten our bur-
den.
Rev. Henry C. Bunton, husband; and
Miss Mattie Bunton,
Mrs. Marjorie Bunton Wilcots,
Mr. Henry C. Bunton, Children,
NYAL PHARMACY
3109 So. Third-At Brooks Rd.
Phone EX 7-9511
Open 8 A.M. 'Til 10 P.M.
 • 
Barton Heights Substation
U. S. POST OFFICE
For Your Convenience
 • 
Save Cash Register Receipts Until
Totals $10.00 — Then Redeem Them
For A Valuable Gift.
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